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1.

Foreword
In order to initiate industrial development and to assure its continuous
growth, more advanced and improved technologies must progressively replace
traditional methods of manufacture.

Developing countries embarking on the

process of industrialization can draw upon the vast reservoir of accumulated
world technical knowledge.

They no longer need to go through the step-by-step,

long~drawn-out

experience of industrialized countries, but can short circuit

this process.

They have the possibility of importing and adapting intermediate

technologies suitable to their own requirements.

As this system develops,

these countries should also be able gradually to develop their own capabilities,
first in evaluating and selecting technologies, and then, locally in developing
and applying their own intermediate technology.
This brief study conducted by a staff team from the Georgia Institute of
Technology presents such a system which could be applied in the Republic of
Chile.

The team was sponsored by the USAID Mission/Chile for a period of three

weeks in Chile, during the months of September and October 1976.
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Summary

This brief document prepare d by the staff team from the Georgia Institute
of Technology presents a system for the implementation of an Intermediate Rural
Technology Program in Chile.
The Intermediate Rural Technology (IRT) Program will create a viable,
pragmatic system capable of generating and/or adapting technologies, transferring them and, when needed, implementing these new concepts.

As proposed, a

network of IRT centers will be built on the existing Corporacion Industrial
para el Desarrollo Regional (CIDERE) structure.

At the national level, a

commission in the Oficina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN) will be responsible for the administration of the program.
The program will be carried out over four years, with each year comprising
a phase of the total project.

Over the life of the project, it will focus on

four or more regions (probably seven) which will serve as a "demonstration" to
the other regions of the country.

At the end of the fourth year, it is antic-

ipated that the activities will continue under the sponsorship of the regional
institutions (private sector) which now support the CIDEREs, with some assistance from the Government of Chile.
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I.
A.

PRIORITY AND RELEVANCE

Goal
To improve the level of income and the conditions of life of the rural

poor in the Republic of Chile.

It is estimated that the rural poor represent

at present about 1.3 million persons or 15%!/ of the total population of Chile.
B.

Purpose
The purpose of the Intermediate Rural Technology (IRT) project will be to

provide a coordinated emphasis on the development, promotion, and implementation of appropriate technologies for the rural poor.

These technologies

generally will be labor intensive, and if they involve simple equipment, it is
to be of such a nature and design as to allow for local fabrication and maintenance.

Whenever possible, the technologies will make effective use of local

natural resources available to the target group.

The technologies, if at all

possible, will lessen the drudgery of rural life, particularly for the farm
woman.
C.

Target Group
The rural poor, as defined in this document, comprise three large sub-

groupings:

(1) traditional small farmer or minifundistas, (2) reform sector

farmers, and (3) landless rural workers.

The main characteristics of each sub-

group are described below:
1.

Traditional Small Farmers - Minifundistas.

This subgroup has its

historical origins in Spanish royal land grants, usually called "peonias," made
to lower-rank soldiers.

The original "peonias'' were between 50 and 150

hectares in size and typically located in less fertile and more isolated areas
of the country.
A second component of the minifundo subgroup is the native or indigenous
population.

Legally they are organized into a cooperative type of communal

land holding, but for all practical purposes they continue to work the land as
individual holdings.
The minifundista subgroup also includes the so called "Comunidades
Historicas," which are historic communes that hold large areas of common and

l/universidad Catolica, Chile, Agricultural Sector Overview:
USAID Mission/Chile, unpublished, August 1976, pp. 33.
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1964-1975,

undivided land. It is estimated that some 100,000 persons are at present
living on these lands,
2.

Reform Sector Farmers.

This subgroup of farmers represents former

farm laborers and tenants who under the 1964 Agrarian Reform are now in the
process of becoming owners of the expropriated farm land. At firs t they were
organized into what were known as "asentamientos"; later these became Centros
de Reforma Agraria or state farms.

Since 1973 the Government of Chile has

been dividing the old "asentamientos" into individual parcels of land.
Members of this subgroup generally have a lower educational and literacy
level than the minifundista and they appear to lack entrepreneurial experience,
according to studies conducted by the Universidad Catolica in 1975.
3.

Landless Rural Workers.

subgroup, for example:

Many categories appear to exist within this

empleado (employee); obrero (worker); inquiline

(tenant); and he may be voluntario (voluntary), obligado (has a right), or
afuerino (outsider).
Little information is available on this subgrouping; however, in 1974
there were some 124,000 unionized rural workers, most of whom would be classified in this subgroup.
The characteristics of the target group can be summarized as follows:
The traditional small farmer (minifundista) with assets normally
below those of the reform sector farmer.
The reform sector or the new landowners resulting from the Reforma
Agraria.
The landless rural worker who has an income equal to or less than
that of the reform sector farmer.
The three subgroups represent about 1.3 million persons or 15% of the
total population of Chile.

The Mapa Extrema Pobreza!/ indicates that about 80%

of the rural population of Chile is included in this target group.

l/Universidad Catolica, Mapa Extrema Pobreza, Oficina de Planificacion
Nacional, Santiago, Chile, 1976.
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D.

Existing Intermediate Technology Activities in Chile
The following institutions and organizations presently are involved to

some degree in intermediate technology activities in Chile:
Institute Nacional de Inves tigacion Agropecuaria

(INIA)

Universid ad de Chile

(U.C.)

Universidad Catolica

(U.CAT.)

Universidad de Concepcion

(U.CON.)

Universidad Austral

(U.A.)

Institute de Investigaciones Tecnologicas

(INTEC)

Institute de Fomento Pesquero

(IFOP)

Servicio Agricola Ganadero

(SAG)

Institute de Desarrollo Agropecuario

(INDAP)

Institute de Investigaciones Agropecuaria

(INTA)

Servicio de Cooperacion Tecnica

(SERCOTEC)

Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo
Regional del Bio Bio

(CIDERE-BioBio)

Some of them were contacted during the period of time between Sept ember 20
and October 8, 1976.

For details on these and other institutions visited by

the team from the Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT), please refer to
Appendix 1.
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II.
A.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Summary
The IRT project will create a system capable of generating and/or adapting

technologies, transferring them and, when needed, implementing these new concepts.
project.

No new institutions are planned or will be established under this
The IRT centers will be built on existing organizations; at present,

the organizations known as Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Regional
(CIDERE) are the ones selected for expansion and will in the future house the
IRT centers.
The project will be carried out over four years, with each year comp ri sing
a phase of the total project.

Over the life of the project, it will focus

directly on four or more regions of Chile which will serve as a "demonstration"
to the other regions of the country.

At the end of the fourth year, it is

anticipated that the activities will continue under the sponsorship of the
regional institutions (private sector) which now support the CIDEREs, with some
assistance from the Government of Chile.
B.

Operating Plan
More than a quarter century of development assistance programs in the LDCs

(less developed countries) has clearly demonstrated that much of the technology
used in the United States and other industrialized nations is not well suited
to the fledgling economies of developing countries.

These technologies are too

big, too expensive and above all they do not create the jobs needed to absorb
the ever expanding labor forces in nations that already have high unemployment.
These technologies, furthermore, are not appropriate for implementation in
small farms and in small rural enterprises, which constitute a large sect or of
the economic activities of the developing nations.
This program will provide the tools and machines best suited to laborintensive production methods and which fit the small farms (minifundios), sma ll
businesses, and small incomes.

Through this program technologies will be

provided which are neither so primitive that they offer no escape from low
production and low income nor so highly sophisticated that they are out of
reach of the rural poor and which ultimately would prove uneconomic for a
developing nation.

In other words, the project will provide intermediate tech-

nology.
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The objectives of the IRT project are the following:
(1)

To promote the development and dissemination of intermediate technologies appropriate to Chile, particularly in the areas of agriculture, rural development, and small business enterprises;

(2)

To identify, design, and adapt from existing designs appropriately scaled, labor-intensive technology and policies and institutions directly related to their use;

(3)

To assist in the formulation of policies and techniques which
will facilitate the organization of new small rural enterprises;

(4)

To engage in field testing of intermediate technologies;

(5)

To establish and maintain an information center for the collection and dissemination of information on intermediate rural technology;

(6)

To further support expansion and coordination of the national
efforts in this field.

The project will have a four-year life span and each year will be considered as a phase.

At the end of Phase 4 the CIDEREs assisted by the Government

of Chile will continue the activity without support from USAID.

During the

life of the project, four different CIDEREs will be directly involved in the
implementation of the IRT project.
1.

IRT Centers.

organization~

Four such centers will be built on the existing CIDERE

in Regions IV and VIII during Phase 1, in Region X during

Phase 2, and Region XII during Phase 3.

The last Phase 4 will be used in

consolidating the existing centers and in phasing out the project.
2.

The Regional Intermediate Rural Technology Center.

The IRT center at

the regional level, or the Regional Intermediate Rural Technology Center
(RIRTC), will be an integral part of an existing CIDERE-type organization and
will be highly oriented and sensitive to local needs and conditions.

The

RIRTCs as planned will be leanly staffed, project and result oriented, and
highly coordinated with existing research facilities at the regional level.
Each of the target CIDEREs would need to expand its staff to create the RIRTC,
and it is planned that the expansion would include the following four additional persons:

(a) engineer, (b) technician (engineering, chemical, other), (c)

library technician, and (d) part-time legal advisor.

One of the four CIDEREs

will serve as the information center and will be responsible for the
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collec tion and dissemination of information on

intermediat~

rural technology.

The CIDERE implementing this activity will require one additional person for
a to ta l of five.
The individual RIRTC's will all draw on local and national institutions or
or ganizations active in the intermediate rural technology field in Chile.

The

a c t ual research, development, fabrication of prototype, field testing, and
final design would be carried out by these local and national institutions.
The RIRTC would then promote the intermediate rural technology and assist the
user in applying i t.

Funds will be made available through the IRT project to

finance the research ac t ivities of these national and local institutions.
With inputs from the designated international consultant (IC), the RIRTC
t hen will determine the IRT needs, request bids for research projects from the
s upporting institutions , provide the funding for the research, obtain the
desired IRT and then disseminate the concept at both the regional and national
l ev els through the established organization.

The supporting institutions will

be responsible for the research, adaptation, design, and prototype construction
of the desired hardware for the selected intermediate rural technology.
The RIRTCs also will be provided with linkages with a United States institution prominent in the field of intermediate technology.

The international

consultant (IC) will represent such an institution.
One additional service to be offered by the RIRTC is legal advice to both
the research and development groups, as well as to the loan applicants.

A

part-t ime legal advis or will be included in the organization to provide such
services in the areas of loan applications, document preparation, patent rights,
licensing agreements, and others as required.
The proposed regional organization would be as shown on the following
page.
As indicated, four persons would be added to the existing CIDERE organization to provide the staff of the RIRTC.

This does not indicate that each

target CIDERE would increase the staff at once to establish an RIRTC.

The idea

is for the CIDERE to start by adding the staff engineer and evolve or grow into
t he additional pos it i ons as needed.

In some cases and when proven necessary,

the staff may be even l a rger if the CIDERE can afford the additional payroll.
Appendix 2 of this document provides brief job descriptions for the four
suggested positions.
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PROPOSED ORGANIZATION OF AN RIRTC

Board of Directors
CIDERE "Y"

~-

USAID/Chile
I

Manager
"Gerente"

International
Consultant

Legal Advisor
Present Staff

RIRTC

&

Act i v ities
Engineering
Field Service
Data Center

R

I

&D

National Units

_

~+-

~RCOTE~

-

1

--1-- ~ersities _

L

INDAP
IREN- -

R &D
Local Units

I -

INTEC
INACAP -

-

- ·- --r----IFOP

AUDICOOP

----r----

-

Other!_ _
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_L _

CONU~

__

I

Once t he CIDERE has evolved to the point where it starts building up the
staff of th e RIRTC, then it will be in a position to participate in the program.
Under the general guidance of the CIDERE General Manager (Gerente), the staff
wi ll start looking at the available appropriate or intermediate technology tha t
i s applicable to the local situation.
the staff in this act ivity .

The international consultant will a ss i st

They will review these technologies for possible

application or adaptat ion to indigenous conditions or create new technologies
to meet the requirements of the case.
Within t he RIRTC it is possible for a Peace Corps Volunteer (PCV) to
participa te at any l evel if this is within the goals of USAID/Chile.

The PVC

would provide additional expertise to the RIRTC and in general enhance the
project.
3.

Es timated Cos t of Each RIRTC.

The cost figures here presented are at

bes t an estimat e and must be reviewed prior to actual implementation.l /
Pesos
Personal Se rvices
Part-Time Legal Advisor of the CIPERE
(30% time) at CH$18,000/month
Engineer (100% time) at CH$12,000/
month
Technician (100% t ime) at CH$8,000/
month
Data Technician (100% time) -at
CH$4,000/month
Trave l (Regional)
An ave rage of CH$2,000/month
Materials and SuEElies
Data purchase at CH$1,000/month
Office supplies and printing at
CH$700/month

Annua l Budge t
US$
To tal US$

64,800

4,408

144,000

9,7 96

96,000

6,530

48,000

3,265

23,999

24,000

1,6 32

1, 632

12,000

817

8,400

572

1,389
27 , 020

TOTAL

This t ota l of $27,020 per CIDERE would be increased by another $4,000 i n
t he one whi ch i mplements the Information Center for the total organization.
Part of t he i ndicated cost could be prorated over other loans and programs ;
but if t he proj ect were on i ts own, this then would be a representative estimate.

l/Al l dollar figures ar e calculated at the rate of US$1
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14.70 pesos.

4.

The National Intermediate Rural Technology Commission.

At the

national l eve l, the total IRT program will be administered and directed by the
Nationa l Intermediate Rural Technology Commission (NIRTC), which will be housed
within the Ofic ina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN).

The NIRTC will be

formed by a ppointed persons representing the supporting Government of Chile
a genc ies :

ODEPA, CORFO, INDAP, INTEG, SERCOTEC, and others as needed.

NIRTC wil l control the loan fund and approve the loan requests.

The

They will also

provide the funding to support the individual CIDEREs estimated staff requirements f or t he four years the project will exist.
The NIRTC also will require an executive staff with the following positions:

executive director, secretary, engineer, Data Center manager, and Da ta

Center assis t ant.

The job descriptions for the engineer and Data Center

personnel a r e presented in Appendix 2 as part of the RIRTC staff; Appendix 3
presents the suggested job description for the executive director of the NIRTC.
5.

Estimated Cost of the NIRTC!/

Pesos
Personal Services
Executive Director at CH$20,000/
month
Secreta ry at CH$4,000/month
Engineer at CH$12,000/month
Data Center Manager at CH$6,000/
month
Data Center Assistan t at CH$4,000/
month
Trave l (National)
An average of CH$3,000/month
Materials and Supplies
Data purchase at CH$2,000/month
Of fice supplies, printing and others
at CH$1,000/month

Annual Budget
US$
TOTAL US $

240,000
48,000
144,000

16,324
3,265
9,796

72,000

4,898

48,000

3,265

37,548

36,000

2,449

2,449

24,000

1,632

12,000

817

2,449
42 , 446

TOTAL

The total of $42,446 for the support of the NIRTC could be prorated with
other loan programs; however, if the project were on its own, this then woul d
be a r ep resentative estimate.

!/Al l dollar figures are calculated at the rate of US$1
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= 14.70

pesos.

6.

One-Time Cost.

In addition to the estimated budget required to

support the staff of the NIRTC and the four planned RIRTC's, there is an
additional suggested support which would be a one-time cost.

Each RIRTC should

be provided with a "jeep" type vehicle or "carryall" to provide the field staff
with the necessary mobility.

Assuming that the operating cost of the vehic l e,

repair, maintenance, and fuel would be assumed by the corresponding CIDERE, i f
this concept were implemented, there would then be a one-time expenditure for
four vehicles.

If these are imported and duty is paid on them, it is estimated

that about $48,000 would be required for the four vehic}es.

For the purpose of

this document, it will be assumed that the four vehicles are purchased at a
cost of $48,000.
7.

Total Project Plan.

It is anticipated that the project would be

carried out over a total of four years, with each year constituting a separate
phase.

Phase 1.

Once the loan is made, the NIRTC will be established; during the same

year, two CIDEREs also will be incorporated into the project.
selected for Phase 1 are the ones in Regions IV and VIII.

The CIDEREs

These CIDEREs will

then expand to establish their RIRTCs and add minimal staff to initiate operations.

Funds will

beco~e

available to the RIRTCs through the NIRTC for specif-

ic research activities as proposed by the RIRTCs and approved by the NIRTC.

Phase 2.

The RIRTCs in Regions IV and VIII will continue to operate and

expand if possible.

By this time, Region VIII also will begin serving Regions

VII and IX to a limited extent.

One new RIRTC will be incorporated in Region X.

The development process for intermediate technology would continue.

Phase 3.

By now the three RIRTCs should be operating and serving five r egions

(IV, VII, VIII, IX and X).

During this year, the RIRTC in Region X will st a r t

expanding to serve part of IX and part of XI, while the RIRTC in Region VII I
will further expand into Region VI.

Also during the year, another RIRTC will

be added, probably in Region XII, and incorporated in the system.

At this

point in time, the NIRTC will be governing four RIRTCs and serving seven
regions of Chile.

Phase 4.

This is the final year and phase-out period.

The RIRTCs should have

established themselves by now and should be able to continue operating with the
assistance of the Government of Chile and other funding that will be discuss ed
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later in this document.

At the end of four years the organization would be

as f ollows:

IRT NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

-- -

ODE PLAN
NIRTC

--1
I

USAID/Chile
I

I

Executive Staff
NIRTC·

CIDERE VIII
RIRTC

8.

CIDERE IV
RIRTC

International Consultant.

International
Consultant

CIDERE X
RIRTC

CIDERE XII
RIRTC

As indicated in the diagram, the services

of an i n ternational consultant organization well known in the field of inter medi a t e technology also would be made available to the system.

This organiz a -

tion would provide the necessary technical backup to the RIRTCs and the NIRTC
in tho se i nstances where the resources at the local level prove unable to
resol ve t he que ry.
Th e int ernational consultant will be a major component of the total IRT
pro j ect and will be provided for the entire four years.

At the end of such

time , the local and national research and development organization, univers i t i es , and private consultants should be able to provide the necessary technica l
inpu ts to maintain the system in operation.

-lOa-

The international consultant would provide, among others , the following
inputs to the program:
o

Ev a l uat ion of alternative intermediate technol ogies applicab le to the
exist i ng needs.

o

Analys is, evaluation and guidance in the dev e lopment of new intermediate rur a l technologies.

o

Engineering research related to specific intermediat e te chnologies
being adapted to local use.

o

Li nkages with other international centers working in t he field of
int ermedia te rural technology.

o

Direct (on-site) technical assistance to the NIRTC and the RIRTCs.

o

Provision of patent and library search facilities through the data
collection of the international consultant organization.

o

Provision, if needed, of additional research facilities at a h i gher
level.

o

Provision of professional staff development of the participating
agencies and institutions.

o

Audiovisual documentation of the IRT program on a year l y ba sis.

This

could be by means of black and white and color photo graphs , slides ,
8 mm and 16 mm film, video tapes, and other media.
There are several well-qualified U.S. organizations and institutions that
could serve as the international consultant.

One such institution is the

Georgia Institute of Technology and its Economic Development Laboratory.
Appendix 4 presents a summary of the qualifications of t he Economic Development
Laboratory in the field of intermediate rural technology.
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9.

Estimated Cost of International Consultants

Personal Services
Proj ect Director, 30% time or
17 man-weeks/year (50% onsit e)
Equivalent of 1/2 Senior
Staff Specialist, on-site,
short-term (2 man-months at
a time)
Equivalent of 1/2 Senior
Staff backup in Atlanta
Equivalent of 1/2 Staff Support, Data, Atlanta
Equivalent of 1/24 Staff
Support, Audiovisual, onsite
Equivalent of 1/24 Staff
Support, Audiovisual,
Atlanta
Overhead and Fringe Benefits
AID-approved on-campus rate
(77.1% of Personal Services)
applied to Atlanta-based
project time
AID-approved off-campus rate
(59.1% of Personal
Services) applies to Chileba sed project time
Travel
International round trips
(Atlant a ~Chile) at an aver a ge of $1,000/trip
I n-country travel at an average of $250/month
Daily expenses (per diem) at
$40/day (35 man-weeks)
Materials , Supplies and Other
Costs
Evaluation and r eports
Audiov isual mat e r ial, film,
t ape, printing costs
TOTAL
Note:

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

4-Year
Total

$8,100

$8,748

$9,44 7

$10 , 203

$36,498

12,500

13,500

14,580

15,745

56,325

12,500

13,500

14, 580

15,745

56,325

8,000

8,640

9,331

10 , 077

36,048

750

810

874

944

3, 378

750

810

874

944

3,378

16,383

21,066

22,751

24, 569

84,769

10,224

11,042

11, 924

12, 878

$46,068

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

20,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3, 000

12,000

9,800

9,800

9,800

9,800

39,200

1,500

1,500

1,500

1, 500

6,000

1,000

1,000

1 ,000

1 ,000

4,000

$89,507

$98,416

$104,661

$111, 405

$403,989

(1) Salary increase of approximately 8% per year estima t ed f or Georgia
Te ch staff.
(2) If this project (IRT) were to be implemented joint ly with the
Small-Scale Rural Enterprise project, the two woul d shar e many of
the services and the total cost would be reduced.
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10.

Es timated To tal Budget.

If one assumes that each CIDERE builds up to

f ull staff a s soon as it enters the program and t he NIRTC also does the same,
the estimated tota l budget inc luding the international consultant would be as
f ollows :
Participants
NIRTC

1
$42,446

Phases
2
3
$46,2 00 $50, 330

4

Total
Program

$54,837

$193,813

RIRTC VIII

31,020

33,819

36,898

40,286

142,023

RIRTC I V

27,020

29,419

32,058

34,961

123,458

29,419

32, 058

34 ,961

96,438

32, 058

34,961

67,019

104,661

111,405

403,989

RIRTC X
RIRTC XII
Internati onal Consultant

89,507

98,416

Vehicles, one-time cost

48,000

Tota l

$1,074,740

The above est imated total budget has a salary increase of 10% per year for
the sta ffs of the NIRTC and the four CIDEREs as well as an 8% salary increase
per year f or t he i nt er national consultant staff .
The total budget could be greatly reduced if the in t ernational consultant
were t o be cost-shared with the Small-Scale Rural Enterprise l oan, which will
be requiring similar facilit ies and services.
The to t al fundi ng is for $2.85 million.

Deduct ion of the total estimated

budget from this amount leaves a balance of about $1. 77 mi llion for research
grants in the field of in t ermediate rural techno logies.

These grants would be

made avail able to the l ocal and national research and development organizations
interested in in t ermediate rural technology.

On the basis of $1. 77 million,

about $443,800 per year would be available over the l ife of the project.
I n other words, t he funding of the NIRTC, the four RIRTCs, and the internat ional c onsultant would represent about 37.7% of t he t ot al loan fund , and the
balance or 62.3% would be available for additonal res earch and development
grants .
C.

Expected Results
As i ndicated in the project plan, it is ant i ci pated t hat the NIRTC and

f our RIRTCs, a ssisted by t he international consultant, will be able to generate
t he fol l owing results during the four-year project s pan .
1.

Organization .

The NIRTC as an administ r at i ve un i t will mount a

program of res earch , services, and technical info rmation relevant to the less-13-

developed rural sector .
a re ope rational .

A vis ible structure will resul t once the four RIRTCs

The respect ive RIRTCs will, in turn, des ign their programs

based on t he organization and regional goals as well a s l ocal moti vat i on.
2.

Facilities and Staff.

The IRT program will be established in adequate

offi ce space within each region.

Staff pe rsonnel with appropr i a t e backgrounds

and addit i onal training (provide d by the internat ional consultant) will
i mpl ement the res earch , a dap t a tion, and testing of intermedi at e r ural technology in selected geographi c areas of Chile.
3.

Technology Transfer .

Four information coll e ct i ons will be established

by the RIRTCs to permit the local staff to conduc t r esearch on problems of

inte rmedia t e r ural t echnology, needs, processes, product specialization, tools,
and others.

The results of this research will be disseminated at bot h regional

and nat i onal l evels .

Linkages will be established with outside or ganizations

and support will be provided by the international consultant through his data
center .
4.

Research Activities.

The RIRTCs, using the local research facilitie s

and supported by the national research centers, will be able to i dentify and
implemen t programs of re search funded by the NIRTC.

The following research

areas a re s uggested :
a.

Design appropriate regional policies for intermediate rural technology.

b.

Conduct intermediate rural technology basic research in the region.

c.

Design and construct prototype intermediate technology machines
and tools.

d.

Test intermediate t echnology machines i n l ab oratory and field.

e.

Maintain and di sseminate intermedi a t e technol ogy machine specifications and drawings.

f.

Adapt advanced t echnology to the t a rge t region.

g.

Encourage fie ld t e s ts of IRT unde r r eal - world condi tions, market
and other factors .

h.
5.

Study l ocal initiat ive and innovation in t he area of IRT.

Del ivery System.

The RIRTCs will design and implement a procedure to

permit direct contact with the end user (rural poo r) f or the purpose of
ascer taining their needs and problems and for the provision of staff assistance
and res earch in the solution of problems, both management and technical in
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nature.

This field service will have as its aim the expansion, diversification,

and generation of rural activities , while serving seven regions of Chile .
6.

Pilot Projects.

An additional anticipated result is the successful

completion of selected pilot projects at the RIRTC level.

It is anticipated

that over the project life at least 10 such "pilots" be concluded.

These would

be carefully selected and hopefully would provide an IRT solution to regional
problems.
7.

Support to Other Programs.

most important anticipated result.

This is considered by the author as the
At present USAID/Chile is considering a loan

in the area of "Small-Scale Rural Enter pr i s es. "

This project could well provi de

the research and technical support r e quir ed to car ry out the Small-Scale Rural
enterprise program.

The establishment of research facilities in the area of

IRT at the regional level will provide t he companion program of rural enterprises with a solid technical base t o work f r om.
8.

Institutional Framework.

At the end of the project life, the Govern-

ment of Chile and the target group will continue to have an organization
dedicated to the research in and impl emen t ation of IRT.

The four existing

RIRTCs may well serve as models fo r future establishment of similar services
in other problem regions.

The RIRTCs will be ab le to operate independently

within their regions, and it will be up to the individual CIDERE to continue
supporting this activity.
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III.

AID AND OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCES

In this area of IRT, much ha

b

n done in the past few ye rs, with some

of the r

ult

ative of

ome of the studi s publi h d a

1.

surpassing the origin 1

o 1.

Th

following list is repr sent-

re ult of practic l project work.

"The Scaling-Down of Modern Technology:

Crystal Sugar Manufacturing

India," by M. K. Garg.
2.

"The Reorganisation of the Light Engineering Industry in Sri Lanka,"
by D. L. 0. Mendis.

3.

"Mechanisation Technology for Tropical Agriculture," by Amir U. Khan.

4.

"Intermediate Technology and Regional Development in the Philippines,"
by Rufino S. Ignacio.

5.

"The Design and Operation of a Water Filter Using Local Materials in
Southeast Asia," by R. J. Frankel.

6.

"Appropriate Technology in Ghana:

The Experience of Kumasi

University's Technology Consultancy Centre," by B. A. Ntim and J . W.
Powell.
7.

"Picturial Monograph Ill, Selected Aspects of Intermediate Technology,"
by Economic Development Laboratory of the Georgia Institute of Tech-

nology.
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IV.
A.

BENEFICIARIES

Target Group Definition
Ea rlier in this document, the target group was defined as having three

subgroups:

(1) traditional small farmers or minifundistas, (2) reform sector

farmers, and (3) landless rural workers.

The three subgroups are estimated to

represent about 1.3 million persons or about 15% of the total population of
Chile.

Since this project will focus on four to seven of the poorest regions

of the nation, it is safe to assume that about 50% of their population, or
about 650,000 persons, form the target universe.
B.

Projected Benefits
The proposed loan would attempt to stimulate growth, development, and

implementation of research activities in the area of IRT.
nisms are available:

Two principal mecha-

credit availability and technology research and transfer .

I n both cases the proposed loan would attempt to fill the current vacuum in
research.
Another benefit from this proposed loan could be an attempt to correct t he
existing discrimination against the small enterprise at the rural level.

These

small enterprises have little access to credit and none to intermediate rural
technology.

By making small credits available to IRT research, the loan would

counteract the discrimination inherent in the existing system of resource
r at ioning .
Finally, it is felt that stimulation of research aimed at the rural poor
will have desirable social implications.
t he rural poor with limited resources.

New opportunities will be created for
In addition, the existence of a healthy

rural activity sector will contribute to the democratization and decentralization of the national policy-making process.
C.

Role of Women
There is no doubt that the role of women will be an important considera-

t i on in this loan project.

Based on 1970 census data, women comprise over

3.3% of the agricultural labor force; however, researchers tend to believe that
the census data grossly understate the role of the female population.

More

recent studies show that about 17% of the total on-farm work-days r eported by
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the minifundistas are performed by female labor.

In addition, the women of

the rural poor families have the added responsibility.of care and feeding of
poultry and other small animals.
D.

Environmental Considerations
The proposed loan program is not expected to have any significant impact

on environmental quality.

The loan agreement could include a covenant regard-

ing environmental questions.
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V.
A.

FINANCIAL PLAN

General
Prior to any USAID disbursements for IRT activities, the NIRTC will submit,

for USAID/Chile approval, an organizational scheme and work plan for those
activities.

All contracts between NIRTC or RIRTC and entities providing IRT

and consultants related to this field will be submitted to USAID/Chile for approval.
A covenant of the Loan Agreement will provide assurance that the Banco de
Chile will maintain the capitalization level of the loan.

It may be decided by

the Government of Chile that internally the IRT loans are to be considered as
"grants."
B.

Disbursement Procedures
1.

Research Loans.

Disbursement for research loans will take place in a

form similar to that implemented for sector lending in Chile.

AID will deposit

pesos in a special account in the Banco Central de Chile, which then will pay
to ODEPLAN-NIRTC through normal Government of Chile procedures.

The amount of

any USAID disbursement will depend on the projected needs of credit disbursement by the NIRTC during the proximate quarter.
2.

NIRTC-RIRTC Activities.

The Loan Agreement and Implementation Letters

will specify the particular activities and items to be loan financed.

It may

be desirable to fund these on a yearly basis.
C.

Lo-an Monitoring
Primary responsibility for monitoring the loan implementation will rest

with USAID/Chile.

Disbursement requests will be accompanied by detailed

reports of program activities which shall serve as the basic management review
tool.

Qualitative progress will be reviewed through periodic field inspec-

tions.
D.

Evaluation
The NIRTC and the RIRTCs could be evaluated on the following basis:
1.

Employment creation - target impact.

2.

Streamlining of research loan procedures.

3.

Credit activity - research.

4.

Non-program-funded research activities.
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5.

Program-funded IRT transfer activities.

6. · IRT positive findings and applications.
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VI.
A.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Sunnnary
As previously indicated, implementation of the project would take place

over a four-year period of time.

In summary, the sequence would be the follow-

ing:

Phase 1.

During the first year, the principal objective is to establish

the NIRTC and two RIRTCs, one each in Regions IV and VIII.

The NIRTC would

also need to establish procedures, policies, and operational details.

The two

RIRTCs would hire staff, initiate data collection, and start serving regional
requests.

Linkages would be made with regional research groups to identify

projects.

By the second half of the first phase, proposals should start coming

in for research projects within the regions.

The international consultant (IC)

would be on-site three to four times during that year for a total of over 20
man-months of assistance.

Phase 2.

The NIRTC and the two first RIRTCs should be operational by the

second year and should be able to assist in starting one more RIRTC in Region X.
The new staff should be trained by the older staff in Regions IV and VIII,
assisted by the IC.

The RIRTCs in Regions IV and VIII should have established

a constant flow of research activities and might be starting one or more pilot
projects as a result of this research.
VII and IX in an informal manner.
similar to those in Phase 1.

They also would begin serving Regions

Region X will be initiating its activities

The IC will continue to provide over 20 man-

months of on-site assistance.

Phase 3.

Three operational RIRTCs will be operational, and together they

will start a fourth one in Region XII.

The three old RIRTCs at this time will

be implementing some of the results of both the research and the pilot or
fi eld tests.

It is in this year that the first tangible results will appear

and the inputs to the companion program, "Small-Scale Rural Enterprise," will
be available if both projects are implemented.

The IC support will continue at

the same level.

Phase 4.

The phase-out will start at the beginning of the year.

The four

RIRTCs will take over all actions together with the NIRTC as the IC support
diminishes.

This year the research grants should be at a maximum and the

results also should be at a peak.

At this point, seven regions will be served
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by the four RIRTCs.

The data collection will have achieved strong links to

outside sources, which will continue to provide information on a regular basis.
B.

Project Admini s tration
The overall project administration will be the responsibility of the

Executive Director of the NIRTC, but the subprojects will need to be managed
at the RIRTC level by the corresponding "Gerente."

The IC also will have a

project manager for its part of the program, and he will coordinate with the
Executive Director of NIRTC.
It is ant icipated that all parties involved in the project will submit
quarterly reports to NIRTC, and this body will report to the Government of
Chile and USAID.

It is further anticipated that "reviews" will be made a s per

standard operationa l procedures.
C.

Relationship to Small-Scale Rural Enterprise Loan
There is a very close relationship between these two loan programs.

If

bo th are implemented, the IRT program will build the required technical i nf r as t r ucture to support and assure the success of the SSRE loan.

At the s ame

t ime it is the SSRE loan program that will be able to implement the f i ndings
of the IRT program and generate the desired employment and other goals.

The

s ame IC should serve both programs and, as described in this document, all t he
funds for supporting the IC could be coshared while the "field offices" and r esearch facilities for both loans are funded by their respective loan programs.
If USAID/ Chile so desires, both loans could be combined as a single
package .

If they a re kept separate, they need to be implemented at about the

same time; however, the IRT could start up to six months before the SSRE and
no damage would occur.
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Appendix 1

SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS WITH ORGANIZATIONS
AND AGENCIES RELATED TO THIS PROJECT IN CHILE
( September 20-0ctober 8, 1976)
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1976
10:00 a.m. - Instituto de Desarrollo Agropecuario (INDAP)
This meeting was held with Mr. Luis Brucher, who outlined the past history
of INDAP and stressed its current and primary role of providing production
loans for seed and fertilizer to small farmers.

He indicated that a nationwide

network of offices exists but, due to budget cuts made by the national government, these offices are somewhat understaffed and in many cases the small
offices have been closed.

Mr. Brucher agreed that a need existed for the two

projects proposed by AID; however, he was doubtful about the possibilities f or
exe cutive coordination by INDAP.

Mr. Brucher felt that INDAP could cooperate

with any agency finally selected for project execution but that INDAP likely
could not handle the principal program administration and coordination
functions.
Mr. Brucher suggested that we have another meeting with Mr. Claudio
Vicente, who is the chief of the department within INDAP which is concerned
with loans for purposes other than production by cooperatives.

He advi sed us

l a ter in the day that an appointment had been arranged with Mr. Vicent e on
Tuesday at 3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - Institu t o de Financiarniento de Cooperativa (IFICOOP)
Mr. Cristian Yanez and the General Manager, Mr. Claudio Barriga, wer e
present.

IFICOOP is a current beneficiary of an AID loan which is being used

to support loans to cooperatives.

This loan is for $15 million, of whi ch

approximately $4 mil l ion has been disbursed to date.
The AID support loan program was reported as giving IFICOOP a wider
experience and success in making loans to the AID target group of very small
f a rm operators.

IFICOOP officials submitted that this experience would be

valuable given future participation of IFICOOP in the subject projects under
plan .
Both Mr. Yanez and Mr. Barriga were positive about the program concepts
and particularly the goal of enabling the rural poor to gain access to loans
for nonagricultural purposes.

They submitted that IFICOOP could handle the

coordination and a dmi nis t r ation of the loan program for development of rural
small-scale enterprises and, in particular, could administer loans in beh alf of
appropriate cooperatives.

They felt as a preliminary impression that they
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would need help, possibly from INDAP or another agency, in administering the
program in behalf of individuals who are not members of cooperatives.
At present IFICOOP is working with some of the cooperative units in the
MULTIRECOOP, of which 10 have been created to date.
2:00 p.m. - USAID/Chile
The Georgia Tech team met with the USAID/Chile Mission Director, Mr. James
L. Roush, and members of his staff, Mr. Ron Witherell, Mr. Mark Karns and
Mr. Lee Twentyman, to discuss our mission and to be briefed on the history of
both projects and the current status of each with AID/Washington.

In the

course of this briefing, Mr. Roush suggested that it appeared that the time
constraint of two weeks would make it difficult for the Georgia Tech team members to get out of Santiago to see, firsthand, the conditions with which these
two programs are designed to deal.

He suggested that the mission be extended

for one additional week to ease the time constraint.

The team leader,

Mr. Nelson C. Wall, then indicated that he would remain to complete both required documents and the balance of the team would return to Atlanta as per
schedule on October 1, 1976.
During this meeting, Mr. Roush and his staff provided background data and
further information on the two loan projects as well as on Chile in general.
5:00 p.m. - Servicio de Cooperacion Tecnica (SERCOTEC)
Present at the meeting were Mr. Eduardo Beas Godoy, General Manager, and
Mr. Eduardo Maya Roa, the Assistant Manager.

This CORFO-related organization

has a 24-year history of providing technical assistance to small and mediumscale Chilean industry.

SERCOTEC is particularly concerned with productivity

improvement and technology upgrading.
SERCOTEC activities have tended to be concentrated in and near Santiago
since most of the industrial activity is concentrated around the capital.
They have, however, developed a network of 18 offices throughout the length of
Chile and are now reported to be increasingly concerned with the transfer of
technology to the rural and agricultural sectors of the economy.
SERCOTEC assistance programs have received support from such international
organizations as the ILO, AID, UNDP, and the Inter-American Development Bank.
AID funding was instrumental in the early development of. SERCOTEC.

In recent

years, the ILO has provided funds for building and equipping a technology
center located near Santiago.
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SERCOTEC officials noted that they are significantly involved in systems,
marketing, and. commercial analysis.

They have not had strong experience with

small-scale appropriate technology matters.
SERCOTEC appears to be directed to the support of medium to large-scale
industries.

The SERCOTEC officials indicated that their organization's efforts

to assist small-scale firms had consisted largely of seminars in which small
firms could be dealt with as a group.
cost of

dire~t

This approach was taken because the high

assistance to a small firm could not be justified as cost

effective.
SERCOTEC is noted as a highly structured technology transfer organization
that appears to be effective in the more technically rich environments of
medium-scale industry.

It is considered doubtful that this organization could

readily mount a subadministration that could effectively deal with the development of appropriate technology for the target group.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1976

9:00 a.m. - Instituto de Investigaciones

Tec~~~ogicas

(INTEC)

The Georgia Tech team met with Dr. Ricardo Berner, Director, an~
Mr. Manuel Tubino.

Dr. Berner outlined the activities and capacities of INTEC

and noted the ongoing work in both intermediate technology and nontraditional
technologies.

They have a staff of approximately 200 persons, of whom more

than 100 are professionals.

(To keep the best possible staff, they have an

incentive plan which supplements the Government of Chile's wage-controlled
salary levels.)
INTEC is a CORFO-related nonprofit organization whose mission is the
development of technology to meet the needs of Chilean development.

They oper-

ate on a cost-charge basis and have a small operating budget from CORFO.
Dr. Berner indicated that INTEC, in response to this project, was in the process of preparing a proposal to USAID.

Dr. Berner hoped to submit this propos-

al before the Georgia Tech team completed their mission in Chile.
persons indicated that they have expertise in the following areas:
Food technology
Chemistry (multi-discipline)
Metal and metallurgy
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INTEC staff

Mechani cs
Elec tronics
Economi c s and · feasibility analysis
Da ta bas e (technical library )
10:30 a.m. - Consejo Nacional de Inve st igaciones Cientificas y Te cnolosia
{CONICYT}
The team wa s advised of t he fact that CONICYT prepared, last ye ar, a
national plan f or scientific and t echnological development.

Mr. Sergio Monte-

negro also indi ca ted tha t CONICYT has been made responsible for science and
t echnology development by the Government of Chile.

Both propo sed plans as

presented by USAID/Chile were acknowledged as being in t h e priority a r ea s of
t he Governmen t of Chile plans.
Mr. Montene gro pr omised t o forward his reactions and suggestions to the
team leade r , but to date (October 2, 1976) the document has not been deliv e red
to the author.
3:00 p.m. - Ins tit uto de Desarro llo Agropecuario (INDAP)
This second me et i ng wi t h t he same organization was suggested by Mr. L.
Brucher, who wanted the team to meet with Mr. Claudi o Vicente, Chie f of the
Projects Division of INDAP.

As expected, this administrative position ove rsees

all loans made by INDAP for purposes other than farm produc tion.

Mr. Vi cente

appeared mo r e receptive to the idea of INDAP as a possible implementing a gency
for a r ura l enterpri se developmen t program.

He reported having a staff of 12

professiona l s i n Santiago who ana lyze loan applications s ubmitt ed by INDAP
offices throughout Chile and f or a va r iety of rural enterprises.

He assured

the Georgia Tech team that I NDAP could handle the rural enterpr i se deve lopment
program "without any problem."

This position was s omewhat i n contrast t o

Mr. Brucher's position.
6 :30 p.m. - Universidad Catolica (U. CAT.)
The Ge orgi a Tech team was i nvi t e d to the USAID Direct or' s home to meet
two officials o f t he Cat holic University, Dr. Peter Hirsh and an associa te.
The Universi ty ' s ongo ing pr ogr ams were offered as substantively related to t he
planned AID ef f ort s i n bot h r u r a l enterprise development and in t ermediate
rural technology devel opment .

Dr. Hirsch noted that the University had been

criticized in t he past for its lack of direct involvement in development
efforts.
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From the positive presentation made by Dr . Hirsch, it appears that U. CAT.
has great interest and competen ce i n t he area of intermediate technology.

Dr. Hirsch indicated an interest in having U. CAT. participate in the programs
outlined .

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 19 76
9:00 a.m. - Oficina de Desarro l l o

y

Plani f icac ion Agricola (ODEPA)

The team met with Mr. Herman Ri esco and Mr . J orge Diez of ODEPA.
Mr. Riesco outlined ODEPA's functions a s the princ i pal Government of Chile agricultural planning agency.

As pla nner s, ODEPA is r es ponsible for policy develop-

ment and does not administer substan tive programs .

ODEPA does not have any

outreach capability and does no t main t ain office s outsi de San t i ago.

Mr. Riesco

was positively responsive to the me r it s of the two project s under discussion
and noted that the projects' concepts fit well i nto the Government of Chile's
overall policy in agricultural dev elopmen t .
It is recognized by this agency t hat a mo st urgent Chilean Gove rnment
problem is development support to ''minifundis t as .''
indicated strong support for both proposed projects.

In this context, Mr. Riesco
He noted the critical

problem of finding methods to deliver developmen t a ssistance to the landless
poor in rural areas.

These underemployed l and less l ab ore rs are not organized

in any way which would facilitate a program t o as sist them, he suggested.
ODEPA had a very positive respons e to the pr oposed loans.

Unfortunately,

as a planning organization, they are unable t o serve as administrators to these
two projects.
1:00 p.m. - Oficina de Planifica c i on Nacional (ODEPLAN )

Mr. James Roush, Mission Director of USAID /Chile , arranged a meeting with
Mr . Miguel Kast , the subdirector of ODEPLAN .

Mr . Kast was responsive to both

the rural enterprise project and the intermediate rural technology project .
He was particularly interested in the ma rketing support aspect of the technical
assistance to be established withi n thes e projects.
Mr . Kast stressed a need to s truc ture th e pr oj ects so a s to minimize the
possibility of bureaucratic expans i on.

He urged the consideration of private

sector organizations as manager s fo r t he se ef f or t s , especially i n relation to
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the technology transfer project.

Mr. Kast noted, with approval , the efforts

and results achieved by the following organizations:
area and CIDERE in the Concepcion area.

CIDEME in the Santiagq

Both of these · were described as non-

profit organizations sponsored by local business and indus try for the purpose
of developing small enterpr ises in their areas to hel p the rural poor to
achieve a better standard of living.
these two organizations.

He urged that the Georgia Tech team visit

The team leader made arrangements to visit both.

Mr. Kast also indicated that ODEPLAN, as a pl anning agency, did not see
itsel f as an implementor, but if needed ODEPLAN would consider a s suming that
role.
6:00 p.m. - Fundacion Chile (F. C. )
The Georgia Tech team met at Mr . Roush's home to meet two representatives
of the Chile Foundation , Dr. Robert Cotton and Dr. David Owen.

Chile Founda-

tion has been recently formed as a joint project of ITT and the Government of
Chile.

The agreement reached between ITT and the Government calls for each t o

contribute $2.5 million to the Foundation each year for 10 years , which amounts
to a total of $50 million.

The F. C. has two major goals:

(1) to develop and

improve nutrition in· Chile and (2) to develop telecommunications in Chile.
Approximately 65% of the effort will be devoted to nutrition and 35% to telecommunications.
Dr . Cotton made several suggestions on potential areas of development of
business enterprises which would help the nutrit i on i n rural areas and the
economy in general .

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1976
9:00 a.m. - Institute Nacional de Capacitacion Profesional (INACAP)
This meeting was with Mr. Hernan Valenzuela Leyton, Director Ejecutivo,
and Mr. Alfredo Tamper .

Mr. Valenzuela noted the development history of

INACAP and described its current role in Chile.
in 1960 to provide training in production skills.
tional training and on-the-job training.

The organization was formed
INACAP focuses upon voca-

Mr . Valenzuela expressed his

enthusiasm for the projects and noted the positive technical assistance support
which INACAP could provide.
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The INACAP has three fixe d cent e r s, 29 subcenters, and several mobile
unit s, al l used in traini ng of the local human res ources.

Last year a l one

they had over 40, 000 persons taki n g training programs at I NACAP.

This is a

very well-organized vocational t rain i ng unit of the Government of Chile.
They would be wi lling to set up s pecial pro grams for our proposed projects if
required.
10:30 a. m. - Ins t itute de Fomen to Pesquero (IFOP )
The meeting was with Mr. Arturo Reid, Ch ie f of the Research and Development Division.

This Government of Chile agency is de dicated to fis h and sea-

food research and has close t ies with FAO.

They try to as sist the individual

fishermen , who are classified a s artisans in Chile.

The problem i s mainly in

equipment and pro cessing, since the individual fisherman must s e l l his daily
catch locally and has no way of preserving hi s catch.
The team toured the laborat ory fac ilities acd noted both t h e existing
equipmen t and s taff act i vity.

!FOP al so provides s ome quality control services

to processors of s eafood, but do not have a r e gulating role within the industry .
1:00 p.m . - Institute de I nves tigac i ones de Recur sos Naturales (IREN)
The team met with Mr. Francisco Diaz, who outli ned the role of IREN.

We

were adv is ed that IREN pr ovides t echnical assistance to all nat i onal resource
data invest iga tive units of Chilean i nstitutions.

IREN i s concentrating, at

this time , on the developmen t of wa t e r resources in Region IV of C ile.
part of CORFO, IREN re a c t s to national priorities .

As

They i ndicated having a

large da ta collect ion which would be open to the staff working on these two
project s.

They see no ro le for I REN wi th in the two projects other t han

providing data.
3:30 p .m. - Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Metropolitano (CIDEME)
This meetin g was with Mr. Gonzalo Diaz Albonico, Geren t e of CIDEME in
Santiago.

Mr . Di az appears a dynami c and dedicated man.

about t he work of CIDEME .

He i s enthusiastic

This one-year-old organization is patterned after

CIDERE Bio Bio i n Concepcion, Chile.

Bo th of these organi zations are in the

private s e c tor (nonprofit ) and dedicated t o r ur a l development through enterprise building that offers income to t he r ural poor.

I n the sho rt time that

CIDEME has been oper ated , t hey have been ab l e to i mpact some of the target
areas.

They have 300 persons picking up emp ty bottl es and reselling them to
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bot tling compani es .

The CIDERE is now starting small enterpris es t o manu-

facture broom handles , and they appear to be ge tt ing ahead wi th thi s

p rogra~.

The CIDERE i s a very small but aggressive operation which is starting to
pay off.

USAID /Chile has been funding some of the i r a ctivities.

Mr. Diaz was

very much in favor of both projects but re ally liked the usmall rural enterprise" concep t .
5:00 p . m. - Univers idad de Chile (U. C.)
This meeting was with Dr . Fernando Monckeb er g, who i s also the Executive
Director of t he Nat iona l Council on Nut ri tion (Con sej o Naciona l para la
Alimentacion y Nutricion--CONPAN).

Dr . Monckeberg provided the team with a

summary of the var i ous programs and policies of the Government of Chile in the
area of nutri t i on.

He reacted favorably to the two projects, but felt t hat his

organiza tion had a role wi thin the projects only as a possible advisor in the
event food products were t o be pr oduced.

FRIDAY , SEPTEMBER 24, 19 76

9:30 a . m. - Instituto de Promocion Agraria (INPROA)
r he Georgia Te ch t eam met with the Director Ejecutivo , Dr. Renzo de
Kartzow, and a memb er of his staff , Dr. Gunther Klingenb erg.

Dr . Kartzow

summarized the histo r y of INPROA, an organization formed in 1963 to supervise
and overs ee the pr oce s s o f di stribut ing the land holdin gs of the Catholic
Church in Chi le in behalf of the poor and landless.

Thi s process of l and re-

form has l ong since been completed, and the current ac t i vi ties of INPROA are
in the area of technic a l a ssistance to agro-indus try in Chile.
The t echnical quali f ications of this group appeared t o be excellent, and
the ir phil osophy of development is dir ected to hi gh-te chnology solutions.

We

were to l d tha t AID, i n their opinion, was on the "wrong track" with the two
planned projects.

They f elt that any effor t a imed at small-scale agro-

industrial development is s ure t o fail.
11: 00 a . m. - Co rporac ion Industrial para el Desarrollo Regi ona l del Bio Bio
(CIDERE Bio Bio)
Mr. Juan Raffo, Gene r al Manager of the CIDERE Bio Bio, met with the team
in Santiago.

Mr . Raffo presente d a brief summary of their act ions over the
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past 10 years and their results.

The CIDERE Bio Bio is a regional organiza-

tion created and supported by individuals and companies in the area (priva te
sector).

USAID/Chile has been providing some funding to the organization

s i n ce 1975.
Plans were made by the team leader to visit Concepcion next week t o s pend
some t ime with Mr. Raffo on-site at the CIDERE Bio Bio.

This interview was

probably one of the best and most informative that the team had.
1 :30 p.m. - Institute Nacional de

Investigacion~~

Agropecuaria (INIA)

This meeting was held with three officials of INIA, Dr. Se r gio Bonilla,
Dr. H. Grove, and Mr. Juan Jose Romero.

INIA is the national agricul tural re-

search organization and is involved in the development and transfer of technology to the agricultural sector.

INIA maintains research stations throughout

t he country, but it does not have agricultural extension offices.
3 :30 p.m. - Cooperativa de Ahorro (AHORROCOOP)
The Georgia Tech team met with Mr. Rodolfo Yunis, Gerente General of
AHORROCOOP, to explore the possibilities for use of this organization as a
financial institution to service the loans to small rural enterprises.
AHORROCOOP is two years old and is located only in Santiago and Talca.
Mr. Yunis was enthusiastic about AHORROCOOP's abilities to handle t h e project
credits but with limitation to the two locations.
Th i s organization does not appear to be a very strong one and does no t
show much potential fo r growth in the near future.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1976
10 : 00 a.m. - Centro Educacional Tecnico--Rey Balduino de Belgica
Mr. Marcos Lacazette, Director of the Center, met with the team for an
i n te rview in Concepcion.

They operate a very impressive vocational-technical

school which was donated by the Government of Belgium and still suppor ted to
a certain degree by them.

The school represents a $2.5 million donation .

They have about 600 students; las t year

1,600 persons applied but only 320

wer e accepted by the school.
Complete programs of studies and details were made available to the team.
This information will be presented to USAID/Chile together with other da t a
generated by this study.
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11:00 a.m. - Bozzo y Cia. Ltda.
The owner of this small-scale rural enterprise, Mr. Guillermo Bozzo, was
interviewed.
pine bark.

He started six months ago to manufacture· "tannic acid" 'from
The project was sponsored by CIDERE Bio Bio and has proved t o be

a profitable activity.

The owner asked the team leader for specific data on

the process to manufacture "tannic acid," and this will be mailed to him from
Atlanta, Georgia.

The company now employs 30 persons and produces about 70 kg

of dry acid per day.
12:00 noon - Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Regional del Bio Bio
(CIDERE Bio Bio)
The balance of the day was used in going over the many interesting
projects being implemented by Mr. J. Raffo and the CIDERE Bio Bio.

Last year

they were able to develop one out of every 24 potential ideas presented, but
this year they averaged one out of every 82 ideas.

They estimate having

generated some 4.1 million man-days of work last year, which represents about
$6.6 million in salaries.
Mr. Raffo provided the team with a large quantity of data, drawings,
ideas, and general information on Region VIII.

All data will be presented to

USAID/Chile at the end of this project.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1976
9:30 a.m. - Universidad Catolica
This was a brief meeting with Mr. Hernan Gouet and other members of his
staff to determine the activities of this university in the area of intermediate rural technology.

They indicated a great desire to participate at the

regional level.
10:30 a.m. - Universidad de Concepcion
This was a meeting with the Vice President for Research, Dr. Richard
Reich, who is a Georgia Tech graduate.

They, too, offered to assist in the

research activities and support for our proposed programs.
promised to send back data and information they requested.
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The team leader

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1976
10:00 a.m. - Fondo de Educacion y Exten•ion Sindical (FEES)
The Executive Director of FEES, Mr. Carlos Ariztia, met with the team to
present the activities of FEES.

They are part of the Ministry of Labor and

are funded by union contributions and funds from the Government of Chile.
Their main activity is in the education and training area; this is all done
under contracts with INACAP.
The FEES would be glad to see the two projects initiated, but did not see
how they could participate.

They claim to have good data on learning curves

and training possibilities of the "rural poor" population.
8:00 p.m. - Peace Corps
The Mission Director held a meeting at his home so the GIT team could
talk to the Peace Corps Volunteers who are in Santiago.

The exchange of

information was very good and the team had the opportunity to present some
ideas and get the reactions of the PVC group.
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Appendix 2

BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTIONS
RIRTC STAFF
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POSITION:

ENGINEER - REGIONAL INTERMEDIATE RURAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER (RIRTC)

Specifications
Successful completion of college-level academic training in industrial
engineering or a related field of engineering.

Should have at least three

years of progressively responsible industry experience, including work assignments on operating production problems.

Must have a good understanding of

basic industrial systems and industrial technology in broad terms.

Must have

demonstrated analytical and research skills as well as a capacity to communicate effectively.

Should also have basic understanding of principles of bank-

ing and the capacity to evaluate e conomic consequences of technological
changes.

Must be capab le of dealing effectively with a wide variety of indi-

viduals at different economic and official levels.

Must be fluent in Spanish

and requires some knowledge of English; ideally a Chilean national.
Representative Duties
1.

As necessary, conduct special assignments, such as studies of new

industrial products, new. industries, potential application of technological
innovations, technologic al training, product design concept, and others.
2.

Keep informed of technological developments relevant to his region

and the potential industries for that area.

Work closely with other technical

groups in the area and become involved in the dissemination and publication of
technical newsletters and information.
3.

Within his assigned regional territory, monitor status of newly

created operations, pay personal visits to the new activities, provide support
to the plant owners.

Make a preliminary diagnosis of problem areas (trouble-

shoot) and establish actions to resolve the problems within his area of
competence.
4.

Provide appropriate reports to the "Gerente" and other officers.

Assist in the preparation of feasibility studies as part of the

generation of new activities within the area.
al engineering support to the RIRTC.
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In general, provide profession-

POSITION:

TECHNICIAN - FI ELD SERVI CE

Specifications
Success f ul comp l e tion of technici an-level academic training in mechanical
or related f i eld o f engineering .

Should have at least two yea rs of plant

experience under a qual ifi e d engi neer, if possible in the manufactur ing industry.

Must b e a self-s t a rter, willing to look for alternative solutions and

with the ingenui ty t hat is required.

This shoul d be a training or suppor t

position to the engineer.
Representat i v e Du ties
1.

Provide a con stant cont a c t in the field (on-site) with the different

persons being served by the program.

While in the field, transfer technology,

apply pr inciples, init iate experiments, and in general provide support to the
project.
2.

With i n his assigned reg ional area, monitor and keep data, records,

and notes on each and every project; this to be done by personal visits to t he
sites.
3.

As sist the Engine e r in the performance of his duties, input ideas,

poin t out p r oblems , and in general provide a positive contribution to the technology b eing tes t e d or a dap t e d.

_
...

I
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POSITION:

DATA TECHNICIAN

Specifications
A s t uden t of library science (fourth year) or successful completion of
technician-level academic training in library science, information science ,
or similar discipline.

Should have at least one year of

practica~

in l i braries, dala banks , data collections, or similar work.

experience

Mus t be a self-

start er, with great "hunger" for information, inquisitive mind , a desire t o
continue l ooking for data until the correct entry is found.
some analytical skill and a good capacity to communicate

Al so requires
,.

effecti~ly.

Represent at i ve Duties

1.

Organize, collect , code, and in general handle and ret r ieve all data

entering the sys tem at the regional level.

This position is the key to the

avail abl e data; there will be data only if this person colle cts and retrieves
it.
2.

Suggest new acquisitions as needed for t he indivi dual projects.

Maintain clos e l i nkages with other data collections, inf ormation sources ,
libraries , and others.
3.

Disseminate and pub l ish t echnical newspapers , inf ?rmat i on, bri efs ,

and other documents as needed.
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Appendix 3

BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTION
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR NIRTC
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POSITION:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR NIRTC

Specifications
Successful completion of academic training in industrial management or a
related field of engineering plus graduate studies in business or finance.
At least 10 years of progressively responsible experience in industry.

Latest

position as executive director or manager would show ability to handle
budgets and operations in the $1 million-per-year range.

Must have a highly

practical orientation toward problem solving in the field, a solid knowledge
of industrial processes, and the ability to translate current technological
developments into practical application in the Chile environment.
a general knowledge of banking practices and operations.

Should have

Must be highly

effective in both written and oral communication and capable of establishing
sound working relationship with key figures in government, business, technical,
and trade organizations.

Must be fluent in Spanish, and have some knowledge

of English; ideally a Chilean national.
Representative Duties
1.

Plan and direct an effective program of intermediate rural technology

and technical assistance services.

Identify priorities, establish operating

goals, and monitor all work progress .
offices within the system.

Provide constant guidance to regional

Establish standard operating policies and proc e-

dures.
2.

Develop close workin g rapport with affiliated organizations and,

when needed, negotiate contract agreements for their services.

Monit or t he

work of specialists provided by these groups and advise on areas of specia l
competence which appear needed.

As necessary, develop additional resource

capabilities.
3.

Supervise administration of the IRT fund.

Review requests for re-

search fundin g , determine appropriate terms and conditions, and authorize
disbursements.

Maintain close working liaison with Gerentes of the RIRTCs

and with other officials administering the IRT fund.
4.

As key staff member of the NIRTC, participate in policy planning

and implementation.

Advise on changing needs in the field of intermediate

rural technology and technical assistance and their implication for broad
NIRTC policy.
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5.

Exercise general supervision over the system and determine the

effectiveness of the international consultant.

Advise on problem areas and

on new program potentials.
6.

Maintain close working rapport with officials responsible for the

planning and implementation of allied programs, especially in such areas as
the publication of technical newsletters, administration of seminars, research programs, and other related public affairs projects.
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THE GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY:
AN INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION IN THE
FIELD OF INTERMEDIATE RURAL TECHNOLOGY
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APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH
AT GEORGIA TECH AND THE S ~ffiLL
INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT NETWORK!/

Ross W. Hammond*

* Director, Economic Development Laboratory, Georgia Institute of
Techno logy, Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A.

1/ The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the
au t h o r and do not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of
UNI DO.
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I.

THE GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

The Georgia Institute of Techno l ogy (Georgia Tech), like a number of
other organizations, has been active in the a ppropriate technology field for
many years.

The inv ol v ement of Georgia Tech in this f ield was an evolution-

ary activity stemming from the underdeveloped na ture of the state of Georgia
and the unique struc t ure of Georgia Te ch.
Georgia, once predominant ly a gr icultural i n n ature, has now evolved into
an industrial state with about 30% of t he labor force engaged in manufacturing.
Concurrently, agricultural employment has declined to about 5% of the labor
force, although agricultural produc tivity has remained high.
However, the per capita income in Georgia, while inc reasing dramatically
over the last four decades, continues to lag the U.S. per capita income
figures.

While the per capita income gap of appr oxima tely $500 (in 1975) is

slowly being reduced, Georgia still i s one of the poore r states of the United
States, and this has caused Georgia Tech t o be come involved in stimulating
t he economic growth of the state.
Georgia Te ch is a l arge sci entific and eng i ne e ring higher education institution with a wid e variety of undergraduate and graduate programs.

In

addition, the Engineering Experiment Station at Georgia Tech is a 500-person
applied research ins t i tute attached to the Georgia Ins titute of Technology .
It is the Engineering Experiment Station which has been given the task of accelerating the economic growth of the state.
In particular , t he Economic Development Labora to ry of the Engineering
Experiment Station has concerned itself with many a spects of economic development.
Qualifications of t he Economic Development Laboratory
The Economic Dev elopment Laboratory (EDL) at Geo r gi a Te ch has provided a
broad spectrum of economic development services wi thin t he United States f or
20 years and i nternationally for 12 years.

EDL has more than 300 person-years

of economic development experience within it s st af f .

Over t he past 20 years ,

EDL has provided probl em-solving technical and management assistance to
more than 4,000 establishments, has produced ove r 650 published analytical
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and evaluative researc h repo r ts and ove r 200 unpublished reports on various
economic development aspe cts , and has directly assisted in the creation of
tens of thousands of j o bs i n c ommer ce a nd indu str y in the U.S. and abroad.
In the past year, 13 international devel opment projects have been undertaken by EDL in 10 countries.

Under USAID 2ll (d) and other funding, Geo r gia

Tech has established a cl osely knit c ontinuing network with eight developing
country organizations with sma ll ind ust ry devel opment interests and capabilities.

These eight nati o n s a r e l ocated in the Far East, Africa, and South

America.
The EDL at Georg i a Te c h is st affed b y ful l - time research professionals.
Consequently, this staff is fr ee t o tr a v el at all times {unlike a research
facility dependent on a cad e mic f acu lty who are t i ed to teaching schedules).
This availability p rovides th e La b or ato ry wi th a quick response capability
and insures that sche d u l e s wi ll b e main t a ined and tha t report and other deadlines will be met.
EDL is one of eight laborator i e s which make up the Engineering Experiment
Station at Georgia Te c h .

The Eng i neer ing Ex p eriment Station is a client-

oriented applied rese a r c h organiz ati on carrying out investigations in engineering science and e conomic development f or government and industrial
sponsors.

The Stat ion has a prestigious 500-person staff and a long history

of pragmatic dome s tic and international a c tiviti es, in cluding research, training, technology t ransfer, and development.

Occupy ing seven buildings, the

Station has exten s i v e laboratories , f ixed and mob i le equipment, a machi ne
shop, experi men t a l
of t he ana lytica l

f acilities , pro t otype design a nd fa b r i cation areas, and all
a nd computer hardware and so f twar e associated with an o ut -

standing applied r ese a r ch in s titu t e.

In a ddi tion to the main library on the

Georgia Te c h c ampus, t he Station person nel have acce s s t o a number o f other
information sources, including EDL' s Ba sic Data a nd I n ternational Development
Data Centers and an on-line d ata base l ink ag e wi th o ther comput e r information
centers which provi de s mo re th an 14 million citatio n s in the network.
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II.

THE SMALL INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT NETWORK

Georgia Tech pe rsonnel ear l y r e alized the need for counterpart organizations in the developing count ries and sought to link with organizations which
are motivated to assi st smal l a n d medium-sc a le industry develop and expand.
Formal agreements t o cooperate with institutions on programs of mutual
interest now exist wit h eigh t othe r public and private organizations.

They

are:
1.

Fundacao Educ acio nal do Sul de Santa Catarin a (FESSC)
Tubarao, San t a Cata rina, Bra z i l

2.

Centro de Desa rrol l o Ind ustr ial del Ecuador (CENDES)
Quito, Ecuad or

3.

University o f Science a nd Technol o g y
Kumasi, Gha n a

4.

Institute of Technology Bandun g
Bandung, Ind on e s ia

5.

Kenya Indust r ial Es ta tes, Ltd.
Nairobi, Ke n ya

6.

Soong Jun Un i versity
Seoul, Korea

7.

University o f I f e
Ile-Ife, Ni geri a

8.

Institute f or Smal l -Sc a le In dustries
Univer s ity of t h e Philip pi ne s
Quezon City , Philippines

These organiza t ions and Georgia Te c h a re clo s ely linked in a communication, assistance, information, and p e rsonne l exchange p rog ram.
A number of the se organ iza t ions have been ac t ive in appropriate technology research.

Many o f the exampl es ci t e d in Chapter IV are a result of the

counterpart act i vit y and t he network i nteract ion.
Further link i ng t he se organ izat i on s

(and 1,500 others) is the Small In-

dustry Development Ne t wo r k Newsle ·tter, whi ch is issu e d quarterl y .
work organizat ions a re contributo r s to thi s newsletter.
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The net-

III.

SOME EXAMPLES OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

The following e xamples of appropriate technology represent onl.y a small

part of the examples which could be cited as originating at Georgia Tech or
the network organizations or which have been observed during the course of
Tech's international developmen t activities.
Figure I. One of the many labor-intensive processes in a rural bamboo fishing pole factory in
Korea is shown here. The sections of bamboo are
rotated ma n ually by the operator, using his right
hand, while thread is wound on both ends of each
section by his left hand.
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Figure II. The Soong Jun Univer s i ty and Georg ia Tech team sugge s ted that the oper a t or sit at
a work surfac e and tha t the bamboo s e ct ion be
r o t ated by foot moveme n t.
Management deve l oped
t h i s meth od,
t i l i zing the foot treadle of a sewin g mac hine to rotat e th e section, freei ng both
hand s of the operator fo r the thread wi nding
operation .
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Figure I II.
Subsequent ly , t h e f actory ma nage r
installed a small elec tric mo t or on the wo rk s urface to rotate the b amboo section , s h ow i ng in it i ative and adaptabi l i t y.
The s e imp roveme nts
inc reased the producti vi ty in t his oper ati o n
a bout 250% , elimina tin g a b ot t l e ne ck i n t he fact or y operations and con t r i but i ng t o a do u b l i n g
o f the fish pole produ ct i o n in t he pl a n t.
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Fig ure IV. Korean me talwo rki ng c ompan i es ,
s uch as f oundries, frequently need a low-cost
immers ion pyrometer to determi ne the hea t o f
mo l t e n metal. This simp l e pyrome t er is a b i met al lic strip with a stai nl ess s t ee l j ac k et
and a meter calibrated t o r e a d temper ature .
Designed at Georgia Tech , it c os t a bout $ 20
to ass emb le.

By comp arison , t he commerc iall y a v a i l ab l e
u ni ts cost several hundred dollars in Kore a.
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Figure V.
In Ghana , a process developed by
the University of Science and Technology, a Georgia Tech counterpart institution, utilizes local
resources -- plantain skins and cassava starch
to produce a highly successful paper glue.
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Figure VI .
In Ghana, the University of Science
and Technology has been active in the design and
con struction of village water pumps . The Univers ity, utilizin g available materials , designed and
buil t a welded pipe pump, which has p e rformed
we l l u nder field condit i ons. This pump i s being
p r oduced to order by the University .
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F i g ure VII . The " chee gay ," a backpack, t he
t rad i t i onal way o f car r y i ng tool s in r ural Korea.
He avy loads are carried long di s t ance s.
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VI I I.
A mo d if ied " c hc e gay" designe d and built
a t t he Economic Dev elo pme nt Lab o r a tor y at Georgia
Te c h .
Re ta i n i ng the c ultural patt rn of back p ac k i ng, the wh ee l asse mbl y suppo rt s approx imat e ly 75 % of t h e l oad, g r e a tly r educi ng phys i ca l
ef fort .

---
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Figure IX .
I n the past, peanut shells from
the large Georgia peanut crop have traditionally
be en bur ned in open incinerators, adding to air
pollution.
This p y rolytic converter, developed
at Georg ia Tech, in a controlled combustion process, c nve rts peanut shells and other agricultural wa ste s into charcoal, gas, and oil, which
can b e ut i lized as fuels .
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F igur e X. Thi s 50-ton-a-day comme r c ial unit
proce sses waste wood and sawd ust at a Geor gia
woodwork ing p lan t into activate d c har c oa l a d
oil. This U.S. appropriate technology can be
easily c o nverted to a more labor- intensive, less
capi ta l- i ntens i v e p r o cess f or d e ve l o p i n g c ou n tr ies .
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Figure XIII.
A low-cost tensile strength
tester was des igned by Georgia Tech, and a prototype was bui l t in the laboratories of Soong
Jun Un i ver sity.
Relatively uncomplicated, it
provid es an adequate approximation of tensi l e
strength for the small industries, and has the
virtue o f cost i ng only $150.
The met al sample to be tested is clamped at
the ri ght , and as the weight is moved out on
the c al ibra ted arm, the sample breaks when its
tensile stre ngth limit is reached. The position of the weight at the breaking point provides a read ing from which tensile strength
c an be calcu l at ed.
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Figure XII. A h ighl y e ffective fixed segment
mirro r concentrato r at Ge orgia Tech focuses solar energy on a p ipe l ocated in the focal line,
producing air at 500° to 600°F. This heat is
s to red in rock s f o r use in heating and air conditi on i ng t he laborat or ies in the building.

/

_(ji)_____

-~---
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~gure XI. A south Georgi a peanut farmer was
interested in solar drying o f peanuts.
Personnel of the Economic Development Laboratory designed and helped build thi s appropriate ins tallation.
Tar pape r on th e g r ound serves as
the heat-absorbing mate ri al.
A polyethylene
c.over on a wooden f r ame p r o v id e s a solar "tunnel."
Air a t 75° to 85° ent e r s in the foreground.
.
0
So 1 ar energy has he a t e d t h e a1r to 115 by
the time it reaches a b l o wer , which forces it
into peanut drying carts. This intermediate
t echnology insta l lation cut t he energy costs
a ttendant to peanut d r yi ng i n half for this farmer , and paid for itse l f se ver al times over in
t he f irst year.
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Figure XIV. Two pieces o f i n termediate technology are shown at the Rur al I ndu s t rial De v e lopment Center in Machak o s, Keny a . The wheelba r r o w
is made completely from loc al r e s o urces and available material, and elimin ates t h e need to expend
foreign exchange for i mp o rt e d wheelbarrows. The
manually operated corn s h eller on the left is appropriate for those rura l a reas where no f o r ms
of power are available .

··

.

-- - --··- - -

--- --- -- -- - -----
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Figure XV . Another chara cterist i c o f i-ntermediate technology is the use of competitive substitute materials. A tire re t reading equi pme n t
manufacturer in Georgia wa s having b r eak age and
tolerance problems with i ts me tal casing s and
turned to Georgia Tech for p roblem-so l ving
assistance.
After study of the pro blem, the Econ omi c De~
vel opment Laboratory re commended a ma ter i a l
substitution and began building a fiberglass
prototype.

··r. ..

·-·-···-!:&.
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Figure XVI . The f i b e r g l a s s casing was compe t it ive in cost wi t h the metal c a s i n g and d id not
have the breaka ge a nd t o l erance problems. In a d diti o n , i t was ligh ter, more p le asing in a p pearance, a n d handli n g d e v i c es could be more e a s i l y
attached to i t.
Th e c o mpa ny swi tched ove r t o t he
production of fiber g lass c as ings.

l

I

l

!
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I V.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

App r o p r iate tec h no logy is a major area of interest of EDL.

Lo ng before

t he present f ocu s o n app ropriate technology existed, it was obv iou s t hat t he
se l e c t ion of app r opri ate technologies was being made in many place s o f the
wo r ld , in ind us try , in t he cities and villages, and in the agri c ultu ra l a r e as .
However, th e prese nt concentration on appropriate technolo gy, by s ystemati z ing t h e a p p ro a c h c a n provide better solutions than the scat tered and isolat e d a ppr oache s t ake n h e r e tofore.
As a re su lt o f Georgia Tech's efforts at appropriate tech nology s o lution s
ove r t he l a s t

20 yea rs , some conclusions have been drawn.

The Chara c t e r is tic s of App ropriate Technology
There a r e many li s t s of the characteristics of appropr i a t e te chnolog y ,
pre pared by different organizations and individuals, and many di ffe ring v ersion s of t h e se characteristics.

Those which are genera l l y a c c e pted a nd which

Georgia Tec h f i nd s t o b e g enerally relevant are:

1.

Techn o log y is seldom directly transferable.

must b e a d a p t ed to different environmental conditions.

Mo r e of t e n t h a n n o t

it

As a case in point,

t he I n t e rnati o n a l Rice Research Institute developed rice machine r y wh ich h a s
potentia l fo r u se in man y rice-growing countries.

However, it wa s d e signed

for we t-l an d r ice f a rmi ng an d must b e modified and adapted for dr y - l and
far ming .
2.

The v a r i o u s cu ltur al, political, economic, and inf r a s tr u c tur e condi -

t i on s mus t be c on s i de r e d in suggesting the appropriate techn o logy.

For

ex amp l e, a h i gh e l ectr i c power - using technology would be in a ppr o p r i ate f o r an
area d e v o i d of r e liab le ele c t r i c power.
3.

To t h e max imum e x t e nt possible, local materials and n a t ural , man-

power, and ma n - made re s o urces should be utilized (foreign i mports u sua l l y are
h igh i n c o st a nd for e i g n e x change in short supply) .
4.

App r o pr ia t e t e c hnology should encourage and foster indig e n o u s ini-

tiat ive a nd innova tio n.

It is not sufficient to buy technology a n d know-how
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and to tr ans fer and install it without encouraging in the p rodu ctive s ystem
flexibility an d a wi ll i ng ness t o change with chan ging marke ts and o the r
factors .
5.

App ropri ate technolog i es must have or develop log i st ica l support sys-

tems, such a s mai ntenance se rvice s and spare parts availab i lity .
6.

Basi c to i n ter mediate technology is the concept of c o s t ef fect i veness .

Hence, most c o n s ide rat ion s of intermediate technology a r e c o ncern e d wi th laborintensive, l ow-cos t e lements.
Ha rdware vs. So f t wa re
~1 uc h

emphasis has b e en placed on the hard ware aspect of a p propria te tech-

no logy in the literatur e and in prototype demonstrations.

Relati vely l it tle

i s said abou t t he software sid e of app ro priate technolo gy.
Intu i tive ly, o ne rec o gnizes that strategies, tactics, pl a n s, and progr ams whic h h ave al l the appropriate technology characteris t i cs cou l d b e
c alled software app rop riate technology.

The problem in doing so seems to lie

in the f ac t t hat s uch s o ft ware approaches are gen e rally n o t thoug ht o f as ap prop ria te techn o logy and not de signated as such.
Consider a financial incentive program for small indust r y which borrows
procedu res from large industry lending programs and simplifies and ad ap ts
t hem for s ma ll in du s t ry loans, which utilizes locally di spe rsed un it s to au thorize loans, wh ich set s co llateral requirements at a l o w l e vel , wh ich s t imulates t he u se o f loca l resource s and materials, and which resul t s i n low-cos t
loans f or sma l l ind u s t r y.

Such a program \vould satisfy ma n y of th e criter i a

associated wi th app r opri ate technology.

However, it is mo r e like ly t o be de-

scribed as a f i n a ncial incentive program than as a softwa re a pp ropr i at e technology.
St p s i n Approp ri a te Technology Research

1.

Pro b lem an d Need Identification.

The selection of appropria te tech-

nolo gy must b e prece ded by recognition of a problem o r a nee d.

I n Georg ia,

for ex a mp le , th e bu r ning of peanut shells in open incin e r ato r s wa s adding to
air p o l l u tio n .

This was a recogniz e d problem and the need was t o fi nd some

wa y to u ti l i z e th e se shells in a non-polluting mann er .
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2.

Available Alternative Technologies and

Resou~ces.

Some determination

of t he te c hnolog ies which are known and hence available must be made in th e
light of t h e available materials and resources.
Ther e are many ways to build a factory chimney and a number of differ ent mate r ials which can be utilized.

The Koreans in Yeungdongpo Indu s t rial

Es t ates chose to utilize a locally available material, empty oil drums, fo r
this purpose and it is a cost-effective appropriate technology for that enviro nme n t.
3.

An alysis.

Analysis of the various alternative technologies whi ch ma y

be av ai lable to solve a recognized problem is essential.

The analysis for a

deve loping country must consider educational, social, cultural, economic, in fr ast ructur e and political aspects to the maximum extent possible.
Lower labor costs in developing countries greatly influence the
choi ce o f t e c hn o logies, skewing the selection to more labor-intensive alte rn a tives .

Nat ional plans, with their varying emphases, have a bearing on the se-

lec tion o f appropriate technologies.

The level of education and skills of

the avail able manpower resources obviously impacts on technology selecti o n.
Th ese and many other factors must be considered in the analysis ph abe .
4.

Design, Including Adaptation.

Technology from the developed wo r ld

usu a lly requ i r e s modification, adaptation or redesign when utili z e d in t he develop i ng countr ies .

This is especially true in the small industry sec t or .

The IRRI rice machinery, designed for wet-land farming, must be moJifie d for d ry-land rice farming.

The $5,000 tensile strength tester must b e

sca le d d own , sa crificing accuracy or other characteristics to provide a lowcost u ni t.

The tire retreading casing was modified by material substitu t i o n.

Desi gn, redesign, modification, or adaptation of technology be c omes
an e xtremely imp o rtant phase of the selection and utilization of approp ri ate
te chnolog y.
5.

Pr o to t ype Development.

When modification and adaptation take place,

the quest ion must then be asked, "Will it work?"

To answer this question, i t

u sua lly i s n e cessary to build a prototype and to analyze it s operating c h ar-

acteris ti c s and pe r formance.
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Our counterpart in Korea, Soong Jun Un iver s i ty, has built f o u r di f f ere nt pr oto t yp e s of a " cheegay'' on wheels to d e t ermine the mo st app rop riate
app licati on .
6.

Tes t ing, Evaluation, Modification.

je cted to testing and evaluation.

The prototype then must be s u b -

Modifications and adaptations, howe ve r

small they may be, can significantly alter the cap abilities and p e rformance
of the technology.
Hence, prototypes with built-in modifications or adapta t i o ns re qui r e
fi eld testing and evaluation under real or simulated use conditions.

Fre -

quently, such field testing reveals operating problems which may o c c a sion addi t ional modification or adaptation.
7.

Replication (t1anufacture).

When analysis indicates that t h e p ro t o-

t ype ha s been debugged and appea rs commercially feasi bl e, the f in al step s may
include the encouragement of manufacture of the prototype in suf f i cient vol u me to supply the market needs.
This may involve the creation of a new venture f or the s p ec i f ic p urpose of manufacturing the appropriate technology, but mor e u sually , it would
in volve inte r e sting existing manufacturers in adding the prototy pe a s a n e w

product..

. The. manufa.cturers may, in turn, adapt and modify the equipment in a c-

cordance with the specific needs of their customers.

An example of this process can be se en in the Phi lippin e s.

A numbe r

o f e x isting Philippine manufacturers used and sometimes adapted IRRI r i c e mac h inery designs to build more than 16,000 units last year, most ly f o r t he
d omestic ma r k et.
It is , o f course, desirable to develop and utili z e appropr i a t e techn o l o gy which may have widespread applicability.

This i s not a l ways an a tt ain-

a b le goal i n t he industrial sector, where problem solving through appropr i a t e
t echno l o gy is f re quently location specific, and process or p roduct spe c if ic.
In such cases, widespread applications frequently do not exist.
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V.

SOHE l\PPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY PROBLEMS l\ND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR COOPERATION

Problems Encountered
1.

Developing Country Counterparts.

To find eight developing country or-

ganizations which were well motivated in the small industry and appropriate
technology development fields, a total of 38 organizations in many countri e s
were visited by Georgia Tech.

While almost all organizations indicated an i n-

terest in these subject areas, only about a quarter of them had done any s ub stantive work prior to the contact.
Some developing countries simply have no viable organization at present with ongoing programs in appropriate technology.

The lack of development

of such organizations constitutes a major problem area.
2.

Governmental Indifference to AT.

In many cases, developing country

governments are not very interested in appropriate technology, especially as
it relates to small and medium-size industry.

Large-scale, more sophisticate d

plants have more appeal and public relations value to many governments.
This frequently poses a problem in obtaining approval of and funding
for appropriate technology programs.

Education and promotional campaigns re-

lated to the need for AT may be required to overcome governmental indifference.
3.

Inadequacy of Delivery Systems.

It has been observed that deli ver y

systems for providing appropriate technology in developing countries often are
inadequate or nonexistent.

While AT can be delivered by outside agencies, or

through industrial interactions, the need for capable, well-funded appropriate technology organizations in many developing countries is very pressi ng .
Opportunities for Cooperation in Appropriate Technology
There appear to be a number of opportunities for cooperation between d eveloped and developing country organizations interested in AT.

Some of these

are listed below.
l.

Specialization by Organizations.

A number of organizations are pres-

ently focusing on AT related to certain sectors (i.e., IRRI on rice machinery,
Georgia Tech on small industry problems, Brace Research Institute on solar
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energy, etc.).

Continued emphasis on specialized areas is producing centers

of specialization in AT, which in a cooperative mode can be mutually helpful.
2.

Systems Analysis.

Much of the effort to date has been location-

specific AT, aimed at solving a particular identified problem.

There is an

opportunity for organizations concerned with appropriate technology to take a
systems analysis approach to agricultural and industry sector problems.

This

would involve an overall sector approach rather than an individual problemsolving approach.

This would result in sector and subsector specialized

centers.
3.

Information Networks.

Many present AT centers have excellent data

bases, manpower resources, and experience.

Some blending of these resources

into an AT network, capable of responding to information and case study inquiries, seems appropriate.
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Foreword

Many institutions and organizations in developing countries are seeking a
larger role in solving "real world" relevant problems associated with the socioeconomic climate of the country.

The problem-solving motivation exists and the

necessary manpower and technology are present or easily available.

What is

lacking frequently is funding and "how to do it" pragmatic knowledge.
In a recent survey of South America and Asia, the Georgia Institute of
Technology (under an AID 2ll(d) grant) found a great many institutions and
agencies eager to become involved in a program to stimulate the generation of
small industries.

In fact, in all eight countries visited (Bolivia, Brazil,

Colombia, Ecuador, Indonesia, Korea, Paraguay, and Thailand), organizations were
found professing to have this interest.

Some had a limited involvement with

industry and wished assistance in improving their capability.

Others recog-

nized the need for assistance to small-scale industry, but were not presently
involved in providing it.

All saw the need for employment generation and the

expansion, diversification, or upgrading of existing enterprises and the creation of new small rural enterprises as means to this end.
The document that follows presents a program to create new small-scale
rural enterprises and to generate new jobs.
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Summary

This document was developed at the request of the USAID Mission/Chile by
the International Programs Division of the Economic Development Laboratory,
Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology.

On behalf of

the sponsor, a system has been developed to implement a Small-Scale Rural
Enterprise program in Chile.
The Small-Scale Rural Enterprise (SSRE) program was developed as a resultsoriented, pragmatic system with the capability of generating 900 new enterprises
and 13,500 new jobs over a four-year period of time.

These new enterprises will

be labor intensive, located in rural areas, and may well contribute directly or
indirectly to agricultural or food production in one way or another.
As proposed, the SSRE network would take the existing Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Regional (CIDERE) structure and add this new service
and technical depth.

From a national point of view, it would be the responsi-

bility of the Oficina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN) to coordinate and
administer the program.
As mentioned, the program will be carried out over a four-year period, with
each year considered a phase.

Together with the technical assistance, about

$9 million will be available for small-scale rural enterprise loans, these funds
to be administered by existing financial institutions.

During the life of the

program, four regions of Chile will be focused on but up to seven regions

may

be involved in the program.
It is anticipated that by the end of the fourth year these activities will
continue under the sponsorship of the regional institutions (private sector)
which now support the CIDEREs and they will be assisted to some degree by the
Government of Chile (GOC) .

Through the life of the program an international

consultant will be made available to the program and the participating units;
this international consultant will directly assist the CIDEREs in the performance
of their tasks.
In summary, the program will provide both credit and technical assistance
to small-scale enterprises, artisans, small merchants, and entrepreneurs in
general who are located in rural areas of Chile.

The greatest emphasis will

be on the four selected regions, but up to seven regions will be affected
favorably by this program.
-ii-

An optional plan also is presented in the event the SSRE program and the

Intermediate Rural Technology (IRT) program are both funded and implemented at
the same time.

Over $700,000 would be saved in the support of the required

organizations and the international consultant budget if both of these programs
were to be initiated at the same time or even within six months of each other.
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I.

A.

PRIORITY AND RELEVANCE

Goal
To improve the level of income and the conditions of life of the rural

poor in the Republic of Chile.

At present, it is estimated that there are 1.3

mi ll ion persons in Chile who fall into the "rural poor" classification.!/
B.

Purpose
To increase employment in rural areas through the establishment of small-

scale rural enterprises related to agriculture if possible but not limited to
agro-business.

The project is intended to make it possible, through a combina-

tion of technical assistance and adequate credit, for small rural entrepreneurs
to increase their production, improve their incomes, and become a stronger
force in the economic, social, and political life of the country.

In addition

to direct benefits to a number of persons now classified as rural poor, there
will also be favorable effects on the rural labor force, the consumer, industrial production, gross national product, and the balance of payments.
C.

Target Group
As indicated earlier in this document, the major target group is the rural

poor.

This group is made up of three large subgroups:

farmers or minifundistas,
workers.
1.

(1) traditional small

(2) reform sector farmers, and (3) landless rural

Each subgroup has its main characteristics, as summarized below:
Traditional Small Farmers-Minifundistas.

This subgroup has its his-

torical origins in Spanish royal land grants, called "peonias," usually made to
lower-rank soldiers.

The original "peonias" were between 50 and 150 hectares

in size and were usually located in the less fertile and more isolated areas of
the country.
A second component of this subgroup is the native or indigenous farmer.
Legally they are organized into a cooperative type of communal land holding,
but for all practical purposes they continue to work the land as individual
holdings.

y Universidad Catolica, Chile, Agricultural Sector Overview:
USAID Mission/Chile, unpublished, August 1976, p. 33.
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1964-1974,

Also in this subgroup are the so-called "Comunidades Historicas" or historic
communes that hold large areas of common and undivided land.

At present it is

estimated that some 100,000 persons are living on these lands.
2.

Reform Sector Farmers.

This subgroup of "rural poor" represents

former farm laborers and tenants who, under the 1964 Agrarian Reform, are now
in the process of becoming owners of parcels of expropriated farmland.

At first

t h ey were organized into what were known as "asentamientos"; later these became
Centres de Reforma Agraria or State farms.

Since 1973 the Government of Chile

has been dividing the old "asentamientos" into individual parcels of land.
Studies conducted by the Universidad Catolica in 1975 indicate that the
members of this subgroup usually have a lower educational and literacy level
t han the minifundista.

The study also points out that they appear to have a

lack of entrepreneurial experience.
3.

Landless Rural Workers.

subgroup, for example:

Many categories appear to exist within this

empleado (employee); obrero (worker); inquiline (tenant);

the inquiline may be voluntario (voluntary), obligado (has a right), or afuerino
(outsider) .
Little or no reliable data are available on this subgroup, but in 1974
there were some 124,000 unionized rural workers, most of whom would belong to
t his subgroup.
The characteristics of the target group can be summarized as follows:
- The traditional small farmer (minifundista) with assets normally below
those of the reform sector farmer.
- The reform sector farmer or the new landowners resulting from the Reforma
Agraria.
- The landless rural worker who has an income equal to or less than that
of the reform sector farmer.
The three subgroups represent about 1.3 million persons or about 15% of the
.
total populat1on
o f Chl. 1 e.

l/ 1n
. t h e summary 1n
. d 1ca
. t es
Th e Mapa Extreme Pob reza-

t h a t about 80% of the rural population of Chile is included in this target group.

!/ Universidad Catolica, Mapa Extrema Pobreza, Oficina de Planificacion
Nacional, Santiago, Chile, 1976.
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D.

Small-Scale Rural Enterprises in Chile
The information available at this time is not recent, as little or no data

were gathered for a number of years in Chile.

The Institute Nacional de Esta-

disticas has printed some updated information on the basis of the 1968 census.
All information presented here was obtained from the Institute Nacional de
Estadistica, Republica de Chile, Industrias Manufactureras Ana 1972.
1.

Existing Enterprises.

In 1972 there were 1,290 establishments report-

ing employment of 50 or more persons.

These establishments employed a total of

259,710 persons or an average of 201 persons per establishment.

The number of

establishments by number of employees are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, 1972

Number of Employees

Establishments

Average Days Worked
Stopped
Worked

Average Total
Employment

From 50 to 99

614

284

5

39,841

From 100 to 199

345

284

4

48,319

From 200 to 499

231

289

8

68,821

From 500 to 999

64

283

8

43,437

Over 1,000

36

299

8

59,292

Total

1,290

285

6

259,710

No data have been made available for 1972 to indicate the number of manufacturing industries employing from 5 to 49 persons, which one would consider
to be the "small-scale" industry group.

However, the same source reports the

figures shown in Table 2 for 1968.
From Tables 1 and 2, it appears that although the total number of industries employing over 50 persons has changed only slightly from 1,295 in 1968
to 1,290 in 1972, employment in the same period of time has increased from
233,545 in 1968 to 259,710 in 1972.

This information also indicates that the

larger industries are getting larger, employing more people and working more
days.
Since no 1972 data on the under 50 employee classification are available,
for the purpose of this document, use will be made of the 1968 data, which
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Table 2
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY CLASSIFIED BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES, 1968

Number of Employees

Number of
Establishments

Average Da:t:s Worked
Worked
Stopped

Average Total
Employment

From 5 to 9

5,115

205

86

26,359

From 10 to 19

3,009

246

50

35,693

From 20 to 49

2,045

264

23

57,767

From 50 to 99

649

272

11

44,724

From 100 to 199

349

272

10

48,865

From 200 to 499

219

270

17

64,635

From 500 to 999

51

297

8

33,652

Over 1,000

28

297

3

41,669

Total

11,465

234

57

353,364

report 10,169 establishments employing 5 to 49 persons, with a total employment
of about 119,819 persons.

To this group must be added 831 establishments with

about 8,638 workers which are classified under "Servicio de Reparaciones" or
repair services not included in the industrial or manufacturing data by definition.

The total in 1968 may then be considered to be 11,003 establishments in

"the 5 to 50 employee classification.

These had a working force of 128,457

persons.
The small-scale industry group (5 to 50 employees) represented in 1968 some
9 4% of the total establishments in Chile, employed only 35% of the total employment

i n manufacturing and repairs, generated 19% of the total gross salary and

c ont r ibuted about 20% of the total value added by manufacture.

This brief pro-

fi le i s similar to the small-scale industry sector in other developing nations
a nd r e p r esentative of its importance as an employment generator (35% of the
employed labor force).
A sample of the manufacturing activities of the small-scale industrial
sector appears as Table 3 of this document.
There is no doubt from Table 3 that the small-scale industries are very
predominant in certain types of manufacturing activities but insignificant in
other areas of the sector.

This very brief analysis should suffice for now

to simply indicate that:
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Table 3
SELECTED SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES:

Industry
Class.

I

Type of Activity

TYPES OF ACTIVITIES , 1 96 8

5 to 49 Employees
Number of
Number of
Establ ishments Employees

National Total
Number of
Number of
Establishments Employees

% Employed
in Small-Scale
Industries

3111

Slaughtering - Meat

494

5,456

523

8,419

64.8

3116

Milling

147

2,713

168

4,398

61.7

3117

Bread and Baking

1,150

15,842

1,182

19,909

79.6

311 - 2

Food Products - No
Beverages

2,072

28,559

2,284

59,150

48.3

313

Wine and Spirits

982

6,548

1,037

13,601

48.2

321

Textiles

635

10,724

805

48,073

22.3

322

Garments

650

8,514

721

18,566

45.9

323

Leather Goods

143

2,293

167

5,056

45.4

331

Lumber and Wood Products

2,271

14,325

2,376

27,285

52.5

Ul

I

332

Wood Furniture

460

5,251

488

8,558

61.4

342

Printing and Graphics

385

4,688

427

11,412

41.1

3511

Industrial Chemistry

49

1,014

58

1,777

57.1

356

Plastic Products

92

1,819

117

5,381

33.8

3819

Nonspecified Metal
Manufacturing

292

3,569

307

5,246

68.0

39

Other Manufacturing

193

2,104

211

3,734

56.4

9

Repair Service

831

8,638

865

12,268

70.4

1,257

6,400

594

112,829

5.7

11,003

128,457

12,330

365,662

35.0

All Others
All Manufacturing and
Repairs

(1) Small-scale industries are present.
(2) They represent 35% of the employment in manufacturing and repair.
(3) They represent 89% of the total establishments in manufacturing and
repair.
(4) Their limited capability only allows them to generate 20% of the value
added by manufacture.
(5) They participate in only a few industrial activities and have only
5.7% of the total employment of the activities not listed.
(6)

The total universe of manufacturing and repair activities for smallscale industries at present is limited to about 15% of the activities.

The author believes that there exists in Chile a good possibility for the
development of new small-scale industrial activities in rural areas through the
use of appropriate or intermediate rural technologies.
2.

Constraints on Development of Small Rural Enterprises.

Past interna-

tional experience and interest in the development of small-scale industries has
recognized the fact that small-scale industry is a significant element in most
LDCs, and that there is a direct relationship with programs of employment, in_come distribution, agriculture, and rural development.
The problems of less-developed countries, as they struggle to achieve
plann e d , orderly growth and economic development, are numerous, complex, and
f r equently overwhelming.

When the nature of these LDC problems are considered,

pra ctical solutions are not readily apparent.

For example, LDCs generally have

e xper ienced a rapid growth of population, and they face an explosive expansion
of their labor forces when the large proportion of young people in their populations reach working age.

This impending crisis is superimposed on already

high unemployment rates and low income levels, the migration from rural to
urban areas, inadequate infrastructure, capitalization deficiencies, lack of
te chnologically trained manpower, and similar problems.
In such an environment, the need to generate or create large numbers of
jobs for people looms increasingly large.

Acceleration of industrialization

appears to hold the promise for considerable job generation in many of these
c ountr ies.

However, the industrialization process itself is complex, and ap-

proaches which have applicability across the board in developing countries are
difficult to delineate.
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There are, of course, a number of schools of thought on how industrialization of the developing countries should be achieved.

Some advocate leapfrogging

into the use of capital-intensive western technologies in the LDCs, arguing that
poorer countries must develop their own advanced industry sector, however small,
at the earliest possible time.

Others say that the most important aim is to

generate employment for large masses of people who desperately need work, pointing out that advanced technology does not achieve this objective.

Many argu-

ments are advanced on this question.
The e xi s t ence of the argument indicates the reality of the situation -t oo little is known about industrialization techniques and methodologies to
c l e a rly d e te rm ine the proper course of action for each and every developing
country.

The same problem exists to a lesser degree in the rural and less

developed areas of the United States.
Whatever applicable methodologies that are available now or are developed
in the future must be utilized in attempting to find solutions to this problem
of industrialization.
This program is concerned with one facet of the industrialization of developing countries.

It deals with the following questions:

What are the best

strategies and most appropriate methodologies to utilize in developing smallscale industries in rural areas and in helping existing small-scale industries
expand and diversify?

How does one adapt and implement these methodologies in

diff e rent environmental situations?
gies should be developed and tested?

What innovative methodologies and strateHow can generalized methodologies be

related to the development of some specific industry?
It has been the experience at Georgia Tech, in working with more than 3,000
dome s tic and foreign companies, including minority-owned and operated organizations, that most small industries have certain characteristics in common.
Typically, they are managed by one man who has certain individual strengths
but rarely all of the skills needed in running a small-scale enterprise.

Hence,

there are certain voids and weaknesses which need to be filled or overcome in
most small companies.

Frequently small industries are in a weak financial con-

dition, which inhibits expansion and diversification.
are not dominant in their particular product line.
unsophisticated in

operati~ns

By virture of size, they

They tend to be relatively

and products, although this is not always so.

There is frequently a close relationship between the company and the community
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and, i nt e r n ally, between the manager and the employees.

The manager, busy wi th

day-to-day operating problems, rarely has time to stay abreast of new developments in the industry; consequently, opportunities for further development are
mis s e d .

In short, many small industries need guidance and assistance of variou s

s o r t s.
Al though the small industry environment is filled with problems, the job
generation capabilities of small industries are extremely important to the
economy.

Indeed, in many less-developed countries, where markets are small,

per capita incomes low, and capital resources limited, small industries make
up the bulk of the industrial structure.

Hence, the expansion of the small

indu s try sector is vital to the future economic well-being of these countries.
This is the segment of industry with which the international consultant
c ontempl a tes working under this program.

The problems are varied, difficul t ,

c h a l lenging, and widespread because of the high incidence of small-scale indu s try in the LDCs.

Therefore, the scope of the project, which covers all poten-

ti a l industries found in the LDCs must be broad and comprehensive.
3.

Development Possibilities.

In another section of this document, a

p r ogr am i s presented with the objective of developing the small-scale rural
e n terpr i ses in Chile.

The proposed program of work presented under Chapter II,

"Pr oj e c t Description," would allow the international consultant to place emphas is on the following elements:
(1) Linkages with three or four counterpart institutions in developing
countries will be established and maintained.

These linkages will

provide a real-world laboratory in which to jointly gather essential
data and test alternative approaches to the accelerated development
of small-scale industry.
(2) Case studies of LDC small industry problems could be compiled, analyzed, and codified.

This data base could be obtained through litera-

ture searches, development organization contacts, and work in the fi e l d
by the program staff when appropriate.
(3) Analysis of methods and techniques for solving small-scale industry
problems and encouraging expansion and diversification could be mad e
to determine the reasons for success or failure under varying environ mental conditions.
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(4) New approaches and alternative methodologies could be evolved and
tested in the field to determine their suitability for the accelerated
development of small-scale industries and elimination of problems.
These inputs would greatly enhance the development possibilities of the
rural enterprises in Chile.

At the national level, many industrial activities

could be reviewed, considered, and studied to determine if they were feasible
within the guidelines of the project.
A partial listing of small-scale industrial activities is offered in
Table 4.

Table 4
SELECTED SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES TO BE CONSIDERED
Industrial Activities

Industrial Activities

Industrial Activities

Major Group 20 - Food and
Kindred Products

Canned Whole Kernel Corn
Canned Green Beans
Canned Onions
Canned Apple Sauce
Canned Pears
Canned Red Raspberries
Canned Cranberries
Canned Green Peas
Canned Lima Beans
Canned Squash
Canned Plums
Canned Carrots
Canned Kale Greens
Canned Broccoli
Canned Tomato Juice
Salted Peanuts
Raisins, Dehydrated Grapes
Canned Dehydrated Onions
Mayonnaise
Quick-Frozen Fish
Wheat Flour
Animal Feed Pellets
Rice
Rice Bran Oil and Bran Meal
Pearl Starch
Bakery
Biscuits and Crackers
Glazed Fruit and Fruit Peel
Assorted Nuts, Processed
and Packaged
Cocoa Butter
Brewers Flakes

Carbonated Beverages
Vanilla Extract
Soybean Oil and Meal
Castor Oil and Meal
Fish Oil and Meal
Fish Oil and Fish Meal
Plant - Evaporation
Process (20 Tons)

Food Processing (General)
Meat Processing
Slaughtering and Meat
Packing
Meat Canning Plant
Smoked Meat
Bottled Milk
Fish, Dried and Salted
Unfermented Grape Juice
Orange Juice
Vegetable Canning (Cooperative)
Canned Cherries
Canned Asparagus
Canned Beets
Canned Peaches
Canned Okra
Canned Sweet Potatoes
Canned Strawberries
Canned Sliced Apples
Canned Blueberries
Canned Apricots
Canned Cream Style Corn
Canned Dry Beans
Canned Spinach
Canned wax Beans
Canned Blackeyed Peas
Canned Tomatoes
Canned Cauliflower
Canned Pumpkin
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Major Group 23 - Apparel and Other
Finished Products
Made from Fabrics and
Similar Materials
Men's and Youths' Suits
Men's Dress Shirts
Pajamas, Cotton
Men's Wash and Wear
Shirts
Men's Sport Shirts
Men's Underwear
Men's Wash and Wear
Pants
Men's Work Pants
Men's Work Shirts .
Ladies' Cotton Broadcloth Dresses
Women's and Misses'
Cotton Gingham Dresses
Women's and Misses'
Suits
(Continued)

Table 4 (Continued)
Industrial Activities

Industrial Activities

Industrial Activities

Major Group 23 -

Kitchen Cabinets
Wood Tables and Chairs
Bookcases, Corner Cabinets,
and Secretaries
Wooden Wardrobes
Bentwood Chairs
Coffee Tables, End Tables,
and Bed Stands
Lawn Furniture
Upholstered Occasional
Chairs
Overstuffed Furniture
Rockers, Wood, Upholstered
Foam Rubber and Polyurethane Foam
Cotton Roll-Edged Mattresses
Innerspring Mattresses and
Box Springs
Reed and Rattan Furniture

Major Group 34 - Fabricated Metal Products,
except Ordnance, Machinery, and Transportation Equipment

(Cont'd)

Nurses' Washable Service
Apparel
Pajamas, Cotton
Slips, Women's, Misses',
Children's
Cotton Dresses
Work Gloves
Gloves, Vinyl Treated
Fabric
Gloves, Plastic Fronts,
Canvas Backs
Bathrobes
Slip Covers for Furniture
Cloth Bags for Agricultural Products
Major Group 24 - Lumber
and Wood Products,
except Furniture
Planing Mill
Rough Sawing of Logs
Portable Sawmill
Hardwood Parquet Flooring
Dimension Hardwood
Sash and Door Plant
Flush Doors
Beverage Boxes
Boxes and Shooks
Crates, Baskets, and
Hainpers
Barrels
Creosoted Wood Products
Step and Extension Ladders
Particle Board
Wooden Ice Cream Spoons
and Sticks
Wooden Shoe Lasts
Costumers, Lamps and
Picture Frames
Wood Fiber Souvenirs
Toilet Seats and Lids
Wooden Handles
Major Group 25 - Furniture
and Fixtures
Baby Beds, Pens, and Bassinets
Bedroom and Dining Room
Furniture

Major Group 31 - Leather
and Leather Products
Leather Tanning
Small Leather Tannery
Men's Dress Shoes
Ladies' Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's Shoes
Brief Cases, Leather
Ladies' Handbags and
Leather Specialties
Major Group 32 - Stone,
Clay, and Glass Products
Hand Blown Glass and Fine
Cast Crystal
Mirror Manufacturing and
Resilvering
Pharmaceutical Glass from
Purchased Tubing
Cut Glass
Building Bricks
Tile Roofing, Clay
Small Ceramics Shop
Pottery, Earthenware
Concrete Blocks
Concrete Slabs
Concrete Cinder Blocks
Concrete Pipe
Concrete Posts
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Buckets, Pails, and Pans
Farm Hand Tools
Hand Tools
Sanitary Ware
Two Burner Gas Plates
Heaters, Kerosine
Asbestos Type
Washtubs and Pails
Aluminum Storm Windows
and Doors
Storage Bins
Aluminum Architectural
Specialties
Ornamental Ironwork
Kitchen Equipment
Plating
Electroplating
Major Group 35 - Machinery, except Electrical
Agricultural Implements
Plows
Rice Paddy Cultivators
10-Horsepower Utility
Riding Tractors
Industrial Hand Trucks
and Skids
Jigs and Fixtures
Shallow Well Hand Pumps
Pumps, Small Hand and
Power Driven
Compressors, ~ Horsepower Sealed Unit
Centrifugal Blowers
Foundry Pattern Making
Refrigerated Walk-in
Coolers
Air Conditioners and
Refrigerators
Cold Storage for Meat
and Poultry
Water Filters, Domestic
Machine Shop, Job

While in Chile during the period of time from September 20 to October 8,
1976, the author interviewed and visited many institutions and agencies in the
course of conducting an informal survey of available groups to determine· interest
in the program as proposed and to gather reactions to the proposed plan of action.

A complete listing of these visits is presented as Appendix 1 of this

document.

One of the contacted organizations, Servicio de Cooperacion Tecnica

(SERCOTEC), had prepared a listing of selected small-scale industries that they
believe have development possibilities.

The complete listing is included in

this document as Appendix 2.
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II.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

A. Surrunary
The Small-Scale Rural Enterprise (SSRE) program will provide a system
through which small-scale rural enterprises will be created by implementing
exi s t ing appropriate technologies or by developing new ones.

These new enter-

p rises will be labor intensive, located in rural areas, and may well contribute
directly or indirectly to agricultural or food production in one way or another.
No new institutions are planned or will be established under this program.
The technological support, research, and field testing will be provided by the
existing local and national research and development organizations, the intern a tional consultant, and if created, the four Regional Intermediate Rural Tech nology Centers (RIRTC) also could participate.

The implementation will be

carried out by four selected Corporacions Industrial para el Desarrollo (CIDEREs)
where the SSRE program would be established.
The project will be carried out over four years and each year will be a
phase of the total project.

Over the life of the project, it will directly

focus on four regions of Chile which will serve as a "demonstration .. to other
regions of the country, but as many as seven regions will be involved.

At the

end of the fourth year, it is anticipated that the activities will be continued
under sponsorship of the regional institutions (private sector) which now support the CIDEREs with some assistance from the Government of Chile (GOC).
Through the life of the program an international consultant (IC) will be
made available to the project to directly assist the CIDEREs in their tasks as
well as provide the technical "backup ...
The project consists of providing credit and technical assistance to
small industries, artisans, small merchants, and entrepreneurs located in rural
areas.

The greatest emphasis will be given to small industries and artisans

in the four selected regions.

Technical experts in small business operations,

various fields of technology, and identification of manufacturing opportunities
will be provided by the IC.

This technical assistance, together with the local

support from the local and national research and development organizations,
will provide a solid technological support to the program.
The small-scale rural enterprises to be established would have the following general characteristics:
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(1) They would be small in scale, generally employing less than 30 persons, and averaging employment of 15 persons, so that the enterprise would
correspond to the management capacity likely to be found in the rural areas.
(2) They would be labor intensive.

Expected capital investment per job

cr eated would range between $1,000 and $2,000, averaging about $1,200.
(3) They would be located in rural areas, outside the municipal area of
Sant i ago and , if possible, outside even the 12 regional capitals.
(4) The y would t e nd to apply intermediate technology, using tools and
ma c h i nes best suited to labor-intensive production methods.

(5) They would be expected to have a favorable impact on employment gene r a t i o n outside the enterprise itself through forward and backward linkages.
(6 ) They wo u l d, . in many cases, be created as a result of the research
being c o nducted under this program and assisted by the local and national r e se a r c h and development organizations as well as the international consultant .
B.

Ope r a t i ng Plan
1.

Ob jective .

The SSRE program has one main objective:

to identify,

c r e ate , and establish in a four-year period up to 900 small-scale rural enterpris e s .

The s e enterprises should employ an average of 15 persons each for a

t o t al o f 1 3,5 00 new jobs generated.
a ss i s t

The SSRE also will provide loan funds to

in t h e establishment of these new enterprises.

2.

Ba ckgr o und of Problem.

The difficulties of generating employment in

t he d e v e loping countries are very well known and documented.

The number and

comp l e x ity of problems which most developing countries face -- high unemployment, b urgeoning populations in urban areas, low per capita incomes, inequitab l e i n c ome distributions, poorly developed infrastructure, foreign exchange
di f f i c u l t ies , and

rural-~o-urban

migration patterns -- make it impossible to

deve lop s imp l e solutions to employment generation problems.

Only long-term

integrated , multifaceted, and systematic approaches seem to hold much promise
of a lle v i a t i ng unemployment and underemployment pressures.
Th e s itu a tio n in the rural areas of developing countries is especially
crit i c a l .

The majority of the poor reside in such areas and they are basically

uneducated a nd unskilled, living in a relatively unsophisticated agrarian
s o ciety .

Th e nature of developing country rural activities is largely focused
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on agriculture, agro-business, and industry.

Other economic activities -- ser-

vice, repair, trade, construction, manufacturing, transportation facilities,
utilities -- are usually very limited.
In the urban areas a myriad of problems exist as well.

Slums, overcrowd-

i ng, health and sanitation, infrastructure deficiencies, lack of employment
opportunities, all combine to make urban living difficult for many millions of
p e ople.
These problems have led many nations and institutions to experiment with
vari ed approaches.

Export and import-substitution programs, financial incen-

tives, large-scale industry projects, agricultural development activities have
all been applied with mixed success.

The limited resources of developing

c ountries have resulted in many activities being inadequately financed, not
susta ined in time, and understaffed in terms of competent, experienced people.
The basic question that must be answered for the developing country is:
11

What combination of approaches can be utilized to optimize employment genera-

tion wi thin the social, cultural, and economic framework of the country?"

The

prop osed SSRE program addresses that question.
3.

Program of Work.

This program of work is predicated on the assumption

t hat the Rural Intermediate Technology program is not being implemented as a
companion project to the Small-Scale Rural Enterprise project.
f orm t he project structure:

Four components

administration, finance, implementation, and inter-

nat ional technical assistance.

The project will run for a total of four years,

with e ach year considered a "phase."

At the end of the fourth year, the pro-

gram may continue without the international technical assistance component,
supported by the private sector and the GOC.
During the period of time between September 20 and October 8, 1976, the
author interviewed many organizations and institutions in Chile and discussed
with them the general project concept.
wi t h the concept as presented.

All the persons interviewed agreed

For details of the institutions visited, please

refer to Appendix 1.
a.

Administration Component.

The first of four components needed to

i mplement the program of work is the administrative component.

At the national

leve l, the total SSRE program will be administered and directed by the National
Small-Scale Rural Enterprise Commission (NSSREC}, which will be housed within
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the Oficina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN) .

The NSSREC will be formed by

appointed persons representing ODEPA, CORFO, INDAP, IN.T EC, SERCOTEC, Banco
Central, IFICOOP, and others as needed.

The NSSREC will monitor the other

t hree components (finance, implementation, and international technical assistance) and will coordinate with other national or local research programs so
that they may provide the necessary inputs and support to the SSRE program.
The NSSREC will need to establish an executive staff with the following
positions:

executive director, secretary, engineer, Data Center manager, and

Data Cent er assistant.

The job descriptions for these staff positions are

presented in Appendix 3 of this document.

ORGANIZATION OF ADMINISTRATION COMPONENT

Banco Central
de Chile

-1

USAID

I

I
~--------------------------~

International
Consultant

Pr esent Staff
and Activities

Executive Director
and Staff NSSREC

The NSSREC, as the principal administrative unit, will determine the types
of programs to be established by the participating regions, will approve the
b udgets of the respective participating units, may, if so desired, review as
n eede d the financial and implementation components, and in general will evaluate
and guide the total program.
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ESTIMATED COST OF NSSRECl/

Pesos

Annual Budget
US$

Total

Personal Services
Executive Director at

CH$20,000/mo.

240,000

16,324

Secretary at CH$4,000/mo.

48,000

3,265

Engineer at CH$12,000/mo.

144,000

9' 796

Da ta Center Manager at CH$6,000/mo.

72,000

4,898

Data Center Assistant at CH$4,000/mo.

48,000

3,265

$37,5 4 8

36,000

2,449

2 ' 449

Da t a purchase at CH$2,000/mo.

24,000

1,632

Office supplies, printing and
others at CH$1,000/mo.

12,000

817

Travel (National)
An average of CH$3,000/mo.
Mater ials and Supplies

Total

1/

~449

US$42,446

All dollar figures are calculated at the rate of US$1; 14.70 pesos.
The total of $42,446 for the support of the NSSREC could be prorated with

o ther loans such as the IRT program, but if the program were to be on its own,
then this would be a representative estimate.
One - Time Cost.

In addition to the estimated budget required to support

t he staff of the NSSREC and the four planned SSRE units, there is an additional
s u gge sted support which would be a one-time cost.

Each SSRE developer should

b e provided with a "jeep" type vehicle or "carryall" to provide him and his
s t a ff with the necessary mobility.

Assuming that the operating cost of the

vehic l e, repair, maintenance, and fuel would be assumed by the corresponding
CI DERE, if this concept were implemented, there would be a one-time expenditure
for four vehicles.

If these are imported and duty is paid on them, it is esti-

ma ted that about $48,000 would be required for the four vehicles.

For the

purpos e of this document, it will be assumed that the four vehicles are purc h a ed at a cost of $48,000.
b.
c omponent.

Finance Component.
They are:

Three existing organizations may form this

IFICOOP, Banco del Estado, and a local financial
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institution.

The loan funds will be deposited with these three organization,

which will control the funds and approve the loan requests.

They are not

expected to promote loans, as this will be done by the implementation component.

Three different organizations were selected so that the borrowers may

best be served.

IFICOOP is dedicated to working with small cooperatives in

rural areas, while Banco del Estado works with individual depositors and borrowers throughout the country.

The local financial institutions may be any

strong existing local institution wishing to participate.

The organization of

the financial component will be as follows:

ORGANIZATION OF FINANCIAL COMPONENT

ODEPLAN
(NSSREC)

I
BANCO CENTRAL

I
IFICOOP

I
Other Local
Financial
Institutions

I

I Banco del Estado

I
Regional Loan
Review

Regional Loan
Review

Regional Loan
Officers

Regional Loan
Officers

I

Regional Loan
Review

Regional Loan
Officers

+----------4-------~
Users
(Rural Borrowers)

The financial component may be limited to only two institutions if
d esired -- IFICOOP and Banco de Estado -- but in some areas it may be desirable
to have a third strong local organization added to the system, such as Credicon
in Concepcion., Crediual, Credillan, or others.
(1) IFICOOP - Institute de Financiamiento Cooperative,-

This organ-

ization was established in 1965 and has since evolved into one of the principal
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cooperative institutions supporting the development of cooperatives in Chile.
It operates at all of the institutional levels of the Chilean cooperative
movement, with both large and small primary-level cooperatives as well as with
regional cooperatives, unions, federations, and confederations.
IFICOOP was instrumental in the establishment of the institute for cooperative auditing (AUDICOOP); the general risk insurance cooperative UCOSEG; and
the apex organization of Chilean cooperatives, the confederation CONFECOOP.
They have strong links with a broad spectrum of national and international
agencies concerned with the rural development of the country.

One of the tasks

to be performed by IFICOOP under this program, besides the financial role indicated, would be the creation of a "marketing cooperative" to assist the small
producer at the rural level in marketing his products.
The effectiveness of IFICOOP's efforts thus far is primarily a result of
a focus on economic soundness for maximization of investment opportunities.

It

is a source of credit and project-related technical assistance for the campesino
cooperatives, fishing cooperatives, and the multirrecoops (reform sector cooperatives).

Detailed information on the organization, services, and evolution of

IFICOOP have been presented in the document entitled Chile Agricultural Cooperative Development, AID DLC/P-2064, December 1974.

Two diagrams are presented

to indicate the organizational structure of IFICOOP as well as the organization
of its Rural Development Department.
(2) Banco del Estado.

(See Figures land 2.)
The Banco del Estado (BECH) was created and

organized by the GOC as an autonomous public bank within the commercial banking
system, and it has been in operation since 1953.

Its functions are to develop

productive activities, stimulate savings, and serve as a GOC agent.

Approxi-

mately 45% of its loans are in agriculture, including livestock and fishing.
In 1973 the BECH accounted for over 86% of the agricultural lending of the
banking system and specialized public institutions.
BECH acts as a major importer and distributor of agricultural inputs and
machinery and is the sole distributor for fertilizer.

About 43% of its agri-

cultural loans are made as "loans-in-kind," with the goods supplied by BECH.
It can lend for machinery, equipment, and agricultural investments, as well as
for production credit.
This financial institution has the largest banking system in the country,
operating 208 branch offices throughout the national territory.
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No other

Figure 1
IFICOOP ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
(June 1976)
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~~--~------------~~
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I

~----------~coordination

Committee

General Manager
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Rural Development
Department

Industrial Development
Department

Consumer and Housing
Services Department

Figure 2
ORGANIZATION OF IFICOOP RURAL DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, SEPTEMBER 1976
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financial institution in Chile has this broad distribution of facilities.

Dur-

ing 1975 the ~ECH operated with some 1,996 million pesos and showed a net profit
of over 27 million pesos.
(3) Other Local Financial Institutions.

At the regional level it

may be desirable in some cases to include an additional financial resource;
this could be a local financial institution.

This option will be left open to

the admistration component to review as needed.
c.
project.

Implementation Component.

This component is the key to the total

If the implementation is deficient, the project will fail; however,

the project will not fail because the units forming this component are very
solid, and they were carefully selected for their ability to implement.

This

component has four principal units, which are the four selected participating
CIDEREs.
The individual CIDERE at the regional level will be responsible for the
implementation of this program as well as for the loan promotion.

This program

will add three staff positions to each selected CIDERE who will have the basic
responsibility of implementing the SSRE program. ·

To further enhance the program,

the CIDERE and SSRE will continue to use all local resources in the area of research, training, and development as they have done up to now, but with the
added advantage of being able to fund projects using the resources made available by the SSRE program.
The implementation component will perform the following principal tasks
but will not be limited to these alone.
(1) Directly participate in the creation of new small-scale rural ventures.
(2) Promote the use of the loan funds available.
(3) Work directly with interested loan applicants, providing assistance
from concept to the post-establishment stage of the venture.
(4) Participate in the research activities in the field of small-scale
rural technology development.
(5) Maintain the linkages with the international consultant assisting the
program.
(6) Determine, identify, and if possible, provide the training that may be
required by the labor force and management of the new ventures.
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Although the implementation component will be formed by four CIDERE organizations, one will act as a clearinghouse and linkage between the remaining
three and the office of the executive director of NSSREC within the administration component.

The implementation component would have the following organi-

zation:

ORGANIZATION OF IMPLEMENTATION COMPONENT

International
Consultant

Board o f
CIDERE

Gere nte

SSRE
Developer
and Staff

Present Staff
and Activities

I

I
I

SERCOTEC
INDAP--

--t

-t

I REN - -

- - Universities
- - INTEC

+

-

I

INACAP

IFOP-- - , -

AUDICOOP

Others - - j_ -

CONUPIA

Earlier in this section, it was mentioned that three staff positions
would be added to e ach participating CIDERE under this program.

The staff

po sitions are (a) an engineer-economist to carry the title of SSRE developer,
(b) a secretary to serve the program, and (c) a part-time legal advisor.

A

brief job description of the SSRE developer position is presented as Appendix 4
of this document.
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ESTIMATED COST OF EACH SSRE DEVELOPER!/

Pesos

Annual Budget
US$

Total

Personal Services
SSRE Developer at CH$16,000/mo.

192,000

13,061

Secretary at CH$4,000/mo.

48,000

3,265

Legal Advisor (30% time) at CH$18,000/mo.

64,800

4,408

$20,734

24,000

1,632

1,632

Data purchase at CH$1,000/mo.

12,000

817

Office supplies, printing, and
others at CH$1,000/mo.

12,000

817

Travel (National)
An average of CH$2,000/mo.

Materials and Supplies

Total

!/

1,634
US$24,000

All dollar figures are calculated at the rate of US$1
(1) Focal Point CIDERE.

14.70 pesos.

Of the four CIDEREs participating in this

program, one will be selected to serve as the "focal point" of the implementation component.

This CIDERE will have the added responsibility of serving as

a permanent link between the executive director within the administration component and the other three CIDEREs.

In view of the fact that CIDERE-Bio Bio

Region VIII) is by far the best developed and most successful of the existing
CIDEREs, it is suggested that it be selected for this additional role.
The staff additions will be identical to the other three CIDEREs, but it
is suggested that the SSRE developer placed here be of even a higher caliber
than indicated by the job description in Appendix 4.

The normal promotion for

this person would be to the executive director level.
(2) Other Units.

As shown in the organization chart for the imple-

mentation component, the SSRE will also draw on the facilities of other regional
or national units.

One such organization is the Confederacion Nacional Unica

de la Pequena Industria y Artesanado (CONUPIA) , which is the conferation of
small industries and artisans.

This organization claims to represent 30,000

small industry owners and artisans.

For details on CONUPIA membership, please

refer to Appendix 5 of this document.
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d.

International Technical Assistance Component.

The fourth major

component to the SSRE is only expected to exist for a period of four years.
At the end of such time, the local and national research and development·organizations, uni ve r sitie s, and private consultants should be able to provide the
additional technical inputs the system may require.
The inte rnational consultant would provide, among others, the following
i nputs t o t he program:
I

o App l ied research on employment generat ion approaches
o Evaluation of alte rnative methodologies aimed at accelerating industrializ at i on and employment
o Re l a tion ship of infrastruct ure development to industrialization
o Economic planning s tra teg ies and alternatives
o Analys i s, evaluation, and development of new industrialization techniques
and principles, products, and processes
o Identification of appropriate manufacturing opportunities for areas
o Engineering research related to specific "appropriate" industries
o Analys is of manpower resource problems and opportunities
o Import substitution analyses and procedures
o Export d e velopment considerations and potentials
o Inv est i gation s of natura l re s ource potent i als
o Pr oduction of market analysis and feasibility studies
Be s ide s the technical type of activities indicated, he also would assist
t he implement a t ion of t he program by providing the following:
(1 ) Techni c a l assistance to the five CIDERE organizations and their supp ort units.
(2) Informat ion linkages wi th other outside institutions and the data
center in his own organization.
(3) Patent and library search facilities through his data collection.
(4) I f needed, addit ional research facilities at a higher level.
(5) Addi t i onal on-site or overseas training programs for participating
staff members.
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(6) An effective reporting and evaluation system for the sponsor.
(7) Counterpart relationship with other ongoing small-scale rural enterpri s e development programs.
(8 ) Indu s t ry spe cialists in given areas of manufacturing activities.
(9 ) P ro f e s sional staff development of other participating agencies or
i n s t i tutions.
(1 0 ) Re gio nal o r national seminars on the subject of small-scale rural
enterpr ise s a n d i nt e rme diat e rural t echno l o g y.
(11) Aud i ovi s ual documentation of the program on a yearly basis.

This

could be by means of black and wh i te and color photographs, slides,
8

~~

a nd 16 mm films, videotapes, and other media.

There are several we l l-qua lified
could per f orm the serv i c e s o f the

11

u.

S. organi zations and inst i tution s tha t

i n ternat ional consultant.

11

One s uch insti-

tution i s t h e Ge orgia I nst itute of Techno l o gy and i t s Economi c De velopme nt
Laboratory.

Appendix 6 pre sents a summary of the qualifications of the Eco-

nomic Deve l opme n t Laborato ry .
I f t he internat ional consultant wer e to be the Georgia Institute of Technology , the est imated budget for servicing the SSRE program would be as
fol l ows:
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ESTIMATED COST OF INTERNATIONAL CONSULTANT

Item

Phase 1

Phase 2

Project Director, 30% time or
1 7 man-weeks/year (50% on-site) $ 8,100

$ 8,748

Phase 3

Phase 4

4-Year
Total

9,447

$ 10,203

$ 36,498

Person a l Services
$

Equivalent of ~ Senior Staff
Special ist, on-site shortt erm (2 man-months at a time)

12,500

13,500

14,580

15,745

56,325

Equivalent of ~ Senior Staf f
Backup in Atlanta

12,500

13,500

14,580

15,745

56,325

8,000

8,640

9,331

10,077

36,048

Equivale n t of 1/24 Staff Supp o r t , Aud iovisual, on-site

'750

810

874

944

3,378

Equ ivalen t of 1/24 Staff Support , Audiovisual, Atlanta

750

810

874

944

3,378

AID- Approved on-campus rate
{77 .1% of Personal Services)
applies to Atlanta-based
project time

16,383

21,066

22,751

24,569

84,769

AID-approved off-campus rate
(5 9.1 % of Personal Services)
a p pl ie s to Chile-based
p ro ject time

10,224

11,042

11,924

12,878

46,086

I nternational round trips
(Atlanta-Chile) @ average
$1,000/trip

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

20,000

In-country travel @ average
$250/mo.

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

12,000

Daily expenses (per diem) at
$40/day (35 man-weeks)

9,800

9,800

9,800

9,800

39' 200

Evaluation and reports

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

6,000

Audiovisual material - film,
tape, printing costs.

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

4,000

$89,507

$98,416

$104,661

$111,405

$403,939

Equivalent of ~ Staff Support,
Data, Atlanta

Overhead and Fringe Benefits

Trave l

Materials, Supplies and Other
Costs

Totals

Note: Salary increase of approximately 8% per year estimated for Georgia Tech
s t af f .
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4.

Total Project Plan.

As previously stated, this program will be car-

ried out over a total of four years and each year will constitute a phase.

It

is also assumed for the purpose of this document that the SSRE program will be
implemented and the IRT program will not.

Phase 1.

Once the loan is made, the NSSREC will be created at the earliest

possible time.

The first-year plans will be finalized and the SSRE developer

will start in CIDERE VIII.

The international consultant will be on site to

s t art preparing the work program for the year.
may be ready to hire an SSRE developer.

About six months later, CIDERE IV

By this time, both CIDEREs should be

using some of the research outputs of the support units in the program, and the
financial organizations should be looking at viable projects presented for
funding.

Pha se 2 .

CIDEREs VIII and IV should be operational at the start of this phase

a nd will be assisting in the strengthening of CIDERE X, which now enters the
syste m.

Staff is added to CIDERE X and the process is duplicated (as in Phase 1).

By this time, CIDEREs VIII and IV are generating new enterprises (perhaps 100
a l tog e t her in year 2), and the new CIDERE starts contributing to the system by
the end of the first quarter.

By the end of the year, the three CIDEREs should

h a v e established about 250 enterprises.

CIDERE VIII will also start providing

limi ted assistance to both Regions VII and IX during this year.

Phase 3.

With three CIDEREs already operating, the fourth and final one,

CIDERE XII, is added to the program.
licated for the new CIDERE.

The same activities as in Phase 1 are dup-

The international consultant starts to withdraw

f rom CIDERE VIII by midyear and phases out of VIII by end of this phase.

At the

e nd of the year, the goal of about 600 total new enterprises should be attained.
At t hi s point, Regions IV, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII are involved in the
program through the four established CIDERE-SSRE organizations.

Phase 4.

All four CIDEREs are now operational and the system has been debugged

a nd i s ready to be implemented by the GOC and its agencies.

The international

c o nsu ltant is phased out by midyear and starts the final evaluation and recommendations.

The total goal of 900 new enterprises should be attained before the

end of this phase.
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To this point the various components have been presented individually.

The

following chart (Figure 3) shows how they all fit together into the total organization anticipated for this program.
A summary Project Plan is presented in Figure 4 as envisioned by the author,
b ased on the assumption that the international consultant will be the Georgia
Institute of Technology.
Estimated Total Budget.

On the basis of the individual budgets presented

for each component within the system, the estimated budget for support of the
SSRE program would . be as follows:
Total
Program

Phases
Pa rticipants

1

2

3

$ 42,446

$ 46,200

$ 50,330

SSRE VI I I

24,000

26,073

28,354

30,862

109,289

SSRE IV

24,000

26,073

28,354

30,862

109,289

26,073

28,354

30,862

85,289

28,354

30,862

59,216
403,989

NSSREC

SSRE X
SSRE XII
Inte r n a tional Consultant
Subtotal
Vehicles:

4
$ 54,837 . $

89,507

98,416

104,661

111,405

$179,953

$222,835

$268,407

$289,690

One-Time Cost

$

193,813

960,885
48,000

$1,008,885

Total

The above estimated total budget provides for a salary increase of 10%
p e r year for the staff of the NSSREC and the four CIDEREs as well as an 8%
s a l ary increa se per year for the international consultant.
The total technical assistance fund of the SSRE is $1 million.
estimate is $8,885 over the program budget.

This budget

Approximately 60% of the budget

would be used in supporting the local-national staff and only 40% of the total
wo uld be used in purchasing the services of the international consultant.
C.

Optional Plan
The foregoing discussion has assumed that the SSRE program will be funded

b y i t s elf, and the project plan budget, and other items have been estimated to
support SSRE independently.

In the event that both SSRE and IRT are funded and

implemented, then the sponsor may wish to link both programs, effecting a signi fi cant savings.

In this section the author will present an optional plan
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Figure 3
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which is a joint SSRE-IRT program where each maintain its individual goals
and objectives but many services are shared and cofunded.
(l) The Executive Director of NSSREC and the Executive Director of NIRTC
would then be one and the same person and the staff would serve both
programs.
(2) The SSRE and RIRTC staff at the CIDERE level would be a combined staff
(both programs) totaling five persons and a part-time legal advisor.
The SSRE staff component would inc lude the SSRE developer and a secretary; the IRT component would be an engineer, technician, and a data
technician.
(3) The international consultant would serve both programs with the same
basic staff as described in the SSRE and IRT programs.
(4) Only four vehicles would be required in place of four for each program.

(5) The local and national support organizations would remain unchanged.
(6) The financial component would remain unchanged.
If both programs {SSRE and IRT) were implemented at the same time or
within six months of each other, this union would represent a large savings and
a much more effective, comprehensive, integrated, approach to the problem.

If

this option is implemented, the national organization would be as shown in
Figure 5.
A summary Pro ject Plan which assumes a joint implementation of the SSRE
and IRT programs is pre s e n ted as Figur e 6.
Es timated Total Budget - Optional Pla n.

On the basis of the sharing of

facili t ies and service s indicated b e fore a n d the maintenance of the individual
c h aracte ri s t i cs of each of the two programs (SSRE and IRT) , the estimated tot al
budget fo r t he Optional Plan would be as fol l ows:
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Figure 5
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Oct . 5 , 19 7.
Chi le

Phases
Participants

1

Executive Director and
Staff for NSSREC and NIRTC

2

3

Total
Program

4

$ 42,446

$ 46,200

$ 50,330

$ 54,837

SSRE VIII

24,000

26,073

28,354

30,862

109,289

RIRTC VIII

22,612

24,571

26,726

29,096

103,005

SSRE IV

24,000

26,073

28,354

30,862

109,289

RIRTC IV

22,612

24,571

26,726

29,096

103,005

SS RE X

26,073

28,354

30,862

85,289

RI RTC X

24,571

26,726

29,096

80,393

SSRE XII

28,354

30,862

59,216

RIRTC XII

26,726

29,096

55,822

Subt otal
Inter nat i o nal Co nsul t ant
Ve hicle s:

$1 3 5, 6 70

$198, 1 32

$270,650

$294,669

89,507

98,416

104,661

111,405

One-Time Cost

$

$

193,813

899,121
403,989
48,000

Total

$1,351,110

The above estimated total budget for the optional plan provides for a
s alary increase of 10% per year for the joint staff of the NSSREC-NIRTE and for
the four regional joint staff at the CIDEREs.

An 8% salary increase per year

has been established for the international consultant staff.
The joint SSRE and IRT programs would require $1,351,110 for the operation
of t h e p r o gram staff and organizat ions; if taken individually, SSRE would req u ire $1 , 008,88 5 and I RT, as planned , would need $1,074,740 for a total of
$2 , 083 , 6 2 5 .

By

~mpl emen t ing

this opt iona l pla n, the sponsor would save $732,515

in t he f o u r y ears pl anned for the s e t wo p r o g rams.
D.

Exp e cted Re s ults.
As indicated by the project goal, during its four-year duration, this pro-

g ram will identify , research, c r e a te, and establish up to 900 small-scale
ent e rprises in rural a reas of Chile.

These enterprises should employ a total

of about 13,500 persons or an average of 15 persons per enterprise.

A loan

fund is made available to finance these new activities.
Together with the above principal expected result, the program could provide o t her intangible gains or results, such as:
(1) Organization.

A viable national-regional organization, field tested

and operational to continue this process nationwide.
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(2) Facilities and Staff.

Well-trained staff in each of the units, with

experience and a success record.
(3) Technology.

New technical concepts already proven and the facilities,

system, and organization to continue generating additional small-scale
rural enterprises.
(4) Research.

Proven research resulting in new enterprises and a staff

with the know-how to continue this type of research activity.
(5) Delivery System.

Reliable, proven, and successful delivery system

ready to continue serving the end user, the "rural poor."
(6) Other Programs.
education.

Provision of support to other programs in research or

The system will develop the linkage between "academia" and

real-world problems.
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III.

AID AND OTHER RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

A regional industrial development program for Paraguay, funded by USAID/
Paraguay and implemented by the Georgia Institute of Technology between March
1970 and June 1973, is quite similar to the proposed Chile activity.

The main

difference between the two cases is that the project in Paraguay did not carry
two components present in the proposed Chile program.
(1) There was no existing CIDERE structure in Paraguay.

The organizations

had to be created.
(2) No loan fund was available for the SSRE program.

The new enterprises

had to seek "conunercial" loans.
Highlights of a cost benefit analysis of the Paraguayan project, performed
at the close of 1972, are as follows:
Background
The Industrial Development Division (now the Economic Development Laboratory) of the Engineering Experiment Station at the Georgia Institute of Technology carried out a continuing AID project in Paraguay in regional and community
industrialization under three contracts.

The first of these three projects was

for a total period of 30 weeks and ran from March 16, 1970, through September 30,
1970.

The second ran from March 29, 1971, through December 17, 1971.

The third

project was initiated on April 21, 1972.
The first two contracts and expenditures through December 31, 1972, under
the third represented total costs of $87,861.

The first two contracts focused

on the organization and training of national and community organization personnel and identification of potential industrial projects.

Many of the resulting

new industries were established during the period of the third contract.
Accomplishments
This program involved community industrialization efforts in five of the
smaller rural communities of Paraguay.

While much time was spent in organizing

and training community development organizations, results in terms of new plants
and employment became manifest before the project was terminated.
As of December 31, 1972, 21 industries had been established in smaller
communities of Paraguay as a direct or indirect result of these activities.
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These 21 industries included:
o A paving block plant representing a total investment of approximately
$40,000 and employing 25 persons.
o Eighteen sawmills and lumber operations representing a total investment
of approximately $1.9 million and employing 650 persons with an annual
payroll of $560,000.

These industries utilize a basic natural resource

of the area.
o One grain mill operation with an investment of approximately $300,000
and employing 15 persons.
o A marble quarry operation with an estimated investment of $700,000 and
estimated · ultimate employment of 200 persons.
In summary, the investment AID made in the three Georgia Tech projects in
the Republic of Paraguay was instrumental in creating 21 industries representing a capital investment of $2,940,000 and a total direct employment of 890
persons, not counting other accomplishments and the multiplier effect of this
employment payroll and purchase of raw materials. ·

At a total project cost of

$87,861, this represents a cost of $98.72 per job created.
At the time the analysis was made, 12 additional manufacturing opportunity
studies were being concluded for new export-oriented industries based on Paraguayan raw material.

Interested investors for all of these potential industries

had been identified and were to be assisted in establishing these new industries.
For more detailed information presenting all of the accomplishments of the
Paraguay activities, the reader is referred to three published reports by
Nelson

c.

Wall, Georgia Tech project director for the program:

Desarrollo de la

Empresa Privada, Republica del Paraguay, December 1970; Programa Regional de
Desarrollo Economico, Republica del Paraguay, February 1972; and Small-Scale
Industry Development in Paraguay:

A Case Study, February 1974.

documents are in the files of AID/Washington.
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Copies of these

IV.

A.

BENEFICIARIES

Target Group Definition
In an earlier section of this document, the target group was defined as

having three subgroups:

(1) traditional small farmers or minifundistas,

(2) reform sector farmers, and (3) landless rural workers.
represent about 1.3 million persons.

The three subgroups

The program as planned will only focus on

up to seven of the regions of Chile, so it is safe to assume that about 50% of
the total rural poor, or about 650,000 persons, would form the "target universe."
B.

Projected Benefits
The principal benefit would be the generation of direct employment for

13,500 rural poor persons.

If one assumes the average in Chile of four persons

per family, those newly employed individuals would better the living conditions
and income level of about 54,000 persons.
The Small Business Administration uses a rule of thumb which states that
every 100 new industrial jobs create 13 additional jobs in services, sales,
stores, schools, etc.

The 13,500 new jobs would then generate an additional

1,755 jobs, according to SBA, which in turn would benefit some 7,020 persons.
Furthermore, the activities conducted under this program would result in
the establishment of units in developing areas of Chile specifically interested
in the generation and expansion of small-scale rural enterprises.
would generate action-oriented pragma·tic
nology transfer, and training.

These units

programs of research, service, tech-

Over a period of time, results would include

the expansion of some of the existing 11,000 small-scale activities, the creation of new small-scale enterprises, and the continuous generation of new jobs
with beneficial effects on income levels.

Most of this work would be carried

out in rural areas, with resulting benefits to those low-income environments.
C.

Role of Women
The proposed program is expected to have a positive impact on opportunities

for women in Chile, mainly through the creation of new job possibilities for
them.

Small and medium industry (worldwide) tends to use women relatively more

than large industry, with some 30% of the labor force being female as compared
with only 24% for larger industry.

The 1968 census data for small-medium indus-

try indicates only 16% female employment.
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The question of job creation, especially in unskilled categories, represents a much more important contribution to improved status for women in Chile
than it would in developed countries.

Lower-class (rural poor) women have

traditionally had few alternatives to working and usually end up as domestic
servants.

Jobs in small rural enterprises would provide an alternative to this

dismal situation, and would represent a major improvement in the woman's status,
in that she would receive much higher pay, would have fixed and shorter working
hours, and would be integrated into the productive aspect of the economy.
D.

Environmental Considerations
The proposed loan program is not expected to have any significant impact

on environmental quality.

Each new enterprise would have to be evaluated from

the environmental point of view in order to avoid creating undesirable environmental conditions.

The loan agreement could include a covenant regarding

environmental questions.
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V.

A.

FINANCIAL PLAN

General
Prior to any USAID disbursements for SSRE activities, the NSSREC will sub-

mit for USAID/Chile approval an organizational scheme and work plan for those
activities.

All contracts between NSSREC and other entities providing consul-

t a nt services will be submitted to USAID/Chile for approval.
A covenant of the loan agreement will provide assurance that the Banco
Central de Chile will maintain the capitalization level of the loan.
It is suggested that two additional items be considered in the financial
plan:
{1) Creation of a Guarantee Fund
{2) Confidence Credit.

{This would be loans made to very small enterprises

without guarantees or to an individual wishing to start a small
industrial-artisan activity.)
B.

Disbursement Procedures for SSRE Loans
The disbursement system for these small loans should be simple, low inter-

est, and easy to understand by a person with a limited education.

The corres-

ponding CIDERE, the SSRE staff and legal advisor will assist the borrower in
the preparation of all documents, including feasibility and loan documents.

It

is anticipated that, if needed, the borrower may even be accompanied by someone
in the CIDERE to present the loan request.

The loan officers should become

aware of the nature and origin of these loans and should, if possible, expedite
them.

It would be highly desirable if a very short waiting period were possible.

Given appropriate documentation and project feasibility, the corresponding financial source -- IFICOOP, Banco del Estado, or others -- should issue the funds.
C.

Loan Monitoring
Primary responsibility for monitoring the loan implementation will rest

with USAID Mission/Chile or the sponsor.

Disbursement requests from the tech-

nical assistance fund will be accompanied by detailed reports of program activities which will serve as the basic management review tool.
will be reviewed through periodic field inspections.
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Qualitative progress

D.

Evaluation
The SSRE program could be evaluated on the following basis:
{l) Loans issued - enterprises operating - jobs created
{2) Loans refused - reason why - responsibility
{3) Employment creation - impact
{4 ) Simplification of loan system
{5) Regional support to program - other loans - easier credit
{6) Multiplier effect - increase in income level in the region - higher
sales in stores.
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VI.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

The program, operational concept and other ideas presented in this document
we re generated in a three-week period of time.

Needless to say, the information

had to be hastily gathered, interviews were few and brief, field trips were
l imited to two days, and in general a very sketchy idea was gained of the needs
of the. rural poor and the types of enterprises that could be considered.
It is suggested to USAID Mission/Chile that once the Mission is ready to
prepare the final loan documents, a new look be given to the proposed plan.

It

would be desirable to have one or more members of the original team return for
a six-week period and conduct an in-depth review of the small-scale and artisan
industrial sector.

Their findings would be very valuable for both the planning

and implementation of this program.
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Appendix 1
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS WITH ORGANIZATIONS
AND AGENCIES RELATED TO THIS PROJECT IN CHILE
(September 20-0ctober 8, 1976)
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SCHEDULE
Mon., Sept. 20

Tue., Sept. 21

10:00 a.m.

Institute de Desarrollo
Agropecuario (INDAP)

Luis Brucher

11:00 a.m.

Institute de Financiemiento
de Cooperativas (IFICOOP)

Claudio Barriga

2:00 p.m.

AID

Jim Unti

3:00 p.m.

AID Mission Director

James Roush

5:00 p.m.

Servicio de Cooperacion
Tecnica (SERCOTEC)

Eduardo Moya

9:00 a.m.

Institute de Investigaciones
Tecnologicas (INTEC)

Ricardo Berner

Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnologicas (CONYCIT)

Sergio Montenegro

3:00 p.m.

Institute de Desarrollo
Agropecuario (INDAP)

Claudio Vicente

6:30 p.m.

Universidad Catolica (U. Cat.)

Peter Hirsch

9:00 a.m.

Oficina de Desarrollo y Planinificacion Agricola (ODEPA)

German Riesco

1:00 p.m.

Oficina de Planificacion
Nacional (ODEPLAN)

Miguel Kast

6:00p.m.

Fundacion Chile (F. C.)

Robert Cotton

9:00 a.m.

Institute Nacional de Capacitacion Profesional (INACAP)

Alfredo Tamper
Hernan Valenzuela

Institute de Fomento
Pesquero (IFOP)

Arturo Reio

1:00 p.m.

Institute de Investigaciones de
Recursos Naturales (IREN)

Francisco Diaz

3:30 p.m.

Corporacion Industrial para el
Eesarrollo Metropolitano (CIDEME)

Gonzalo Diaz

5:00 p.m.

Universidad de Chile (INTA)
Consejo Nacional para la
Alimentacion y Nutricion (COMPAN)

Fernando Monckeberg

9:30 a.m.

Institute de Promocion Agraria
(INPROA)

Renzo de Kartzow

11:00 a.m.

Corporacion Industrial para el
Desarrollo Regional del Bio Bio
(CIDERE Bio Bio)

Juan Raffo

Institute Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuarias (INIA)

Juan Jose Romero

10:30 a.m.

Wed. , Sept. 22

Thu., Sept. 23

10:30 a.m.

Fri., Sept. 24

1:30 p.m.
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Fri., Sept. 24
(Continued)

3:30 p.m.

Cooperativa de Ahorro
(AHORROCOOP)

Rodolfo Junes

Sat., Sept. 27

9:00 a.m.

Field Trip to Coast (San Antonio)

James Roush

Mon., Sept. 27

10:00 a.m.

Centro Educacional Tecnico
"Rey Balduino de Belgica"

Marcos Lacazette

11:00 a.m.

Bozzo y Cia. Ltda.

Guillermo Bozzo

12:00 m.

Corporacion Industrial para el
Desarrollo Industrial del Bio Bio
(CIDERE Bio Bio)

Junta Directores

3:15 p.m.

CIDERE Bio Bio

Juan Raffo

9:30 a.m.

Univ. Catolica de Chile

Hernan Gouet

10:30 a.m.

Univ. de Concepcion

Ricardo Reich

10:00 a.m.

Fonda de Educacion y Extension
Sindical (FEES)

Carlos Ariztia

3:00 p.m.

Instituto de Desarrollo
Agropecuario (INDAP)

Roush et al.

1;00 p.m.

Discuss project outline

Miguel Kast

Confederacion Nacional Unica de
la Peqvena Industrial y
Artesa'n ado (CONUPIA)

Domingo Bordachar
Henning

Tue., Sept. 28

Wed., Sept. 29

Mon., Oct. 4
Tue., Oct. 5

12:00 m.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1976
10:00 a.m. - Institute de Desarrollo Agropecuario (INDAP)
This meeting was held with Mr. Luis Brucher, who outlined the past history
of INDAP and stressed its current and primary role of providing production
loans for seed and fertilizer to small farmers.

He indicated that a nationwide

network of offices exists but, due to budget cuts made by the national government, these offices are somewhat understaffed and in many cases the small
offices have been closed.

Mr. Brucher agreed that a need existed for the two

projects proposed by AID; however, he was doubtful about the possibilities for
executive coordination by INDAP.

Mr. Brucher felt that INDAP could cooperate

with any agency finally selected for project execution but that INDAP likely
could not handle the principal program administration and coordination
functions.
Mr. Brucher suggested that we have another meeting with Mr. Claudio
Vicente, who is the chief of the department within INDAP which is concerned
with loans for purposes other than production by cooperatives.

He advised us

later in the day that an appointment had been arranged with Mr. Vicente on
Tuesday at 3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - Institute de Financiamiento de Cooperativa (IFICOOP)
Mr. Cristian Yanez and the General Manager, Mr. Claudio Barriga, were
present.

IFICOOP is a current beneficiary of an AID loan which is being used

to support loans to cooperatives.

This loan is for $15 million, of which

approximately $4 million has been disbursed to date.
The AID support loan program was reported as giving IFICOOP a wider
experience and success in making loans to the AID target group of very small
farm operators.

IFICOOP officials submitted that this experience would be

valuable given future participation of IFICOOP in the subject projects under
plan.
Both Mr. Yanez and Mr. Barriga were positive about the program concepts
and particularly the goal of enabling the rural poor to gain access to loans
for nonagricultural purposes.

They submitted that IFICOOP could handle the

coordination and administration of the loan program for development of rural
small-scale enterprises and, in particular, could administer loans in behalf of
appropriate cooperatives.

They felt as a preliminary impression that they
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would need help, possibly from INDAP or another agency, in administering the
program in behalf of individuals who are not members of cooperatives.
At present IFICOOP is working with some of the cooperative units in .the
MULTIRECOOP, of which 10 have been created to date.
2:00 p.m. - USAID/Chile
The Georgia Tech team met with the USAID/Chile Mission Director, Mr. James
L. Roush, and members of his staff, Mr. Ron Witherell, Mr. Mark Karns and
Mr. Lee Twentyman, to discuss our mission and to be briefed on the history of
both projects and the current status of each with AID/Washington.

In the

course of this briefing, Mr. Roush suggested that it appeared that the time
constraint of two weeks would make it difficult for the Georgia Tech team members to get out of Santiago to see, firsthand, the conditions with which these
two programs are designed to deal.

He suggested that the mission be extended

for one additional week to ease the time constraint.

The team leader,

Mr. Nelson C. Wall, then indicated that he would remain to complete both required documents and the balance of the team would return to Atlanta as per
schedule on October 1, 1976.
During this meeting, Mr. Roush and his staff provided background data and
further information on the two loan projects as well as on Chile in general.
5:00 p.m. - Servicio de Cooperacion Tecnica (SERCOTEC)
Present at the meeting were Mr. Eduardo Beas Godoy, General Manager, and
Mr. Eduardo Moya Roa, the Assistant Manager.

This CORFO-related organization

has a 24-year history of providing technical assistance to small and mediumscale Chilean industry.

SERCOTEC is particularly concerned with productivity

improvement and technology upgrading.
SERCOTEC activities have tended to be concentrated in and near Santiago
since most of the industrial activity is concentrated around the capital.
They have, however, developed a network of 18 offices throughout the length of
Chile and are now reported to be increasingly concerned with the transfer of
technology to the

rur~l

and agricultural sectors of the economy.

SERCOTEC assistance programs have received support from such international
organizations as the ILO, AID, UNDP, and the Inter-American Development Bank.
AID funding was instrumental in the early development of SERCOTEC.

In recent

years, the ILO has provided funds for building and equipping a technology
center located near Santiago.
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SERCOTEC officials noted that they are significantly involved in systems,
marketing, and commercial analysis.

They have not had strong experience with

small-scale appropriate technology matters.
SERCOTEC appears to be directed to the support of medium to large-scale
industries.

The SERCOTEC officials indicated that their organization's efforts

to assist small-scale firms had consisted largely of seminars in which small
firms could be dealt with as a group.

This approach was taken because the high

cost of direct assistance to a small firm could not be justified as cost
effective.
SERCOTEC is noted as a highly structured technology transfer organization
that appears to be effective in the more technically rich environments of
medium-scale industry.

It is considered doubtful that this organization could

readily mount a subadministration that could effectively deal with the development of appropriate technology for the target group.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1976
9:00 a.m. - Institute de Investigaciones Tecnologicas (INTEC)
The Georgia Tech team met with Dr. Ricardo Berner, Director, anJ
Mr. Manuel Tubino.

Dr. Berner outlined the activities and capacities of INTEC

and noted the ongoing work in both intermediate technology and nontraditional
technologies.

They have a staff of approximately 200 persons, of whom more

than 100 are professionals.

(To keep the best possible staff, they have an

incentive plan which supplements the Government of Chile's wage-controlled
salary levels.)
INTEC is a CORFO-related nonprofit organization whose mission is the
development of technology to meet the needs of Chilean development.

They oper-

ate on a cost-charge basis and have a small operating budget from CORFO.
Dr. Berner indicated that INTEC, in response to this project, was in the process of preparing a proposal to USAID.

Dr. Berner hoped to submit this propos-

al before the Georgia Tech team completed their mission in Chile.
persons indicated that they have expertise in the following areas:
Food technology
Chemistry (multi-discipline)
Metal and metallurgy
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INTEC staff

Mechanics
Electronics
Economics and feasibility analysis
Data base (technical library)
10:30 a.m. - Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cientificas y Tecnologia
(CONICYT)
The team was advised of the fact that CONICYT prepared, last year, a
national plan for scientific and technological development.

Mr. Sergio Monte-

negro also indicated that CONICYT has been made responsible for science and
tech4ology development by the Government of Chile.

Both proposed plans as

present.ed by USAID/Chile were acknowledged as being in the priority areas of
the Government of Chile plans.
Mr. Montenegro promised to forward his reactions and suggestions to the
team leader, but to date (October 2, 1976) the document has not been delivered
to the author.
3:00 p.m. - Institute de Desarrollo Agropecuario (INDAP)
This second meeting with the same organization was suggested by Mr. L.
Brucher, who wanted the team to meet with Mr. Claudio Vicente, Chief of the
Projects Division of INDAP.

As expected, this administrative position oversees

all loans made by INDAP for purposes other than farm production.

Mr. Vicente

appeared more receptive to the idea of INDAP as a possible implementing agency
for a rural enterprise development program.

He reported having a staff of 12

professionals in Santiago who analyze loan applications submitted by INDAP
offices throughout Chile and for a variety of rural enterprises.

He assured

the Georgia Tech team that INDAP could handle the rural enterprise development
program "without any problem."

This position was somewhat in contrast to

Mr. Brucher's position.
6:30 p.m. - Universidad Catolica (U. CAT.)
The Georgia Tech team was invited to the USAID Director's home to meet
two officials of the Catholic University, Dr. Peter Hirsh and an associate.
The University's ongoing programs were offered as substantively related to the
planned AID efforts in both rural enterprise development and intermediate
rural technology development.

Dr. Hirsch noted that the University had been

criticized in the past for its lack of direct involvement in development
efforts.
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From the positive presentation made by Dr. Hirsch, it appears that U. CAT.
has great interest and competence in the area of intermediate technology.
Dr. Hirsch indicated an interest in having U. CAT. participate in the programs
outlined.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1976
9:00 a.m. - Oficina de Desarrollo y Planificacion Agricola (ODEPA)
The team met with Mr. Herman Riesco and Mr. Jorge Diez of ODEPA.
Mr. Riesco outlined ODEPA's functions as the principal Government of Chile agricultural planning agency.

As planners, ODEPA is responsible for policy develop-

ment and does not administer substantive programs.

ODEPA does not have any

outreach capability and does not maintain offices outside Santiago.

Mr. Riesco

was positively responsive to the merits of the two projects under discussion
and noted that the projects' concepts fit well into the Government of Chile's
overall policy in agricultural development.
It is recognized by this agency that a most . urgent Chilean Government
problem is development support to "minifundistas."
indicated strong support for both proposed projects.

In this context, Mr. Riesco
He noted the critical

problem of finding methods to deliver development assistance to the landless
poor in rural areas.

These underemployed landless laborers are not organized

in any way which would facilitate a program to assist them, he suggested.
ODEPA had a very positive response to the proposed loans.

Unfortunately,

as a planning organization, they are unable to serve as administrators to these
two proj ec ts.
1:00 p.m. - Oficina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN)
Mr. James Roush, Mission Director of USAID/Chile, arranged a meeting with
Mr. Miguel Kast, the subdirector of ODEPLAN.

Mr. Kast was responsive to both

the rural enterprise project and the intermediate rural technology project.
He was particularly interested in the marketing support aspect of the technical
assistance to be established within these projects.
Mr. Kast stressed a need to structure the projects so as to minimize the
possibility of bureaucratic expansion.

He urged the consideration of private

sector organizations as managers for these efforts, especially in relation to
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the technology transfer project.

Mr. Kast noted, with approval, the efforts

and results achieved by the following

organizations~

area and CIDERE in the Concepcion area.

.CIDEME in the Santiago

Both of these were described as non-

profit organizations sponsored by local business and industry for the purpose
of devel oping small enterprises in their areas to help the rural poor to
achieve a better standard of living.
t he s e two organizations.

He urged that the Georgia Tech team visit

The team leader made arrangements to visit both.

Mr. Kast also indicated that ODEPLAN, as a planning agency, did not see
it s elf as an implementor, but if needed ODEPLAN would consider assuming that
ro le .
6:00 p.m. - Fundacion Chile (F. C.)
The Georgia Tech team met at Mr. Roush's home to meet two representatives
of the Chile Foundation, Dr. Robert Cotton and Dr. David Owen.

Chile Founda-

tion has been re cently formed as a joint project of ITT and the Government of
Chile.

The agreement reached between ITT and the Government calls for each to

contribute $2.5 million to the Foundation each year for 10 years, which amounts
t o a total of $50 million.

The F. C. has two major goals:

(1) to develop and

improve nutrition in Chile and (2) to develop telecommunications in Chile.
Approximately 65% of the effort will be devoted to nutrition and 35% to telecommunications.
Dr. Cotton made several suggestions on potential areas of development of
bu siness enterprises which would help the nutrition in rural areas and the
economy in general.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1976
9:00 a.m. - Institute Nacional de Capacitacion Profesional (INACAP)
This meeting was with Mr. Hernan Valenzuela Leyton, Director Ejecutivo,
a nd Mr. Alfredo Tamper.

Mr. Valenzuela noted the development history of

INACAP and described,its current role in Chile.
in 1960 to provide training in production skills.
tional t r aining and on-the-job training.

The o'rganization was formed
INACAP focuses upon voca-

Mr. Valenzuela expressed his

enthusiasm for the projects and noted the positive technical assistance support
which INACAP could provide.
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The INACAP has three fixed centers, 29 subcenters, and several mobile
units, all used in training of the local human resources.

Last year alone

they had over 40,000 persons taking training programs at INACAP.

This is a

ve ry well-organized vocational training unit of the Government of Chile. ·
They would be willing to set up special programs for our proposed projects if
r equired.
10 :30 a.m. - Institute de Fomento Pesguero (!FOP}

The meeting was with Mr. Arturo Reid, Chief of the Research and Development Div s i on .

This Government of Chile agency is dedicated to fish and sea-

f ood research and has close ties with FAO.

They try to assist the individual

fishermen , who are classified as artisans in Chile.

The problem is mainly in

qui pment and pro cess ing, since the individual fisherman must sell his daily
c t ch locally and has no way of preserving his catch.
The team toured the laboratory fac ilities and noted both t~e exist ing
equ i pment and staff act ivity. !FOP also provides some quality control services
to processors of seafood, but do not have a regulating role within the industry.
1 : 00 p.m. - Institute de Investigaciones de Recursos Naturales (IREN}
The team met with Mr. Francisco Diaz, who outlined the role of IREN.

We

were advised that IREN provides technical assistance to all national resource
data investigative units of Chilean institutions.

IREN is concentrating, at

t his time, on the development of water resources in Region IV of Chile.
part of CORFO, IREN reacts to national priorities.

As

They indicated having a

large data collection which would be open to the staff working on these two
projects .

They see no role for IREN within the two projects other than

providing data.
3:30 p .m. - Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Metropolitano (CIDEME)
This meeting was with Mr. Gonzalo Diaz Albonico, Gerente of CIDEME in
Santiago.

Mr. Diaz appears a dynamic and dedicated man.

about the work of CIDEME.

He is enthusiastic

This one-year-old organization is patterned after

C DERE Bio Bio in Concepcion, Chile.

Both of these organizations are in the

private sect or (nonprofit) and dedicated to rural development through enterpri se building that offers income to the rural poor.

In the short time that

CIDEME has been operated, they have been able to impact some of the target
areas.

They have 300 persons picking up empty bottles and reselling them to
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bottling companies.

The CIDERE is now starting small enterprises to manu-

facture broom handles, and they appear to be getting ahead with this program.
The CIDERE is a very small but aggressive operation which is startipg to
pay off.

USAID/Chile has been funding some of their activities.

Mr. Diaz was

very much in favor of both projects but really liked the "small rural enterprise" concept.
5:00 p.m. - Universidad de Chile (U. C.)
This meeting was with Dr. Fernando Monckeberg, who is also the Executive
Director of the National Council on Nutrition (Consejo Nacional para la
Alimentacion y Nutricion--CONPAN).

Dr. Monckeberg provided the team with a

summary of the various programs and policies of the Government of Chile in the
area of nutrition.

He reacted favorably to the two projects, but felt that his

organization had a role within the projects only as a possible advisor in the
event fooa products were to be produced.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1976
9:30 a.m. - Instituto de Promocion Agraria (INPROA)
The Georgia Tech team met with the Director Ejecutivo, Dr. Renzo de
Kartzow, and a member of his staff, Dr. Gunther Klingenberg.

Dr. Kartzow

sunnnarized the history of INPROA, an organization fanned in 1963 to supervise
and oversee the process of distributing the land holdings of the Catholic
Church in Chile in behalf of the poor and landless.

This process of land re-

fonn has long since been completed, and the current activities of INPROA are
in the area of technical assistance to agro-industry in Chile.
The technical qualifications of this group appeared to be excellent, and
their philosophy of development is directed to high-technology solutions.

We

were told that AID, in their opinion, was on the "wrong track" with the two
planned projects.

They felt that any effort aimed at small-scale agro-

industrial developmeQt is sure to fail.
11:00 a.m. - Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Regional del Bio Bio
(CIDERE Bio Bio)
Mr. Juan Raffo, General Manager of the CIDERE Bio Bio, met with the team
in Santiago.

Mr. Raffo presented a brief sunnnary of their actions over the
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past 10 years and their results.

The CIDERE Bio Bio is a regional organiza-

tion created and supported by individuals and companies in the area (private
sector).

USAID/Chile has been providing some funding to the organization

since 1975.
Plans were made by the team leader to visit Concepcion next week to spend
some time with Mr. Raffo on-site at the CIDERE Bio Bio.

This interview was

probably one of the best and most informative that the team had.
1:30 p.m. - Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Agropecuaria (INIA)
This meeting was held with three officials of INIA, Dr. Sergio Bonilla,
Dr. H. Grove, and Mr. Juan Jose Romero.

INIA is the national agricultural re-

search organization and is involved in the development and transfer of technology to the agricultural sector.

INIA maintains research stations throughout

the country, but it does not have agricultural extension offices.
3:30 p.m. - Cooperativa de Ahorro (AHORROCOOP)
The Georgia Tech team met with Mr. Rodolfo Yunis, Gerente General of
AHORROCOOP, to explore the possibilities for use of this organization as a
financial institution to service the loans to small rural enterprises.
AHORROCOOP is two years old and is located only in Santiago and Talca.
Mr. Yunis was enthusiastic about AHORROCOOP's abilities to handle the project
credits but with limitation to the two locations.
This organization does not appear to be a very strong one and does not
show much potential for growth in the near future.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1976
10:00 a.m. - Centro Educacional Tecnico--Rey Balduino de Belgica
Mr. Marcos Lacazette, Director of the Center, met with the team for an
interview in Concepcion.

They operate a very impressive vocational-technical

school which was donated by the Government of Belgium .and still supported to
a certain degree by them.

The school represents a $2.5 million donation.

They have about 600 students; last year

1,600 persons applied but only 320

were accepted by the school.
Complete programs of studies and details were made available to the team.
This information will be presented to USAID/Chile together with other data
generated by this study.
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11:00 a.m. - Bozzo y Cia. Ltda.
The owner of this small-scale rural enterprise, Mr. Guillermo Bozzo, was
interviewed.
pine bark.

He started six months ago to manufacture "tannic acid" 'from
The project was sponsored by CIDERE Bio Bio and has proved to be

a profitable activity.

The owner asked the team leader for specific data on

the process to manufacture "tannic acid," and this will be mailed to him from
Atlanta, Georgia.

The company now employs 30 persons and produces about 70 kg

of dry acid per day.
12:00 noon - Corporacion Industrial para el Desarrollo Regional del Bio Bio
(CIDERE Bio Bio)
The balance of the day was used in going over the many interesting
projects being implemented by Mr. J. Raffo and the CIDERE Bio Bio.

Last year

they were able to develop one out of every 24 potential ideas presented, but
this year they averaged one out of every 82 ideas.

They estimate having

generated some 4.1 million man-days of work last year, which represents about
$6.6 million in salaries.
Mr. Raffo provided the team with a large quantity of data, drawings,
ideas, and general information on Region VIII.

All data will be presented to

USAID/Chile at the end of this project.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1976
9:30 a.m. - Universidad Catolica
This was a brief meeting with Mr. Hernan Gouet and other members of his
staff to determine the activities of this university in the area of intermediate rural technology.

They indicated a great desire to participate at the

regional level.
10:30 a.m. - Universidad de Concepcion
This was a meeting with the Vice President for Research, Dr. Richard
Reich, who is a Georgia Tech graduate.

They, too, offered to assist in the

research activities and support for our proposed programs.
promised to send back data and information they requested.
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The team leader

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1976

10:00 a.m. - Fonda de Educacion y Extension Sindical (FEES)
The Executive Director of FEES, Mr. Carlos Ariztia, met with the team to
present the activities of FEES.

They are part of the Ministry of Labor and

are funded by union contributions and funds from the Government of Chile.
Their main activity is in the education and training area; this is all done
under contracts with INACAP.
The FEES would be glad to see the two projects initiated, but did not see
how they co uld participate.

They claim to have good data on learning curves

and train i ng possibilities of the "rural poor" population.
8: 00 p.m. - Pea c e Cor ps
The Miss ion Director

h~ld

a meeting at his home so the GIT team could

t a lk to the Peac h Corps Volunteers who are in Santiago.

The exchange of

information was very good and the team had the opportunity to present some
ideas and get the reactions of the PVC group.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1976

1:00 p.m. - Oficina de Planificacion Nacional (ODEPLAN)
This second meeting with Mr. Miguel Kast, Subdirector of ODEPLAN, was
arranged by Mr. James Roush, USAID Mission Director/Chile.

During the meeting

Mr. N. Wall of GIT had the opportunity of presenting and discussing with those
present the general project outline he is suggesting for the SSRE program.
Mr. Kast was very helpful with his comments and suggestions.

In general the

project concept was well received by those present.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1976

12:00 m. - Confederacion Nacional Unica de la Pequena Industria y Artesanado
(CONUPIA)
Meeting with the President, Mr. Roberto Parrague Bonet, and the General
Manager, Mr. Domingo Bordachar Henning.

This is a fairly new organization or.

confederation for the small industries and artisans.
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They have about 30,000

members (in 1972) which they indicate are all owners of small enterprises.
These range from 1 to 50 employees.

There are 90 associations incorporated by

regions, and these represent the total membership.

They were very interested

in the program we discussed and wanted to participate as much as possible within
our guidelines.
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Appendix 2
SUGGESTED SMALL AND MEDIUM-SCALE INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS
PRESENTED BY SERCOTEC
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II
,·

SERVICIO DE COOPERACION TECNICA

=

NmUNA DE PROYECTOS PARA MEDlANA Y PEOUEFJA INDUSTRIA
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=

Con motivo de su XXIV aniversario, SERCOTEC ha
estimado conveniente dar a conocer algunos
de los estudios .v los proyectos en los cuales
la Instituci6n tiene experiencia, que desea po
ner a disposici~n de los interesados en abrir
nuevas lfneas de producci6n en las empresas
o en la instalaci6n de nuevas industrias a fin
que materialicen inversiones beneficiosas,para
el desarrollo del oa~s.
SERCOTEC cuenta con capacidad tecnico-profesio
nal en dar asistencia a la Mediana y Pequeni
Industria, en Estudios de Mercados, Ingenieria
de Dise~o, Inqenierfa de netalle, Estudios de
Preinversion y de Factibilidad en Proyectos
Industriales, cualesquiera que sea su tamano o
dimension.
Esta n6mina de nrovectos involucra una accion
mas de SERCOTEC. que, tiene por objetivo contri
buir a consolidar la solidez del sector empre
sarial, proyectada en las condiciones y carac
teristicas de la econom,a social de mercado
que impulsa nuestro Gobierno.
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NnrHNA DE PROYECTOS PARA r·1EDIANA Y. PEQUENA INDUSTRIA

A~

AGROINDlJSTRIAS Y SHHLARES

1.

AVENA DESCASCARADA

Centro procesador de granos (avena), destinado a secar y descascarar
cereales para consumo animal (cerdos).
2.

ACEITE DE RICINO

'Elaboracion de aceite de r1c1no en base a semilla de higuerilla
busto silvestre del norte del pafs).
3.

(ar~

AJI DE COLOR

Secado y pulverizado de aji pimenton (variedades de la especie Capsicum Annuum)~ a objeto de obtener un polvo dense, de color rojo fuerte
conocido universalmente con el n001bre de "piment6n" o "aj~ de color 11 •
4.

GELATINAS

Producci5n de qelatina en forma de hojas, escamas o or~nulos nara uso
en industria alimentaria, consume hooareno e industrial"
5 o ALit1E NTOS CONCENTRADOS

Producci6n de alimentos concentrados para cerdos, vacunos y aves, enva
sado en holsas de papel de 35 Kq. a qranel, en nolvo o qranulado (pe-llets).
o.

ALP1ENTnS Cf1NCENTRADOS PARA CERDOS

El alimento concentrado para cerdos en estado de polvo, se caracteriza
por ser una dieta balanceada en nroteinas, hidratos de carbona, qrasas,
vitaminas v sales minerales.
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78

PLANTA TRATAMIENTO DE LECHE
Leche pausterizada lfquida y mantequilla con un contenido de materia
qrasa de 3% y 80% resnectivamente. La lech~ lleqar& al consumidor
envasada en bolsas de polietileno con contenido de 1 11tro y la mantequilla en cajita de poliestireno con un contenido neto de 1/4 Kg.

8..

PICKLES
Conservaci6n ac~tica de una serie de hortalizas como: pepinos, cebollitasi zanahorias, coliflores, ajfes, etc. La acidez es loqrada me
diante fermentacion l~ctica en un medio alcalino. El producto asiobtenido recibe el nombre gen~rico de "Pickles" o "Encurtidos".

9.

PLANTA DE PICKLES Y CHUCRUT
Planta nroductora de pickles y chucrut en vinagre de manzana.

10

0

INDUSTRIALIZADORA DE MANZANAS
Planta elaboradora de una amplia qama de subnroductos de la manzana,
tales como: jugo de 11nea principal, pulpa, pur~, vinagre, baqazo
(para forraje animal), pectina y sidra.

11.

SUBPRODUCTOS DE MATADERO
Aprovechamiento de productos de deshechos en matadero de aves para
elaboraci6n de harinas, destinada a reemnlazar parte de la harina de
pescado en alimentos de aves y cerdoso

12o

OUESO
Planta destinada a la produccion de queso del tipo qouda y a la elabo
racion de mantequilla.

13o

FABRICACION DE CECINAS
Produccion de jamones, tocinos y embutidos tales como: salchichas,
lonqanizas, mortadelas, morcillas, salames, etc., en base a mezcla
de carnes de cerdo y vacuno.
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14o

INDUSTRIALIZADORA DE FRUTAS Y HORTALIZAS
Elaboraci~n

de piment~n deshidratado, duraznos y damascos deshidratanueces blanqueadas y clasificadas, pulpa .v mermeladas de duraznos
y damascoso
dos~

15.

FABRICACION DE MERMELADAS
Elaboraci6n de mermeladas de duraznosj damascos, cerezas, ciruelas,
frutillas y dulce de membrillo.

16o

DESHIDRATADORA DE FRUTAS Y HORTALIZAS
Planta deshidratadora de frutas (duraznos, damascos, ciruelas, peras,
membrillos e higos) y hortalizas (cebollas, tomates, porotos verdes,
ajos y aj,es) mediante proceso de secado por aire.

17.

DESHIDRATADORA DE CALLAr1PAS
Deshidratado artificial de honqos (Suillus luteus, de crecimiento exclu
siva en los bosques de pino), para obtener un producto de humedad finaT
de 5 a 8% 9 trozado y envasado en balsas de polietileno de 50 Kg. para
fabricacion de alimentos .Y de exportaci6no

18. . DESHIDRATADORA DE PESCADO

Planta elahoradora de pescado seco, salado estilo bacalao, empleando
como materia prima, de preferencia, la merluza y el caz6n.
19o

CONSERVAS DE PESCADO
Planta elaboradora de conservas de pescado, del tipo salmon (jurel),
atun (bonito) y sardina, en envase de hojalata de 1 librao

200

VITIVINICOLA
Planta elaboradora de vinos, para entreqa a granel, envasado en chuico~ damajuanas y garrafas.
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21.

PLANTEL PONEDORAS
Plantel de ponedoras Leghorn, del que solamente se
ciones de huevos blancos.

22.

obtendr~n

produc-

PLANTEL BROILERS
Plantel para crianza de pollos Broilers.

23.

PLANTA INCUBADORA
Planta autom~tica de incubaci6n con sus respectivas nacedoras, para
huevos principalmente de Broiler.

24.

PLANTA

AHUr~ADO

DE PESCADO

Planta de ahumado de pescadoi dentro de las especies a procesar se
tiene : sierra, jurel y tritre.

2S.

FABRICA DE GALLETAS
Planta elaboradora de galletas de los tipos: museo, vino, soda, etc.
en bolsas impresas de celof~n (1/4 Kg.) yen cajas de cart6n (5 Kgs.).

26o .

SIDRA DE MANZANA
La planta tiene por objeto la producci6n de Sidra de Manzana tipo
carbonatada.,

27o

PLANTA PROCESADORA DE MIEL Y CERA
El proyecto consiste en una planta procesadora de miel y cera estampada. Comprende ademas, colmenares localizados .rara la produccion
de mi e 1 y cera..

28.,

FABRICA DE VINAGRE DE MANZANAS
Planta elaboradora, con proceso no continuo tradicional, de vinagre
de manzana con un 4% de acidez.
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29 .

FABR!CA DE ALIMENTOS PARA AVES
Planta elaboradora de alimentos para aves en diversos tipos:
llitos, engorda, recrfa y ponedora (reproductores).

30.

para po-

ACEITE ESENCIAL DE EUCALYPTUS
Unidad piloto destinada a la destilacion de aceite esencial de Eucaliptus "fllobulus", con contenido aproximado de 66% de cineo, mediante meto
do de destilaci5n ~or arrastre de vapor.

31.

CHI PS DE OUILLAV
Pl anta el aboradora de chips (astillado) de quillay, materia prima para
la obtencion de saponina que se emplea como detergente en la industria
textil, ela.boraci6n de cosml!ticos, revelado de fotoqraf1a yen medicina.

32.

MATADERO FRIGORIFICO PARA AVES
Planta faenadora de aves (broilers), con mantencion del producto a 0°C.
en camara de enfriamiento hasta su distribuci6n en camiones frigortficos.

33. MATADERO DE AV ES
Planta semi -mecanizada para faenar aves, principalmente pollos broilers.

34.

FABRI CA DE QU ESO DE CABRA
Planta el ab oradora de queso de cabra. El oroducto se exoenderia en envases de 500 qrsa en napel de mantequilla y/o polietileno.

35 • . OUESn PROCESADO
nues o obtenido a~partir de la fusion de quesos de diferentes tipos y que
lleva incorporados agregados tales como: jam6n, tocino, anchoa, etc., en
can t idade s del orden del 5%.

36.

FABR ICA DE HELADOS
Pla nta elaboradora de helados de crema y de agua, en envases de 5 Lts. y
en paletao
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37o

FABRICA DE CONFITES
Pl an ta elaboradora de productos ti~os gomas para mascar y malvas, que
son elaboradas en base a gelatina, mediante batidos a alta velocidad
y enfriados artificialmente.

38.

PAPAS FRITAS PRECOCINADAS
Planta elaboradora de papas fritas precocinadas tipo french fries, a
trav~s de un proceso de pelado, corte y precocidas en diferentes formas y tamanos .

39. ' FABRICA DE DULCE DE MEMBRILLO
Pla nta minima elaboradora de dulce de membrillo, envasado en cajas de
madera con contenido de 4 Kgs.

40g

PURE DE FRUTAS
La planta producira una pasta de fruta, conteniendo azucar y preservantesi se usara fruta de segunda o tercera calidad (la fruta considerada
en el estudio, fue la chirimoya).

41 .

VEGETALES PRECOCIDOS Y CONGELADOS
Hor tali zas tales como: espinacas, porotos verdes, choclos, habas esnar raqos , etc., se seleccionan, lavan, hierven brevemente, se congelan a
- 20°C., se envasan y se expenden en cajitas de 300 qrs.

42o

FABRICA DE TRIGO-MOTE SECO
Pl anta elaboradora de trigo-mote seco, que es un grano de trigo cocido,
descortezado con leg1a, lavado y secado hasta 12% en v,a humeda, que
pres enta un color amarillo verdoso y de ~ulpa blanqucina.
,

I

43 o PLANTA ELABORADORA DE H1PLEr1ENTOS .API COLAS

Fibri ca de impl ementos an,colas de madera en especial de colmenas y sus
par t es.
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B.

INDUSTRIAS r1ANUFACTURERAS
1~

APARATOS ELECTRICOS DE MANIOBRA DE BAJA 'TENSION
D is~os itivos electricos de maniobra en baja tensi5n (hasta 600 Vol ts)
espe ci ficamente seccionadores, conmutadores v oartidores estrella tr iangu l o del tipo ro ta torio de levas con capacidad nominales de 10,
16 , 25, 40, 63, 100 y 200 Amperes.

2o TALADROS ELECTRICOS PORTATILES

Tal adros el ec tricos port~tiles monofasicos, con capacidades de broca
de 1/4 11 , 3/8u y 1/ 2", en los tir>os liviano (Standard Duty) v nesado
(Heav.v Du ty).

3.

ESTABI LI ZADORES DE TENSION Y TRANSFORMADORES VARIABLES
Estab i l iz adores automaticos de tensi6n en potencia de 0,5 KVA a 6,5
KVA. y transformadores variables en potencias de 0 KVA a 2 KVA.

4.

FERRETERIA ELECTRICA

~ALVANIZADA

Productos de f ierro qalvanizado, empleados en pastes de hormigon o
madera, como el ementos soportantes en el tendido de lineas aereas de
distribucion de enerq ia electrica y alumbrado p0b1ico, y de lfneas
telef(micaso
Alqunos de es tos produc tos son: crucet as de nostes, diaqonal es , pisadera , sopor te s, abrazaderas , escuadras, qanchos oara luminarias, etc.

5.

BALLAST
El ba l las t es un compone nte el~ct r ico de e~uioos fluorescentes y consta nrinci~a lm e n te de un reactor ubicado en una caja metalica apropiada.
Sequn el ti po de~ pr oduc to, comr>ensado o simple, 1leva o no un condens ador para l a correcci5n del factor·de potencia.
Se f abf'ic arAn ballast de 6 tipos siendo 4 de estos, compensados y los
otros 2, simples.
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6o

CARBONES

Y

ELECTROnOS

Planta productora de electrodos y carbones industriales. La produccion contempla la fabricaci5n de: electrodos, bloques, placas escobillas y carbones de area.

7Q

TECL ES MANUALES DE 1 TONELADA
Teel e manual con capacidad de carga 1 tonelada, reducci~n en base a
t ren de enqranajes rectos, frena de discos y longitud de cadena 3,5
met ros o

80 PROV ECTO REMACHES TUBULARES
Remach es tubulares en las medidas de 1/8 y 5/32" de diametro y largo
5 y 8 mn. respectivamente, se han considerado en este estudio tres alter nativas de remaches tubulares: de cobre, .de laton y de aluminioo
11

9o

PROYE CTO LIMAS
Limas de secc ion plana, con canto redondo, redondas y cuadradas en las
variedades hastarda, semi-bastarda y finas, yen lonqitudes de 4 a 16".

lOo

MACHOS Y DA DOS
Machos y dados para roscas de movimiento manual, tipo standard y rectificad os, en hi l os Wi thworth corriente (BSW), americano (NF), Withworth
para caRerias (BSP) y metrico (M), en los ranqos de medidas comprendidas entre 1/8 11 y 1", y en tre 3 y 16 nmlo para los del sistema metriCOo

11 o LIMADORAS t1ECANICAS
Lima doras

me c~ nicas

de 500 y 700 mm. de carrerao

I

12o · HERRAMIENTAS DE CnRTE DE ACERO .RAPI DO
Herramien tas de corte para tornos, l imadoras y maquinas afineso Se
construyen de acero rapido, en 7 medidas que varfan de 3/16" x 2 l/2"
hasta 3/4" x 6"
o
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13~

ACIDO OXALICO
Aci do oxalico hidratado en forma de cristales, obtenido a partir del
aserr1 n por el m~todo de fusi5n alcalina. Este proceso de fab rica ci6n perm i t e obtener como subproductos: acetate y formiato de sodio
en cris tales, los ~ue con un tratamiento posterior liberan acido acet i co y f~ rm ico.

14.

JABON EN BARRAS
Fibrica de j ab6n de lavar en barras, producido por saponificaci6n de
qrasas v ace ites.

15.

POLI STIRENO EXPANDI DO
Se trata de la produccion de un ma terial a base de poliestireno
dido moldeado , que ofrece excelentes proniedades aislantes.

16.

expa~

BOLSAS DE POLI ET ILENO
Industria elaboradora de film de polietileno, en forma de manqa, con
anchos que abarcan el rango de 50 a 520 mm. y espesores de film desde
10 a 100 mi crones, derivandose los siquientes productos: mangas i mpresas, bal sas sin impresi6n v balsas con imnres ion de has ta 4 colores.

17 v ELABORADORA DE VEtAS
Planta el aboradora de velas para alum brado de 50 y 80 gr. cada un a,
en base a parafina s6l id a y pabilo de al~ od6n , que sirve como mech a,
envasadas en pa que te~ de 200 y 320 qrs. (4 velas cada uno).

1R.

TAPAS DE PLASTICO PARA ROTELLAS
Tanas de plas ti co pa ra hotell as de vino de consume rapido elabor adas
en po l i etileno , del ti po qorro (3 qr.) y t apon (.1 qr.) .

19 .

RRinllETAS rJE CARBON

Plant a elaboradora de briquetas de carbon ve~eta l (cuerpos re~u lare s
f ormados por prens ado de carbon molido u otro material combustible
mezc lado con un aqlomerante y cierta proporci~n de aqua), de forma
cua d ran~ u lar de 1 1/2 pulqada de lado y peso aprox imad o 20 grs ., par a uso metalu rqi co.
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20.

PROYECTO JERINGAS .HlPODE'RMICAS
J e rin ~ as

hipodermicas del tipo intercambiable con punta de vidrio en
capacidades de 2 c.c., 5 c.c,, 10 c.c. y 20 c.c.

21. · CRISTALES OPTICOS
Ta l ler de pulido y t al lado de cr istales 6pticos en t res ti pos : cri stales bl ancos , de color y fotocromAticos.
22.

FABRICA DE GUANTES INDUSTRIALES
Fa b ica el aborad or a de quantes industrial es de 3 tipos: corriente,
"guan t e de ca ll e" y med ia cana .

23.

FABRICA DE LN1 INO MOSAICO PARQUET
Pl anta oroductora de lamina masaica parquet, que es un sustituta del
parquet tradi cianal, como asimismo de atros elementos para pisas. Es
un producta de rapida instalaci5n con un peqamento sint~tico y sabre
un rad i er afinado.

24. ·?LANTA TEXTIL
Complejo text i l que abarca: l avadero de l an a , hi 1and er1a y confeccion
de frazadas y prendas de ves tir.

25 • . ·cASAS PREFAB RICADAS.DE BLO~U ES DE · MADE RA
Producci on industri ali zada de vi vie nd as ecanomi cas prefabricadas, segun un sistema esp eci al (Zander berqen) en que las paredes y di visi anes
son papeles constitu1 dos por bloques de madera, ent reqadas en f orma de
"paquete" .
26. ' FABRJCA DE CAJAS DE .CARTON

Fabrica de ca jas de cart5n qris, de medidas dive rs as.
27 *

FABRICA DE FONOL ITAS
Recubrimiento para techos, que consis t e en una plancha de car ton qri s
mo1d eado a la que se aplica un impermeabilizante asfaltica (brea).
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C.

VARIOS
1.

TALLER 'DE METALIZADO
Ta ll er destinado a la prestacion de servicios, efectuando trabajos de
metalizado v rectificado de piezas, esrecialmente cigueRales de motares de combusti6n interna.

2.

TALLER DE BOBINADO DE MOTORES
Tal ler destinado a efectuar trabajos de rebobinado de motores el ~c tri
cos, ti po industrial, monofasicos y trifasicos, de potencia desde 1/4
Ho P. hasta 5 H.P.

3. . ESTACI ON DE SERVICIO DE MAOUINARIA AGRICOLA
Estacion de servicio destinada a efectuar reparaciones qenerales de
maqu i naria agr,cola motorizada, como ajuste de motor, caja de cambia,
embraque, sistema electrico, sistema hidraulico, sistema de frenos,
et co Ademas debera diagnosticar las fallas del circuito de inyeccion.

4. GARAGE DE SERVIC!OS 'PARA TAXIS
Garaq e de servicios de mantencion y reparaciones menores, para una flot a de t ax is de locomocion urbana.

5.

HILANDER IA Y TEJEDURIA DE LANA ANGORA
Planta des tinada al lavado, tenido e hilado de lana de pelo an~ora combinada con lana de oveja, tenido de prendas de vestir cortas (chalecos ,
swea t ers y poleras) y tejidos planos (bufandas y echarpes).

6.

EXTRACCION DE MATERIALES ARREGADOS
Pla nt a meca nizada de extracci6n y selecci5n de materiales agreqados
na, r i pi o, etc .).
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(ar~

7.

ENVASADORA DE r,As LICUADO
Planta envasadora de gas licuado en bal ones de 15 y 45 Kgs. de capacidad,

8. ·PLANTA EMBOTELLADORA DE AGIJA MINERAL
Envasado de aq ua minera l, carhonatada, en botell as de vid ri o semiblanco de 250 cc. de capacidad. (Reemp lazo de plan ta exis te nte ).

9, CARBONATO DE CALCIO
Planta elaboradora de carbon ate de calcio pulverizado, para empleo
en a~ricultu ra, usa ndo como mateira prima conch illa (acumulaci ones
de conchas de mar i scos, abunda ntes en el sur de l pa,s) , mediante
proceso de secado y molido.
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Appendix 3
BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTIONS
NSSREC STAFF
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POSITION:

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR NSSREC

Specifications:
Successful completion of academic training in industrial management or a
related field of engineering plus graduate studies in business or finance.
least ten years of progressively responsible experience in industry.

At

Latest

position as executive director or manager would show ability to handle budgets
and operations in the $1-million-per-year range.

Must have a highly practical

orientation toward problem solving in the field, a solid knowledge of industrial
processes, and the ability to transldte current technological developments into
practical application in the Chile environment.
of banking practices and operations.

Should have a general knowledge

Must be highly effective in both written

and oral communication and capable of establishing sound working relationships
with key figures in government, business, technical and trade organizations.
Must be fluent in Spanish, and have some knowledge of English; ideally, a
Chilean national.
Representative Duties:
1.

Plan and direct an effective program of intermediate rural technology

and technical assistance services.

Identify priorities, establish operating

goals, and monitor all work progress.
offices within the system.
2.

Provide constant guidance to regional

Establish standard operating policies and procedures.

Develop close working rapport with affiliated organizations and, when

needed, negotiate contract agreements for their services.

Monitor the work of

specialists provided by these groups and advise on areas of special competence
which appear needed.
3.

As necessary, develop additional resource capabilities.

Supervise administration of the SSRE fund.

Review requests for re-

search funding, determine appropriate terms and conditions, and authorize disbursements.

Maintain close working liaison with gerentes of the CIDEREs and

with other officials administering the SSRE fund.
4.

. As key staff member of the NSSREC, participate in policy planning and

implementation.

Advise on changing needs in the field of intermediate rural

technology and technical assistance and their implication for broad NSSREC
policy.
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5.

Exercise general supervision over the system and determine the effec-

tiveness of the international consultant.

Advise on problem areas and on new

program potentials.
6.

Maintain close working rapport with officials responsible for the

planning and implementation of allied program; especially in such areas as the
publication of technical newsletters, administration on seminars, research
programs, and other related public affair projects.
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POSITION:

ENGINEER

Specifications:
Successful completion of college-level academic training in industrial
engineering or a related field of engineering.

Should have at least three

years of progressively responsible industry experience, including work assignments on operating production problems.

Must have a good understanding of

basic industrial systems and industrial technology in broad terms.

Must have

demonstrated analytical and research skills as well as a capacity to communicate
effectively.

Should also have basic understanding of principles of banking and

the capacity to evaluate economic consequences of technological changes.

Must

be capable of dealing effectively with a wide variety of individuals at different economic and official levels.

Must be fluent in Spanish, and requires

some knowledge of English, ideally, a Chilean national.
Representative Duties:
1.

As necessary, conduct special assignments, such as studies of new

industrial products, new industries, potential application of technological
innovations, technological training, product design concept, and others.
2.

Keep informed of technological developments relevant to his

region and the potential industries for that area.

Work closely with other

technical groups in the area and become involved in the dissemination and publication of technical newsletters and information.
3.

Within his assigned regional territory, monitor status of newly created

operations, by personal visits to the new activities, provide support to the
plant owners.

Make a preliminary diagnosis of problem areas (trouble-shoot)

and establish actions to resolve the problems within his area of competence.
Provide appropriate reports to the
4.

11

Gerente 11 and other officers.

Assist in the preparation of feasibility studies as part of the

generation of new

ac~ivities

within the area.

engineering support to the NSSREC
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In general, provide professional

POSITION:

DATA TECHNICIAN

Specifications:
A student of Library Science (fourth year) or successful completion of
technical level academic training in library sciences, information sciences,
or similar.

Should have at least one year of practical experience in libraries,

data banks, data collections, or similar.

Must be a

self~starter,

with great

"hunger" for information, inquisitive mind, a desire to continue looking for
dat a until the correct entry is found.

Also requires some analytical skill

and a good capacity to communicate effectively.
Representative Duties:

1.

Organize, collect, code, and in general handle and retrieve all data

entering the system at the regional level.

This position is the key to the

available data; there will be data only if this person collects and retrieves
it.
2.

Suggest new acquisitions as needed for the individual projects.

Main-

tain close linkages with other data collections, sources, libraries, and other
organizations.
3.

Disseminate and publish technical newspapers, information, briefs, and

other documents as needed.
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Appendix 4
BRIEF JOB DESCRIPTION
SSRE DEVELOPER
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POSITION:

SSRE DEVELOPER

Specifications:
Successful completion of academic training in economics, industrial management, or a related field of engineering plus graduate studies in business,
finance, or engineering.
engineering.

The desired mix is engineering-economics or economics-

At least five years of progressively responsible experience in

industry, preferably in development of small industrial activities.

Latest

position as developer, industrial promoter, engineering consultant, or manager
would indicate ability to handle complex projects with small staff and limited
budget.

Needs to have a highly pragmatic orientation, problem-solving ability,

solid background in industrial processes, and a great ability to interact with
people from all walks of life.

Should have a good knowledge of banking prac-

tices and procedures, especially in the area of loans and credits.

Must be

highly effective in both written and oral communication as well in report preparation, feasibility studies, and market analysis.

Must be fluent in Spanish,

with a working knowledge of English; ideally, a Chilean national.
Representative Duties:
1.

Plan, direct, and effectively implement a joint program of small-scale

rural enterprise development and intermediate rural technology at the regional
level.
2.

Develop close working rapport with affiliated organizations and, when

necessary, negotiate contracts for services to be provided by them.

Monitor

and coordinate the research, development, and promotion efforts of all these
organizations within this region.
3.

Together with his staff, work closely with the "user" of the program,

assisting him in all phases of the project from concept to post-implementation.
This is to be a "hand-holding" situation at times, particularly in such areas
as loan requests, loan documents, disbursements, plant . layout, equipment selection, plant setup, inltial production runs, systems, costing of products, and
many, many others.
4.
gram.

Determine training needs of both his staff and the "user" of the proIf training is required, obtain same from available organizations, for

example, AUDICOOP or INACAP.
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5.

Exercise general supervision over his program, report to his supervisors,

and determine the assistance he requires from the inte'rnational consultant.
vise on problem areas and on new program potentials.
6.

Maintain close working rapport with other units within the system,

particularly in the area of planning and program implementation.
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Ad-

Appendix 5
CONFEDERACION NATIONAL UNICA DE LA
PEQUENA INDUSTRIA Y ARTESANADO (CONUPIA}
MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
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NOMINA DE ASOCIACIONES AFILIADAS A "CONUPIA"
PROVINCIA DE TARAPACA A MAGALLANES
Presidente

Particular

Ciudad

Provincia de Tarapaca
Jorge aygada Rivadeneira
Ramo n Perez Opazo

Sotomayor No. 598
Vivar No. 1038

Arica
Iquique

Bolivar No. 151
Banados Espinoza No. 358
Baquedana No. 543 Of. 62

Tocopilla
Calama
Antofagasta

Casilla No. 128
Yerbas Buenas 460
Merced No. 601
Colip:l No. 202

Chanaral
Copiapo
Vallenar
Copiap6

Casilla No. 213
Eleuterio Ramirez No. 700
Urmenta No. 286
Independencia No. 293

La Serena
Coquimbo
Andacollo
Ovalle

Serrano Local 14
Freire No. 128
Papudo No. 536

La Ligua
San Felipe
Los Andes

Cochranne No. 568
Casilla No. 143
O'Higgins No. 40
1 Poniente No. 350
Victoria No. 2361
(Quilpue No. 1161)
Inmaculada Concepcion 127
Blanco 1001

La Calera
Quillota
Llay-Llay
Vina del Mar
Valparaiso

Serrano No. 45
Presidente Rios No. 31
Depto. 01
Santelices No. 208
Arturo Prat No. 713
Santa Rosa No. 744
Agustinas No. 2306
San Francisco No. 984

Melipilla
Santiago

P r ovincia de Antofagasta
F ranc isco Montero Canales
Eduardo Gallegos Cruz
J orge Artal Molina
Provinc ia de Atacama
Guido Vargas Bernal
Lino Munoz Barraza
En r ique de Raucourt Rivet
En rique Cortes Tapia
Prov inc ia de Coquimbo
J ose Bertolino B.
Manuel Santander Torres
Luis Nelson Oliva
Roberto Dabed Alamo
Provi nc ia de Aconcagua
Jose Sabal Rabi
Roberto Barraza Moreno
Francisco Rebolledo Rebolledo
Prov i n c ia de Valparaiso
Humberto Ponce Suazo
Ga storno Prudantt Diaz
Voltai re Arriagada Colombe
Lean d ro Po ns Perez
Jesus Azcorr a Pereda
Ar sen io Pardo Carvajal
Gu illermo Castro Vivan ~ o

San Antonio
Quilpue

Provinc ia de Santiago
Juvena l Norambuena N~
Al e jandro Dinham Nunez
Carlo s Cautivo R.
Sergio Perez Moreno
Car l o s Rlishmague ODDE
Raul Vicuna Arancibia
Jorge Goldsmith Gomez
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Isla de Maipo
Melipilla
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago

Presidente

Particular

Ciudad

Provincia de Santiago
(Continued)
Arturo Preisler Sangmeister
Juan Riveros Poblete
Nelson Radice Comparato
Leonardo Gomez Mancini

Carlos Roman Contreras
German Eguiguren Ortuzar
Edgard Pfennings Hoffmann
Pedro Beriestan Bosco
Luis Vera Gianini
Pantaleon Calvo Ruiz
Stefan Laskowits Kirstein
Conrrado Arriagada Novoa
Francisco Bouza Pavon
Lucio Gutierrez Munoz
Victor Pedreros Pavez
Carlos Vega v.

Casilla No. 2587
Agustinas No. 785 Of. 454
Ejercito No. 426
San Ignacio No. 1440
Agustinas No. 2474
P. Leon Ugalde No. 1464
Pasaje Matte No. 957
Pasade-Piso 4° Of. 4
Miraflores No. 590
Union Americana No. 158
Corvalan Melcaredo No. 32
Canada No. 253 Deto. C
Avda. Republica No. 371
21 De Mayo 617 Local 8
Correa Miramonte
Manuel Rodriguez No. 66
Toesca No. 2492
21 De Mayo No. 0189
San Alfonso No. 136

Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Las Condes
Santiago
Santiago
Puente Alto
Santiago

Cuevas No. 848

Rancagua

Casilla - M
Casilla No. 161

San Fernando
Santa Cruz

Carmen No. 584

Curico

2 Sur No. 1639

Talc a

Casilla No. 220

Constitucion

Casilla No. 14-D
Casilla No. 334
Igualdad No. 280

San Javier
Linares
Parral

El Roble No. 589 2° Piso

Chillan Casilla No. 5

Bulnes No. 421
Ongolmo No. 115

Concepcion
Concepcion

Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Santiago
Saintiago
Santiago
Santiago

Provincia de O'Higgins
Luis Barahona F.
?rovincia de Colchagua
Pedro Ramirez Arriagada
Dagoberto Vasquez Gatica
Provincia de Curico
Octavia Quiroz Mumoz
Provincia de Talca
Arturo Nash Mella
Provincia de Maule
Angel Munoz Rojas
Provincia de Ljnares
F.rnesto Cabrera Reveco
Osman Valverde Contreras
Luis Castillo C.
Provincia de Noble
Pedro Bocaz Lagos
Provincia de Concepcion
Ramon Pla Polo
Rene Zambrano Zuniga
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Pres idente

Particular

Ciudad

Provincia de Santiago
(Continued)
Eduard o Val lej o s Be ltran
Tulia Mo sso
Gregorio Gonzalez c.
Raul Orel lana Martinez

Anibal Pinto No. 85
Casilla No. 211
P. Aguirre Cerda No. 420
Casilla No . 45

Tal c ahuano Casi ll a No . 3
Tome
Coronel
Lot a

Arturo Prat No. 190

Canete

Avda. Alessandri No. 286
(San Rosendo 33)
Casilla No. 278
Casilla No. 135

Laja
Lo s Angeles
Mulchen

Casilla No. 36

Angel

Alcazar No. 968
Santa Cruz No. 721
Casilla No. 51
Casilla No. 76

Collipu lli
Traiguen
Victoria
Curacautin

Provin c i a de Arauco
Nelso Gal lardo Petit-Laurent
Provinc i a de Bio Bio
Jorge Pineda Carva llo
Humb erto Al i Cabello
Juan Anton io Mora Mella
Provincia de Ma lleco
Ruben Gallego s S .
Sr. Ec h e verr ia (Secretario)
Gabrie l Sanc hez S ilva
Jorge Va n Wezeel
Jorge Vale n z uel a Chavez
Greg orio Riva s s.
Pro vin c i a d e Caut in
Ricard o Ortiz Escobar
Prospe r ina Jaramil l o Pinilla
Add l fo Becker C.
Sergio Duran Araven a

Casilla No. 562
Temuco
Gabriela Mistral No. 01525
Temuco
Campos Deportivos
Villarica
Casilla No. 325
Loncoche
Casilla No. 133

Provinc ia de Valdi v ia
Juan Cuvertin o Gomez
Jaun Saavedra
Heriberto Weber
Raul To l e d o
Vi ctor Hott
Celestino Ve la squ ez

Esperanza No. 281
Casilla No. 58-A
Casilla No. 68
Vic. Mackenna No. 12
Casil1a No. 467

La nco
Panguipulli
Valdivia Picart e
Los Lagos
Paillaco
Rio Bueno

Ramlrez No. 656-Local 18

Osorno

Casilla No. 971

Puerto Montt

Casi11a No. 407
Casil1a No. 239

An cud
Castro

Provincia de Osorno
Luis Stuardo Yan ez
Provinc i a de Llanquihue
Nicolas Mi r ic Dubravcic
Provinc i a de Childe
Car los Stump foll Munzenmayer
Osval d o Man silla Moll
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P residente

Particular

Ciudad

Provincia de Childe
(Continued)
Humberto Perez Zurita
Anibal Edo. Rojas Alvarez

Casilla No. 284
Casilla No. 429

Puerto Aysen
Coyhaique

Esmeralda No. 774
Balmaceda No. 649

Puerto Natales
Punta Arenas

Provincia de Magallanes
Oliverio Reyes Olavarria
Federico Gutierrez Gohler
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Appendix 6
QUALIFICATIONS OF THE GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
AND THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY
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THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

The Economic Development Laboratory at Georgia Tech has provided a broad
spectrum of economic development services within the United States for 20 years
and internationally for 12 years.

EDL has more than 300 person-years of economic

development experience within its staff.

Over the past 20 years, EDL has pro-

vided problem-solving technical and management assistance to more than 4,000
establishments, has produced over 650 published analytical and evaluative research reports and over 200 unpublished reports on various economic development aspects, and has directly assisted in the creation of tens of thousands
of jobs in commerce and industry in the

u.

S. and abroad.

In the past year, 13 international development projects have been undertaken by EDLin 10 countries.

Under USAID 2ll(d) and other funding, Georgia

Tech has established a closely knit continuing network with eight developing
country organizations with small industry development interests and capabilities.

These eight nations are located in the Far East, Africa, and South

America.
The EDL at Georgia Tech is staffed by full-time research professionals.
Consequently, this staff is free to travel at all times (unlike a research
facility dependent on academic faculty who are tied to teaching schedules).
This availability provides the Laboratory with a quick response capability and
insures that schedules will be maintained and that report and other deadlines
will be met.
EDL is one of eight laboratories which make up the Engineering Experiment
Station at Georgia Tech.

The Engineering Experiment Station is a client-oriented

applied research organization carrying out investigations in engineering science
and economic development for government and industrial sponsors.

The Station

has a prestigious 500-person staff and a long history of pragmatic domestic and
international activities, including research, training, technology transfer, and
development.

Occupying seven buildings, the Station has extensive laboratories,
I

fixed and mobile equipment, a machine shop, experimental facilities, prototype
design and fabrication areas, and all of the analytical and computer hardware
and software associated with an outstanding applied research institute.

In

addition to the main library on the Georgia Tech campus, the Station personnel
have access to a number of other information sources, including EDL's Basic
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Data and International Development Data centers and on-line data base linkage
with other computer information centers which provides more than 14 million
citations in the network.
Socioeconomic Research
Since its establishment in 1956, EDL has been engaged in socioeconomic
research related to economic development.

Over the years, the staff has pro-

duced numerous studies converning the identification and classification of
existing manufacturers and processors; labor force evaluations; microeconomic
analyses; population studies; market identification, analyses and forecasts;
community economic profiles; and economic impact studies.

For example:

GEORGIA EMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION PROJECTIONS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
WATER-USING INDUSTRIES. Robert B. Cassell, Tze I. Chiang, David S. Clifton,
Robert E. Collier, E. Amy Collins, and Winfred G. Dodson. July 1973.
154 pp.
DIRECTORY OF METALWORKING JOB SHOP CAPABILITIES IN GEORGIA, 1975.
Diamond. February 1975. 117 pp.

Harvey

DIRECTORY OF SCIENTIFIC RESOURCES IN GEORGIA, 1973-1974. Compiled by
Kay C. Rogers with the assistance of Sallie G. Daniell. March 1974.
185 pp.
PLASTICS PROCESSORS AND FABRICATORS IN GEORGIA AND SURROUNDING AREAS, 1972.
Richard Johnston and Harvey Diamond. June 1972. 71 pp.
METAL SERVICE CENTERS IN THE SOUTHEAST, 1972.
138 pp.
IMPACT STUDY OF THE OFFSHORE POWER SYSTEMS.
Dudley. September 1973. 31 pp.

Harvey Diamond.

April 1972.

Harvey Diamond and Sherman

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF GEORGIA'S DEEPWATER PORTS.
Larry R. Edens. December 1973. 41 pp.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES FOR THE SOUTHEAST.
ect Director, and others. November 1973. 100 pp.

David S. Clifton and
David S. Clifton, Proj-

THE ANNUAL DEMAND FOR ROLLED STEEL PRODUCTS AND FORGING STOCK IN THE SOUTHEAST, 1972. Tze I. Chiang. November 1972. Unpaged.
THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING THERMO-MECHANICAL MARKET PUMP MILLS IN THE
COASTAL PLAINS REGION OF THE UNITED STATES. Tze I. Chiang and Frank Kingsland. March 1976. 254 pp.
MUSCIAL INSTRUMENTS: A MANUFACTURING OPPORTUNITY IN ATLANTA, GEORGIA.
Harvey Diamond. May 1975. 17 pp.
SAVANNAH-CHATHAM COUNTY OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS SURVEY AND MANPOWER TRAINING AND
SERVICES PROGRAM. William C. Howard, Larry R. Edens, and Jerry L. Lewis.
March 1975. 79 pp.
AN UNEMPLOYMENT REGISTRATION AND EMPLOYMENT GENERATION PROGRAM FOR THE LOWER
CHATTAHOOCHEE COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY. William C. Howard, David S. Clifton,
and Charles W. Wommack. September 1972. 137 pp.
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Economic Profiles of Georgia Communities
Alma (1973)

Hiawassee (1974)

Perry (1974)

Carrollton (1972)

Jackson (1972)

Stockbridge (1972)

Cordele (1973)

Lavonia (1972)

Sylvania (1972)

Dallas (1974)

Louisville (1973)

Vidalia (1973)

Douglasville (1973)

McDonough (1971)

Villa Rica (1972)

Fayetteville (1972)

Midville (1972)

Wadley (1972)

Fort Valley (1971)

Newnan (1971)

Warner Robins (1973)

Greenville (1972)

Peachtree City (1972)

Wrens (1972)

Literature Searches
The five professional librarians at EDL are accustomed to using the bibliographic tools to access the literature resources of Georgia Tech of the University System of the State of Georgia, the Inter-Library Loan Network (which has
access to most of the world's literature), and the on-line data searching capabilities of the DIALOG and ORBIT data base systems.
Access to data which predate the computerized materials of 1970 and later,
which often are most pertinent for appropriate technology applications in the
LDCs, is available through the various indexes contained in the Georgia Tech
Library.

The Index of Industrial Arts goes back to 1913, that of food tech-

nology back to 1939, and for agriculture to 1922.
EDL's International Development Data Center staff has carried out many
literature searches on appropriate technology for food processing and for agricultural equipment, as well as for EDL's own staff members working with existing
industry in the U. S. and overseas.
The staff of the International Development Data Center maintains close contact with other recognized centers of excellence in appropriate technology, such
as the Intermediate Technology Development Group, the Technology Consultancy
Centre (which is one of EDL's counterpart linkages), VITA, IRRI, and Brace Research Institute.

Re?orts and newsletters are exchanged with these and other

centers on a regular basis.
Georgia Tech, through its main library, is a repository for all U. S.
patents since the first was issued.

The library also has access to a data base

which provides worldwide coverage of patents, searchable by International Patent
Classification, patentee, and patent equivalents.
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Industry Studies
Since 1956 the staff of EDL has conducted over 115 industry studies covering a wide variety of industry types.

These studies have included plant loca-

tion analyses, feasibility studies, market analyses, problem identification
studies, and potential industry identification reports.

Typical of these are

the following:
ALUMINA FROM KAOLIN: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS.
and John E. Husted. April 1976.
38 pp.

William C. Ward, Jr.,

THE FEASIBILITY OF ESTABLISHING THERMO-MECHANICAL MARKET PUMP MILLS IN
THE COASTAL PLAINS REGION OF THE UNITED STATES.
Tze I. Chiang and Frank
Kingsland. March 1976.
254 pp.
ALUMINA FROM KAOLIN.
1974.

William C. Ward, Jr., and John E. Husted.

November

OPPORTUNITIES FOR TIMBER-BASED INDUSTRIES IN GREENE COUNTY, ALABAMA.
Chiang. January 1974. 92 pp.

Tze I.

A NEW LOOK AT MANUFACTURING SOUTHERN PINE PLYWOOD IN OGLETHORPE COUNTY,
GEORGIA. Tze I. Chiang. November 1973. 38 pp.
INDUSTRIAL POSSIBILITIES FOR RURAL GEORGIA.
119 pp.

Harvey Diamond.

July 1973,

A STUDY OF THE PROBLEMS AND POTENTIALS OF THE GUM NAVAL STORES INDUSTRY.
Final Report.
Tze I. Chiang, W. H. Burrows, Willaim C. Howard, and G. D.
Woodard, Jr. November 1971. 159 pp.
Industrial Extension
Georgia Tech, through the Economic Development Laboratory, was a pioneer
in industrial extension programs.

EDL's first field office was opened in Rome,

Georgia, in 1961.

Since then EDL has added six other field offices to form a

statewide network.

Graduate engineers working out of these offices provide

manufacturers and other businesses, as well as economic development agencies,
planning staff, and other government officials, with management and technical
assistance.

This program was the prototype for the U. S. Department of Com-

merce's State Technical Assistance Program which was inaugurated in Macon,
Georgia, in April 1966 by the EDL extension o=fice there.
Applying its experience in rural Georgia to the problems of the LDCs, EDL
has assisted Korea, the Philippines, Nigeria, and Brazil in the establishment
of industrial extension programs.

Additionally, extension office personnel

from these and other nations, as well as those from substate planning and
development groups and other development organizations in the U. S., have
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received training in the many educational programs conducted by the EDL staff
since 1968.
One of the EDL's extension programs involves working with the International
Rice Research Institute, long a leader in the design of small-scale agricultural
machinery, in the promotion of the manufacture of this equipment in LDCs.

Work

in both Ecuador (1975) and the Dominican Republic (1974) involved ascertaining
the feasibility of manufacturing IRRI machinery in these countries.

Currently,

EDL staff members are working with IRRI in Thailand and Pakistan to provide
on-site technical assistance in adapting, manufacturing, and marketing the IRRI
equipment.

This program is being implemented through a program of business

management assistance to indigenous manufacturers in each country.
Technology Transfer
EDL has been engaged in technology transfer since 1961, when the Governor
of Georgia and the University System Board of Regents provided funds for the
initiation of a program of direct technical assistance to small manufacturers
and other business firms.

This program has grown since its inception to include

the seven field offices mentioned above.
An

example of the work engendered by this program is the case of the Yong

Jak Fishing Pole Factory in Korea.
and production volume.

The management wished to expand its markets

A team of Soong Jun University and Georgia Tech staff

members worked closely with the factory management in determining how these
goals might be achieved.
Major bottlenecks in the production process were identified and recommendations were made as to ways of eliminating or reducing them.

These recommenda-

tions included a new plant layout, improved work flow, better methods of
selecting bamboo sections, the use of gauges for sizing the sections, and improvements in the reaming, boring, winding, plugging, and painting operations.
Marketing recommendations included product standardization, product diversification, development ;of promotional literature, and identification of new
customers.
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